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CROSS.EXAYIKATIOK OF A N ACCUSED
BEFORE COURTS-MARTI4L*
BY CAPTAINORRINR . J. STRIBLEY,
JR.**
I. INTRODUCTION
At the point in a court-martial when an accused must elect
either to testify on his own behalf or to remain silent, the defense
counsel must make what is frequently the mast important tactical
deciaion in the defense of the case. The defense counsel knows
that, while an accused need not testify on his own behalf and no
inference should be drawn from his silence,' court members,
being human, normally cannot completely ignore the fact that
the accused elected to remain silent. After all, who is in better
position to contribute to his defense than the accused himself?
In a closely contested case, testimony by the accused can often tip
the balance in favor of acquittal.
But the defense coun~elalso knows t h a t a n accused cannot tell
merely those facts favorable to his defense but "becomes subject
to cross-examination upon the issues concerning which he has
testified and upon the question of his credibility."' Consequently,
the defense counsel must initially: (1) determine whether the
accused has valuable testimony to contribute: (2) plan the direct
examination of the accused so a s to anticipate the scope of the
cross-examination; and ( 3 ) compare the probable value of the
testimony for the defense with the probable damage resulting
from admissions made on cross-examination. To evaluate the
situation properly the defense counsel should understand the rules
concerning the scope of cross-examination and the testimonial
waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination and should

'

* This article was adapted from B theais presented to The Judge Advaeak
Genaral'a School, U.S. Army, Charlottesviile, Virginla, while the avthor was
a member of the Ninth Career Course. The o p i n m n ~and C O ~ C I U L / I O ~pre.
S
sentsd herein are those of the s u t h a r m d do not neeesaariiy represent the
~ Yother governments1
g'owmmentsl
views of The Judge Advocate General's School or Bsny
BK*"CY.
'* J A G C , C.S. Army: Judge Advocate Seetion. Seventh United States
University; Member of Iowa S t a t e
Army ( E u r o p e ) ; J.D., 1958. Iowa State University:
Bar.
18 U.S.C.$ 5481 (1958); U.S. Dep't of Defense, Manual f o r Courts148e. hereafter referred to 88 the Manual
Martial, United States. 1951, para. 14%
and cited MCM, 1951. F i r s t recognition of the a c c u a d s competency as B
wultnesa on his own behalf was in the Act of March 15, 1878, eh. 87, 20 Stat.

"".

aMCM, 1951, para. 149b(1).
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MILITARY LAW REVIEW
know the interplay of these rules as they relate to the accused's
testimony. Only With this knowledge can the defense counsel
proceed intelligently in selecting a course of action.
Just as the defense counsel must iialance the possible gain with
the possible harm in deciding whether to advise an accused to
testify, so must the trial counsel, once the accused has testified,
consider the rules concerning the mope of cross-examination and
the testimonial waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination.
Because testimonial admissions by the accused can fill in gaps in
the Prosecution proof, the trial counsel cannot afford to use "kid
gloves" in his handling of the cross-examination of an accused
and so miss valuable opportunities to elict the truth. But he must
always consider that, ii, on review of the case, a reviewing authority determines that the scope o i the u,aiver of the privilege
against self-incrimination has been exceeded, probably it will
be held to be general prejudice and a reversal of the conviction
will result.8

In this article the rules relating to the cross-examination of an
accused in a court-martial will be analyzed in order to assist all
of the trial participants, particularly the defense and trial
coun8el. in their handling of this phase of B court-martial. In
doing this, the scope of cross-examination will be considered
generally, to include a discussion o f : (1) the extent of the
accused's waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination by
testifying; and ( 2 ) the permissible scope of cross-examination
of a n accused. Counsel should never confuse these separate concepts. Distinct legal principles are involved and the waiver of
the privilege against self-incrimination is not aiway8 coterminous
with the permissible scope of cross-examination: For instance,
in impeaching an accused through the use of acts of misconduct
not resulting in convictions, a question which may be proper
because it is within the permissible scope a i cross-examination
may be outaide of the waiver of the privilege against selfincrimination and the accused may be privileged not to answer.
This problem will be discussed in detail. However, problems
inherent in the waiver of other privileges such as the husbandwife and attorneyclient privileges will not be considered. When
an accused testifies concerning less than all of the offenses
charged, and, if the offenses are either factually interrelated or
one offense tends to show intent, knowledge, or motive relevant
to the other offense or offenses, these questions must be considered: Does the accused, merely by stating that he will testify
I

4

2

United States Y . Wiiliams. 8 USCMA 443, 24
Evidence g 2278 (3d ed. 1940).

s Wigmore,

CMR

254 (1957).
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only concerning certain offenses, effectively limit the scope of
cross-examination? How does the joinder of charges affect the
scope of cross-examination when an accused elects to testify an
less than all offenses charged? What effect does character testimony have when an accused attempts to testify on less than all
the offenses charged?
The cross-examination of an accused after he has given "limited
purpme" testimony will be discussed.' When does his testimony
"bear upon the issue of his guilt?" Must or should the same rules
on scope of cross-examination after "limited purpose" testimony
be followed in an out-of-court hearing as in open court?
Finally, impeachment of an accused will be discussed, with consideration af the problems arising solely through cross-examination,
that is, those concerning the form of the questions asked and the
impeaching of an accused through the use of acts of misconduct
not resulting in conviction.

To provide a framework for the consideration of the crossexamination of an accused in a court-martial, the status of the
accused as a witness will be compared with the status of an
"ordinary" witness. Federal cases dealing with the principles
relating to the waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination
and the permissible scope of cross-examination will be discussed
in an effort to relate the prevailing federal rules to those applicable to courtsmarti$
I1 TESTiYOXIAL \V.AIVf.R OF T H E PRIVILEGE
AtiAISST SELF-ISCKIZIISATIOS
In approaching the subject of the cross-examination of an
accused either in civilian or military law, one must differentiate
a t the outset between two separate concepts: (1) the testimonial
waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination; and (2) the
permissible scope of cross-examination. It is because these two
concepts are interdependent that it is easy to overlook the fact
that they are distinct. Dean Wigmore states that the end result,
whether predicated upon a ruling that a queston exceeds the permissible scope of cross-examination or that there has been no
waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination, is often the
same because, if there are no questions for an accused to answer,
"If the aecuaed testifies on direct examination only as to matteis not
bearing upon the I S S U ~ Sof his guilt of any offenre for which he i i being tried,
he may not be erons.examined on the issue of his guilt or innocence." MCM,
1951, para, 149b(1)
*oo 6,878
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there is necessarily na question of waiver of the privilege against
self-incrimination.' The distinction between the rules appears
mast clearly in the impeachment of a witness. While the rule on
the permissible scope of cross-examination of a witness may
permit, for instance, an inquiry concerning other acts of misconduct not resulting in conviction, the question of the privilege
against self-incrimination and its waiver remains undetermined
and resort must be had for that purpose to the rule concerning
the waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination..

Courts distinguish between the accused and the "ordinary"
witness when considering the testimonial waiver of the privilege
against self-incrimination. The distinction is predicated upon
the fact that, while an "ordinary" witness can be subpoenaed and
compelled to testify, the accused cannot be compelled to testify.^
Thus, it is reasoned that an "ordinary" witness should be able
to assert the privilege against self-incrimination a t any time Prior
to the actual incrimination while the accused waives the privilege
against self-incrimination by his act of valuntarily testifying.
A W A I V E R BY "0RDI.VARY" W I T X E S S I S
F E D E R A L COURTS
The federal courts, in case8 concerning the waiver of the
privilege against self-incrimination by an "ordinary" witness,
have referred to three tests when answering the question of
whether there has been a waiver af the privilege against selfincrimination. These tests may be labeled: (1) "incriminatingfact test" under which a broad interpretation of waiver is given,
predicated upon the theory that when a witness admits to any
incriminating fact there has been a waiver and the witness may
be questioned fully and compelled to ansxer or be punished far
contempt af court:' ( 2 ) "all-elements-of-the-affense test'' under
which a waiver of the privilege has occurred when the witness has
' 8 Wigmore, Evidenee
I 7
h . i
4 1 . 1 .

5

2278 (3d ed. 1840).

s

u S.C. 3481 (19581
Rogers V. Umted Ststes, 340 U.S. 367 (1961). In this ease the petitioner,
r h i l e testiiyinp before 8. federal grand ~ ~ r yadmitted
,
t h a t she had been
t r r a m r e r of the Communist party I" Denver. Colorado. had possessmn o i the
p a r t y records. and turned the recorda over to anather person, but she refused
to identify the other peraon, desgite beine instructed by the court to do 30.
Her eonvictmn far contempt of m u n was sustained by the Supreme Court
which noted t h a t she had stated i n e n m m a t m e i s c t a and thus had waived her
priviiese against self-mcnmmation. However, the petitioner had in f a c t s d mitted every element of the offense of conspiring ta overthrow the qavernment because the name of the ca-conspirator 18 not an element of the odsnre.
18

a

4
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admitted every element of an offense:'O and ( 3 ) "enough-to-punish
test", the narrowest interpretation of waiver which is predicated
on the theory that, until a witness admits enough facts to prove
his guilt of an offense, there has been no waiver of the privilege
against self-incrimination.''
The federal courts have not distinguished between inquisitory procedures such as the grand jury
hearings and adversary proceedings when determining the point
st which the "ordinary" witness ha8 waived the privilege against
self-incriminstion:? I t would Seem that such a distinction might
logically be made because, in the investigative proceedings, it is
desirable to maintain a narrow interpretation of waiver to encourage a witness to reveal as much information as possible without his fearing that he will totally waive hi3 privilege against
self-incrimination. In B m w z v , L'nzted States," the Supreme
Court has equated a defendant in B civil case to a defendant in a
criminal action rather than equating him to an "ordinary" witness.
The narrow interpreation of the waiver of the privilege against
self-incrimination by the "ordinary" witness is consonant with
the principle that the waiver of a constitutional privilege should
not be readily inferred.'< In Ballentpne c. Cnited States,'& the
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit held that a prosecutor could
not, by "skillfully" securing from a grand jury witness a general
IoUnited States Y. St. Pierre, 132 F.2d 837 (Zd Cir 19421, petition l o r ~ e ~
diemimed os moat, 319 U.S. 41 (1943). The defendant admifled before a
grand j m w t h a t he had embezzled, b u t refused to state from whom he had
embezzied. Since a eonfeswm before a grand jury i a not a ivdicial confesman,
the name of the ~ i e l i mof the embezzlement wag needed t a establish a eorpun
delicti. The Court of Appeals, I" an o p m a n by Judge Learned Hand. I"
affirming a eonvietion f o r criminal contempt f o r the refusal t o anawer the
question, held t h a t once B witness admits the elements of s.n offense he eannot refuse to w p p l y the details. In dissenting, Judge Jerome Frank said t h a t ,
became t h e desfndant hadn't admitted enavgh facts to enable a pimecutor
to eafabliah his w i l t of an offenno, he hadn't waived the prwilege againat
seif-lnenmmatio".
The Court of
XI United Staten V. Courtney, 236 F.2d 921 (2d Cir. 19Gti)
Appeals here held t h a t there had been no waiver of the privilege agalnnt
self-incrimination where t h e defendant a t B grand jury hearing admitted
paying bribes, but refused to answer f u r t h e r questlms concerning the alleged
bribes. The Cawtnry case was cited with approval in Iaaaen V . United States,
256 F.2d 654 (8th Cir. 1958), in which the Court of Appeals held t h a t there
had been no wmver where the defendant had admitted paying bribes but
refused to tell the names of the recipients of t h e bribes u h e r e ahe government was attempting to eifsbhsh meome-tax Imbility.
* * U n i t e d State8 V. ST. Pierre. supra note 10.
1 8 356 U.S. 148 (1963). A recent comment on this case discusses the terts
which have been used I" the federal courts to determine the walvel by an
"ordmary" witness. See Comment. Tesltmonrol Waiver o i the Privilege
Aooinat SdI.lnrrzminatmn and Brown V . Cniied Statea. 48 Cshf. L. Rev. 123

(igtio)
1. Emrpak V. United Stater, 349 U.S. 190 (19551 : Smith \'. United States,
337 U.S. 131 (19491; Giaiisar V . United Stater, 316 U.S. 60 (19421.
16

237 F.2d 657 (6th Cir. 1966).

*GO 1,118
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claim of innocence (that he had reported all of his income far
tax purposes), preclude the witness from thereafter relying upon
his constitutional privilege against self-incrimination when confronted with specific details. Would this reasoning be followed
by the Court of Military Appeals in a ease where, in B trial,
c o u n ~ e l"goaded" an accused, w,ho was testifying for a limited
purpose such as the voluntariness of a confession,into making a
general denial of the offense? This matter will be discussed in
more detail in the section of this article relating to limited purpose
testimony.

B. "ORDISARY" W I T S E S S I Y MILITARY LAW
A u.itness who a n ~ w e r r a question without having asserted the
privilege and thereby admits B relf-incriminating fact may be required
to make a full disclanure, however self-inermmating. a i the matter to
which that f a c t relates, f o r to this extent he has uaivsd the Prii'liege
bs making the answer.>*

The authors of the Manual specifically considered the decision of
L'nited States T. St. Pierre in developing this proi.isian.'. However, the effect of the Rogers decision had not been considered at
the time of the drafting. The holding in St. Pierre was predicated
upon an "all-elements-of-the-offense" test, while the holding in
Rogers was predicated upon the "incriminating-faet" test. However, the "all-elements-of-the-offense" test would appear to be the
proper test to be used in determining the point at which there
has been a waiver of the privileke agsimt self-incfimination by an
"ordinary" witness in military law. It should be kept in mind,
however, that while.most of the federal cases arise in contempt
of court actions resulting from a witness refusing to answer a
question in a grand jury hearing, in military law the problem
arises dt an adversary trial. It appears that a broad interpretation
of waiver to the extent that it is within the Ian officer's discretion
is advisable. In C'nited States 8 . Ballard,'&the Court of Military
Appeals was faced with a situation where, in a trial for rape, the
law officer S U B sponte advised several defense witness of their
right to exercise the privilege against self-incrimination shortly
after they began to testify. Same of the witnesses availed themselves of the privilege to the prejudice of the accused, who
apparently was attempting to show the bad moral character of
the prosecutrix as bearing upon the likelihood of whether there
was consent to a sexual act. The law officer, on the other hand,
MCM, 1851. wm. 160b. p. 284.
1- Legal and Legislative Basis. Manual for Courts-Martial, United Stater,
1851, P . 237.
'38 U S C M A 561, 26 CJIR 65 (18581.
6
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deferred instructing a reluctant prosecution witness concerning
the privilege against self-incrimination, despite the witness' request for instructions, until after the witness had made statments
incriminating the accused. The Court of Military Appeals said:
But if the law officer favors the witness and keeps evidence a u t of the
record the accused is denied the benefit of testimony which might aimst
the court-martial in aacertaming the t r u t h . For t h a t reason, a law
officer should not interpose repeated warnines unless the wltneaa gives
elear indieations t h a t he doe8 not understand the advice previounly
given. I t i s fairly obvious t h a t rmpiieit m the w s r n m g IS B suggestion
not to a n ~ w e rand to reitelate a p r m p t m g once giren 1 8 t o destroy the
balance between the protection of the w h e r s on the m e hand and the
necessity of getting a t the t r u t h on the athar.'a

C. W A I V E R OF PRIVILEGE AGAINST
SELF-I.VCRIMlXATION BY ACCUSED
Several tests are applied by the different courts in determining
the extent of the waiver by an accused of the privilege against
self-incrimination by virtue of his taking the witness stand
voluntarily to testify. Dean Wigmore lists the following tests:

...
...

(8)
the voluntary taking of the stand i s B w s i w r PI to all facta
whatever, ineiudmg even thaae which merely sffeet e r e d i b h t y .
(b)
the waivep extends to all mattera relevant to the ~ P B Y
mean~,
ing thereby to exclude 'collateral' matters. i.e. facts merely affecting
credibility. (Dean Wigmore suggests this t o be the corFect test.)
(e) A third d e , u u a l i y ongansted by statute, makes the accused
liable b erona-examination 'like any other witness: This would upon
ita face go no f u r t h e r t h a n the second rule , i . ~ I. t would not predicate
a waiver f o r f a c t i merely affecting credibility. But it is not aIway8
construed 80 "8rrovly; and the statute may be supposed merely to be
dealing with the topies avsilahie for eioss-examinstion
without
expressing anything as to the doctrine of waiver.
( d ) A fourth rnle, usually under atatute, is t h a t the aceused may be
erosa-examined only as to the rubleeta already dealt with in his direct
examination.
(e)
t h a t the waiver extends to no other e n m i n d Pets than the m e
precisely charged.
( f ) , , , privilege may be claimed a t any time.90

...

. .

...

. ..

in Federal Courts
The rule appears to be reasonably well settled now in federal
1. Waiver b y Acelraed

courts that an accused, by taking the witness stand, waives his
privilege against self-incrimination completely. In Raffel v .
United States?' the Supreme Court, in an opinion written by
Justice Stone, said:
>'Id. at 566, 25 C I R s t TO.
*a 8 Wigmore, Evidence 5 2276 (3d ed. 1940)
271 US. 494 (1S26).
A00 BillB
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The lmmunltl from giving testimony is m e which the defendant may
His (an aeeused'a) ~ a i v e ris
not ~ 8 r f i a l .having once east aside the cloak of immunity, he may not
resume it at will when c r o s s - e x s m m a t m may be mcanvenient or
embarrasa1ng.r:
r a l v e by offering himself B Q a witness

..

The Supreme Court concluded that:
The safeguards against self-incrimination are for the benefit of those
who do not wulsh to become witnensea in their own behalf and not f a r
those who do. There is a round policy in requiring the accused who
affers himself as B witness t o do so a i t h o v t reservation, BI doer m y
ather nitness \Ve can discern nothing in the policy of the law against
self-merimination which xauld requ~rethe extension of immunlty t o m y
trial or t o ani tribunal other t h a n t h a t in which the defendant preserves
It by 'efusmg to tentify.2

In R a f e l the defendant, charged with Prohibition Act violations, testified in a rehearing to rebut certain testimony of a
federal agent, although he did not testify in rebuttal to the same
agent's testimony a t the original hearing of the case. On crossexamination, the defendant's silence a t the original trial was
brought out as bearing upon his credibility, and the Supreme
Court upheld the admissibility of questions.<' In Johnson u . United
States,?' the Supreme Court pointed o u t that an accused, by testifying, waives the privilege against self-incrimination as to relevant
inquiries into the issues on trial. In the Johnson case, the Supreme
Court held that the trial court erred in granting a defendant's
claim af privilege, but further said that a trial court, having
erroneously granted a defendant's claim of privilege, should not
sllaw a prosecutor's comment concerning the claim of privilege.2'
In Bolling z,. United States," the Court of.Appeals for. the Fourth
Circuit pointed out:
His ( t h e defendant's) r ~ l u n f s r yoffer of terrimmy upon any fact 13 a
waiver as to all other relevant facts because of the necessary connection
b e t r e e n all
"1

I d at 496-97.

Id. e t 499.
#'But cl. Grunewald Y. United States, 353 U.S. 391 (1957). in which four
members of the Supreme Court would exprennly overrule the Raqel c a w on
the facta a i the c a m
"3318 U S . 189 (1843).
28

20

Ibid.

*i
18 F.2d 863 (4th C i i . 1927).
* ( I d . st 8 6 5 . Confva, Tucker V. United States, 5 F.2d 818 (8th Clr. 1925)
In the Tuohw ease, the defendant wa8 tried for using the mails to defraud
by placing s i k e d i y fraudulent advertisements in newapapera. To eonwet i t
WBB necesrsiy to ahow t h a t he entered into a %heme to defraud and d m t h a t
he placed the advertisements in the newspaper. He testifid ~ o l e l yconcerning
the first element and did not teatify on direct examination concerning the
insertion of the advertisements in the newapnper. The Court of Appeals
held t h a t eampelling the defendant on erorr.exsmlnation to reveal t h a t he

8
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the defendant, charged with
in a preliminary hearing before
a United States commissioner that, although he was arrested near
a still, he had no interest in it and was merely hired to "beat" some
apples. Over his objection, he was compelled to testify t h a t on a
prior occasion not charged "he had v-orked a t a distillery and
made some brand? last fall, near his house, and he paid Preston
Powers to assist him."" The Supreme Court held that the testimony was relevant as bearing upon his innocence, that he had
waived his privilege against self-incrimination, and that he could
be properly questioned concerning this matter.
Because the accused by testifying waives the privilege against
self-incrimination concerning matters relevant to the issues
charged, he may properly be compelled to make bodily exhibitions" or to furnish a handwriting exarnplar.'*

2. U'eive? bzj Aeeasrd m MiliiaiiJ Law
When the accused voluntarily tertifieo about an offense for uhich he ia
being tried, BQ when he voluntarily testifies IF. denial o r explanation of
such an offense. he rhereby. with respect to eroir-exammatian concerninq
t h a t offense, waives the p n v ~ l e g e against self-incrimination, and ani
matter relevant t o the m n e a i his guilt or innocence of such offense i s
properly the subject of e r a l a - e x a m m a t m j i

It Seems likely that the statement that the accused "with respect
to cross-examination concerning that offense, waives the privilege
against self-incrimination" in the Ilanual adopts the test of
waiver xhich Dean Wigmore sets out as the correct test of waiver,
that is, that the w.~v.erdoes not extend to those matters merely
affecting credibility:* Herein the testimonial waiver of the
priviiege against self-incrimination as it applies 10 matters conplaced the advertisements in the neaspaper u a 8 B violaban of the priviiege
s g s i n i t self-lncrlmlnstlon became the U B ~ ~of Tthe privilege by testifsing
applien only to the svbiecti rertifiel' LO on direct examination. Since the
defendant has testified on direct examinstion only BQ t o m e element of t h e
offense. he could be cross-examined only concerning t h a t element and the
W B ~ Y ~extended
T
only to m e element of the offense.
gm223 U.S 303 11912)
.nId. at 311.
P1heely Y . United States. 2 F.2d 819 ( 4 t h Cir. 1 8 2 4 ) . in which the defendant, u h o teatified t h a t he had never been shot, was asked on crossexamination Lo show his arm The defense objection ta eompeliinE the demon.
rlrating of the aim w e overruled by the court. I t IS nor clear I" the reeard,
however, v h e t h e r in fact t h a t the arm was ever exhibjted.
8 3 United States v Jlullaney, 82 Fed 370 (E.D 310, 1887). The defendant
was charged with fsmpering with an election hp w r i n n g certam namea m m
e l e c t m book. Upon hia denial t h a t he wrote the names, II W B S held proper
to h a w him a r i f e the namea ~n the presence of the jury for purposes of hand.
a r l t l n e eompsriron.
8 8 %ICY, 1851, para 149b(ll.
8 ' 8 Wigmare. Evidence I 2276 ( 2 ) ( b l (3d ed. 1 9 4 0 ) .
A00 4 7 8 7 8
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cerning the issue of guilt or innocence will be discussed. The
testimonial naiver as it related to matters solely affecting credibility will be considered in a subsequent section dealing with
impeachment of an accused. In a significant military case cancerning the waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination by
an accused who testifies, the Court of Military Appeals, in r n i t a d
States t. K r l l ~', quotes the language of the lfanual and also
quotes with apprmal Dean \~lKmore'sexpression of the extent
of the waiver. In the Kellu case, the accused, charged with
larceny of an automobile, with a three-day abre
and \\ith escape from lawful custody, elected to
the larceny and the abaence without leave chars
inp the escape from custody charge. The accused had been
apprehended n h e n he drore the car, which had no military tags
and which belonged to a Louisiille, Kentucky resident, onto the
post at Fort Knox, Kentucky He s a d taken t o the military police
station where the desk sergeant made a telephone call to obiam
information concerning the car. Apparently the accused orerheard the eergeant refer to the car as "stolen" because, a t this
time, the accused ran aut of the station. He stayed absent without
l e ~ for
~ e three days before surrendering t o military authorilies.
On his direct examination, the accused testified that he took the
car t o ins~irethat he iwuid get back t o the post on time because
his first sergeant had stressed the seriousness of being absent
without leave. The defense counsel then asked him: ''Nail-, on
August 9, around 2200 or around 11 o'clock . . . ten o'clock, did
l l e l The day a f t e r ? ' " ' The accused then
tesrified that he had returned to Louisville and explained that,
during his three-day absence. he attempted to find the m n e r of
the car. On cross-examination, despite his claim of the p r i ~ i l e g e
against self-incrimination, he was questioned concerning his
escape from custody. The trial counsel asked him: "Didn't YOU
state that > o u neard the desk sergeant repeat the words 'stolen
vehicle'?' The accused ansoered: "After that I knew I was in
trouble"' The Court of Military Appeala, in holding that there
had been no iiolation of the privilege against self-incrimination,
said that the questions concerning the escape from custody were
relevant to the question of intent to steal t h i automobile and ''trial
counsel by his cross-examination v a s apparently attempting t o
point out that the reason the accused left the police station as he
did ivae not because he wanted to find the owner of the car. but
rather far the reason that he did not want to be charged with
~

:"id

i VSClIA 216, 22 CMR 8 (19561
at 219-20, 22 C \ l R at 9-10.
220, 22 C31R a t l o .
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I a r ~ e n y . ' ' ~Consequently,
~
there had been a waiver to the matter
concerning the escape because it was relevant to the iswe of guilt
or innocence of the offense of which he did testify."
Another extremely helpful case in understanding the teatimonial waiver by the accused of the pri\,ilege against selfincrimination is Bruant.+" In the Bwant case, the accused was
tried f o r burglars with intent to commit rape. He took the stand,
was asked no questions on direct examination, the defense counsel
merely indicating that the accused would a n w e r questions put to
him by the court. The trial caunsel cross-examined the accused,
then there was examination by the court and finally the defense
counsel for the first time questioned the accused on direct examination. In holding that there was no violation of the privilege
against self-incrimination, the board of review said:
In the intereat of clarity we point out t h a t the crux of our discussion
is not v h a t 1s a proper mope of crass-exammahon of an accused after
direct exammatian, but rather what eanintutes a W B ~ by
T an accused of
the right against testimonial self-ineriminanon without regard t o the
distinct question of a h a t i s B proper scope of examination a f t e r B
wsiver is deemed 10 exist.
In t h e instant ease the waiver - 8 s eonsummated when the accused, being fully aware a i hin rights, voiuntarily
elected t o take the stand and offered himself far examination on elearly
ergressed limits of exammalion. Thvs we construe under the eireum.
stances of the instant case his voluntary and intelligent e l e ~ t m nta take
the stand snd offering himself for examination o n the merits a i t h e
affenae~to be eqnivalenr t o having testified m direct examination "pan
the general i a m e i of hia innmenee or guilt. Any other view uouid be
8n unjustified adherence t o f a r m over substance.+>

...

A study of the military caies concerning the testimonial waiver
of the privilege against self-incrimination indicate8 that judicial
interpretation of the Manual provision on the scope of the waiver
has given it a broad rather than a restrictive application The
testimonial waiver of the privilege against >elf-incrimination of
the accused has been held to apply to all matters relerant to tho
isaues af guilt O F innocence of the offense or offenses about which
the accused has tltified. This interpretation i s appropriate
because the accused. having a choice of testifying or remaining
silent. should not be allowed ta testify and, a t the aame time, atill
be able to assert the privilege against self-incrimination whenever
questioning becomes embarraasmg to him.
"b Id. a t 223, 22 C M R a t 13.
8s It i s nofed t h a t m this cage the accused was eoni,icted of i r o n g f u i appropriation of the ear, not lsrceny as charged.
A"ACM 8303, Bryant. 15 CMR 601 (l@%l).
pet. denied, 4 USCMA 731. 15
CMR 131 (1954)
*I I d . at 608.
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111. PERMISSIBLE SCOPE O F CROSS-EXAMINATION

Having discussed the testimonial waiver of the privilege against
self-incrimination by an "ordinary" witness and by an accused
in both the federal courts and in courts-martial, consideration will
now be given to the permissible scope of cross-examination of the
"ordinary" witness and the accused in the federal courts and in
courts-martial. As mentioned previously, the concepts of the
waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination and the permissible scape of cross-examination must be distinguished a t all
times for a clear understanding af the problems which arise in
the cross-ex.amins.tion of an accused. In the follawing discussion,
then, consideration is limited to the range of questions which may
be permissibly asked without consideration of whether the witness
may be pnvileged not to answer a particular question.

A. SCOPE OF CROSS-EXAYI&'ATIOS OF " O R D I S A R Y ~
A'ITA'ESS I S FEDERAL COCRTS
A cross-examiner has one or more af four objects in mind when
he sets out t o cross-examine any witness, including an accused. He
wili attempt: (1) to hare the witness retract or contradict the
testimony which the aitness g a i e on direct examination; ( 2 ) to
uncover and emphasize unfavorable elements in the direct examiner's case which mere not disclosed during the direct examination; ( 3 ) t o develop favorable elements in the cross-examiner's
case, such as affirmative defenses; and ( 4 ) to impeach the witness.
Depending on the jurisdiction involved, the crowexaminer ma?
permissibly da two, three, or even all of these things. For purposes
of general classification or labeling af the general theories of the
scape of cross-examination, authors speak o f : (1) the Engllsh
ru! (2) the 3Iiehigan rule: and ( 3 ) the federal rule concerning
of cTOJS-eXa"ll"ation.'The so-called "English r u k ' concerning the scope of crossexamination, originally followed in this country in all courts, and
still followed in certain jurisdictions, notably Massachusetts, uses
the test of relevancy to any isme of the case in determining the
area of permissible cross-examination. Thus, under this rule, the
cross-examiner may even establish affirmative defenses during
the cross-examination of a witnese:'
*'Fate. 24 Iorva L Rev. 564 119391. discusses the three ~ i l n ~ i o theoiler
al
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Under the so-called "Michigan rule," a coss-examiner may ask
questions on any issues of the case, whether or not covered in
the direct examination, so long as the matters examined upon deal
with the direct examiner's case and not strictly with the crossexaminer's case.
The so-called "federal rule" of cross-examination was first
enunciated in the cases af Ellmaker v . B u c k l e p and Philadelphia
& Trenton Ry. Co. 8 . Stimpson.': In the latter case, Justice Story
stated that a cross-examiner i s limited to the matters testified to
or germane to the subject af the direct examination. This concept
generally is still followed in the federal courts and in about twothirds of the states.d8
Under the "federal rule" concerning cross-examination, the
trial judge has discretion in determining the extent of crossexamination:. and abuse of the discretion is found where the
cross-examination has been curbed to the prejudice of one of the
parties to the action rather than where there has been a broad
extension of the
In Aljord v . United States,
the defense, in a prosecution for using the mails to defraud, sought
to impeach a prosecution witneas by asking him where he resided
in an effort to show that the witness was in the custody of federal
authorities. The Supreme Court held that the trial court had
abused its discretion in refusing to permit the questions to be
asked and answered. This result, in the case of impeachment,
would be permitted under any of the tests concerning Scope of
cross-examination.

B SCOPE OF CROSS-EXA.IIISATION OF A S
ACCCSED I S F E D E R A L COCRTS
There has been a copflict in the federal courts concerning the
correct interpretation a i the "federal rule" concerning the Scope
of cross-examination as it relates to the testimony of an accused.
In many cases, particularly in the older cases, the accused was
To paint B distorted picture of the facti by greienting at one time ail the
favorable facts and withholding all the unfavorable facts of his ease Op.
ponents of the Endish rule point out that this rule prevents an orderly
presentation of the case by the direct examiner.
"16 S. & R. 72. 77 ( P a . 1 8 2 7 ) .
*.39 U.S. I14 Pet.) 448 (1840).
*aMcCormiek, Ewdenee 5 21 (1964); 8 Wigmore, Evidence 5 1885 (3d ed.
1840).
*? Glasrer V. United States, 315 U.S. 60 (1942)
( 6 District of Columbia V. Clawans, 300 U.S. 617 (1037) i Alfard V. United
State., 282 U.S. 687 (1931).
" 2 8 2 U.S. 687 (1931).
s~lbid.
*co l i l l B
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equated to an "ordinary" w i t n e v and decisions indicated t h a t the
accused's cross-examination wad limited to the matters covered in
the diiect examination. ' The Supreme Court has often taken a
more liberal i-iew of the permissible scope of cross-examination
of an accused in permitting all relevant inquiries about the charge
against the defendant:An extremely narioii > i e w of the permirslble 3mpe of C ~ O S B examination of a defendant w s expressed in TUCIIPIc,. 1
in which the defendant, charged u i t h using the m a L o
defraud, testified on11 as to one of the two elements involred in the
offense charged and a a s cross-examined concerning both ele.
menta. The Court of Appeals in holding that the cross-examination
exceeded t h e 3cope of the direct examination said:
States.

If there 1 8 a w a d reaim why B d e i e n d s n r rhould nor be c o m p d ' e d t o
be B a l t n e s r a p a m t b i m % e l f . rhere a w h t t o be e q ~ a l l ygood reason
i f he has teit.fi-d voluntarily upon o m m u e , he shou:d nor be corn
t o l e r f l f Y a g a l r s his \+illc o n c e r n m ~matters wholly unrela
I S S U S , uh:cb. would not be irithin the scope of proper ero8a.e
if he x e r e an ordirari \ritneii

Similarly. in Sali),io L . Lsistid States, the court in holding that
the subject matter inquired about on direct examination determines the scope of the cross-examination stated.
A defendant may take the stand. and. by amiltini: to terrify 83 TO
incnminalmg matters unre!ated t o those matters about which he ha%
tertified, prevent the p m e e t . t i o n from ~ r o ~ ~ - e x a m i nhim
i n ~f u l l y , rubj e c t i n p himielf. hoverer, to the unfavorable inferencei which may be
drawn f r m b w failure to r r a i e B f u l l d i r e l o r u e . ' .

In Fdzpntitck L. Ciiittd States;. the Supreme Court, howverer,
upheld the action of the trial court in allowing crosa-examination
to extend beyond the precise bounds af the testimony in chief. The
defendant, charged 551th a murder committed in Alaska, WYBS tried
under Oregon laws which were assimilated as the territorial law
of Alaska. Fitzpatrick. who was t n e d jointly with one Brooka
and one Corbett, on direct examination anawered only one question
Setting up an alibi by saying that he was at another place n h e n
the murder occurred. On cross-examination the government mas
permitted to ask the defendant questions about his attire on the
night of the shooting, of his acquaintance with Corbett, whether
Corbett had ahoee of a kind simtlar to blood-stained shoes found in
-~
j
. Sawyer 5'. United B f n f e i , 202 U.S. 150 (18081 : Tucker
5 F.2d 618 18th C l r . 18211.
s ? Johnson v Umfed States. 318 U.S. 180 (1813)
" 5 F.2d 818 (8th C l i . 1825)
I d . a t 822.
61 F.Zd 419 (8th Cir. 10321.
I d a t 423-24.
178 U S 301 (19001.
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the defendant's cabin, whether the defendant saw Corbett on the
night precedins the shooting, whether Corbett roomed with the
defendant ~n the defendant's cabin and whether the defendant saw
any one ei?e in the cabin in addition to Brooks and Corbett. The
Supreme Court pointed out t h a t : ". , . the prosecution has a
right to cross-examine (the defendant) upon such statement with
the same latitude as would be exercised in the case of an ordinary
witness, as to the circumstances connecting him with the alleged
crime."
I

An important case in which the Supreme Court indicated that
a defendant by testifying volunteers to answer ail relevant inquires about the charge against him IS Johnson v. L'nited
The defendant was tried for income tax erasion. He testified on
direct examination that he received S50,400 from the "numbers"
syndicate in 1937, all prior to November 1937. He admitted that
he only reported $30,189.99 on his income tax return but claimed
that he had an honest but mistaken belief that $21,000 in political
contributions aas deductible from his taxable income. The indictment charged that he had received $62,400 from the "numbers"
syndicate in 1937 including $1,200 a week each week in Piovember
and December 1937. On cross-examination he bias asked if he
received any money from the "numbers" syndicate in 1938.1n The
Supreme Court, Justice Douglas writing the majority opinion,
held that the inquiry into the 1938 income was relevant to the
issue8 of the case in that the jury might conclude that payments in
1938 indicated that there was no interruption of payments in
November and December 1937, showing the continuous nature of
the transaction, and negating the defense claim that there had
been an honest mistake of fact concerning the amount of reportable incomea' In the case of Ball 1,. Cnzted States."?the defendant
in a murder trial stated that he "blacked out" a t the time of the
murder and that his state of mind w a s caused by the destruction
of the sanctity of his home by the victim. On cross-examination
he was questioned concerning an alleged illicit love affair and this
5 3 I d . s t 316.
"318 C.S. 189 (1943).
0 0 This line of qnestmmng was objected to because the defendant w81 under
mvestigation for income tax e ~ a s i o nprediested upon 1938 income.
01 It should he noted that the aveatian eoneermn=
oermissibihtu of the
. the .
crosa-examination questions is d i c t a because the t n a i COY^ erred by sustain.
ing the elaim of waiver by the defendant. and then erred sgain by permitting
the orosecutor to commenr U D O ~the defendant's claim of waiver. The Supreme Court held that there'aas m express w a v e r by the defense of the
error and affirmed the decision.
0" 210 F.2d 711 (D.C.
O r . 19531, O I T t de>med, 347 U S. 956 (19541, 353
U.S. 914 (1917): 356 U.S. 963 (1913): 362 U.S 924 (1860).
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questioning \\-as held to be relevant and permissible within the
scope of cross-examination.'
A trial judge should allow a greater latitude in the extent of
cross-examination of an accused than in the cross-examination
of an "ordinar?" witnes8." This rule is predicated upon the fact
that to permit a defendant to limit hi8 examination to a narrow
point permits him to distort facts and leave the prosecution without an opportunity to correct this distortion because the prosecution cannot call the defendant as a witness. So, while earlier
cases tended to equate an accused with an "ordinary" witnew for
purposea of determining the scope of cross-examination, more
recent cases, particularly the Johnson case, indicate a present
tendency on the part of the courts to use the test of "relevancy to
the issues inrolred" in determining the permissible scope of crossexamination of an accused. Furthermore, greater latitude should
be given to the cross-examination of an accused than an "ordinary"
witnesa. The broad test allawing cross-examination an all matters
relevant to the issues charged appears more consonant with justice
than to limit the cross-examination narrowly to the matters
brought up on direct examination and thus permit the defendant
to distort the facts.'

C. "ORDIXARY" W I T S E S S 1.V M I L I T A R Y L A W
The Jlanual rule concerning the scape of cross-examination says
in pertinent part
~

Cro~~.exaniinationof a uitnasa l e a matter of right. i t rhauld in
general. be limited ta the m m e i concernme which the
on direct exammation and t o the q u e s t m of h n cred

The Court of Military Appeals cited with ~ p p r o v a lthe Manual
provision in the case of United States T. Heiws.'. In the Heinis
case, the accused was charged with willful disobedience of a
sergeant's order and the sergeant who issued the order testified
on direct examination that he gave the order and that the accused
refused to obey It. On cross-examination the defense counsel
G8 Accaid, Carpenter V. United States, 264 F.2d 561 (4th Cir. 1050). a w l .
denied, 360 U.S 836 (1059) United States v Galen. 176 F.2d 78 (2d Cir

___",.

~

1Qd(ii

Gsrber v. United States, 145 F.2d 066 (6th C m 1944) ; Twaehtman Y.
Conneliy, 106 F.Zd 501 (6th Cir. 1030).
(1 Professor MeCormiek critieiier the appliestion
to B criminal defendant
of the rule limiting crarr-examination t o svbieets covered on direct examins.
tion because such sn application convert8 B rule, deslmned to relate t o the
order of proof, into o m enabling the amused to limlt his exnmmatmn to one
aingle phase of the case McCormick, EIidenee 5 26, at p. 40 (1864).
"MCM, 1911. para. 1 4 8 b ( l ) .
5 - S USCMA 418, 12 C P R 174 (1053).
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attempted to elicit testimony concerning the reasons that the
accused gave the sergeant for his failure to obey.
The law officer ruled that this line of questioning exceeded the
scope of the direct examination and informed the defense counsel
that he could, if he desired, call the sergeant as a defense witness,
which the defense counsel did. The Court of Military Appeals held
that the ruling of the law officer was not erroneous. In lh'nited
States v . Harveu, a' the accused was tried for assault by shooting.
A policeman, called as a prosecution witness, testified on direct
examination concerning an oral statement made by the accused.
He was asked on direct examination if a written statement had
been made and he answered that it had been but "not a t that time."
On cross-examination, the defense counsel asked about the contents of the written statement, but the law officer sustained an objection by the trial coun~elthat the cross-examination exceeded
the scope of the direct examination. The Court of Rfilitary Appeals
held that the law officer unduly restricted the cross-examination
of the officer concerning a matter which had been brought to light
on direct examination, but held that the error was not prejudicial
because the defense mumel subsequently called the policeman a s
a defense witness.
The Manual paints out, concerning the extent of crossexamination, that: "The extent of cross-examination with respect
to a legitimate subject of inquiry is within the sound discretion of
the court."ai This provision codifies for military law the federal
case law to the effect that the judge has discretion to determine
the extent of the cross-examination of a witness.? The Court of
Military Appeals has pointed out on ~everaloccasions.' that the
law officer has discretion over the extent of cross-examination and
an error in the application of the discretion occurs when the law
officer unduly restricts the cross-examination rather than in allowing too braad a cross-examination."

D. ACCUSED IA' MILITARY LAW
For an understanding of the position of the accused with reference to the permissible scope of cross-examination, a close study
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af a aubparagraph of paragraph 149b(1), X C Y , 1961, is imperative:'
The applicable provision states:
A n a c e u e d person ~ k . 0 volunfnrily testifies BE a witnew becomes
subieet t o m a s s - e x a m m a i m u p o i the ~ J J Y ~concerning
S
which he has
testified a r d upon the question of hls c r e d h l i t y So far BJ the !anrude
of the eralr-exammafmn II dlrcrenanary Tilth the court, a greater
latitude ma" be alloued I" his crosa-examination than in t h a t of other
r i t n e i r e s When t h e accused roluntarily testifies about an offenre f o r
Bhich he I ? being tried, SI u h e n he roluntaiiiy testifies IF. demal or
explanstion of such an offense, he thereb). v i t h reipeet Eo C ~ O B P examination concerning t h a t offense, waives the pririlege ssalnnt selfI n e n m i n z t i o n . a r d any matter releranc ta the issue af his guilt or
i n n ~ c e n c eof such offense 1s D.T O D.~ T I Y. the subject of cross-exammatian.
K h e n an accused I P on t r i a l f o r a number of affenaei and on direct
e x a m i n s t m has terafied about 0 4 r m e o r same of them. he mag nor be
cross-examined v i t h respect to the offense or offense3 about mhich he h s r
not terrified If the accused testifies on direct examination only 8 1 TO
matters not bearing upon the imue af his guilt or innocence of an?
offenre f a r vhich he I I being tried, he may n o t be crarr-examined on the
issue of his guilt or innocence Thua. If an accused reitifies on direct
examination o i l y as t o the involuntary iafure of h i s confession or ad.
m i ~ s i o n ,he may not be srked o n c r o ~ ~ - e x a m r a tto
m % m e uhether his
confession o r admission >,as true or false, f o r such a ~ n e r t i o n would
go to the l i m e of his pu11t or ~nnocence, c a n c e r n n p uh:ch he has not
testified 4

An examination of this provision of the Hanual reveals that
it is really divided into four parts. In part one a general statement is made concerning the scope of cross-examination of an
accused. Then, in the folloaine three parts of the subparagraph
specific attention i3 given to three specific situations in \\hich the
accused testifies, to w i t :
(1) When the accused testifies voluntarily in denial or explanation of an offense, he \valves the privilege against
self-incrimination and " m y matter r e l e v a d t o the m v e
of hzs gutit 01' innocr,iea or s i ~ h
afense is properly the
subject of cross-examination" (emphasis added).
(2) When an accused testifiea as to less than all of the
offenses charged, he may be cross-examined Solely about
the offenses concerning which he did testify.
( 8 ) When an accused testifies concerning a matter not bearing upon the issue of his guilt or innocence, he m a s not
be cross-examined concerning his w i l t or innocence.

In this section the proriaion relating to the permissible crossexamination of an accused after he has testified upon guilt or
innocence generally will be discussed. In subsequent sections the
__ . , M C \ l , 1961,para. 1 1 9 b ( l ) . e t p. 280.
- 4 Ibsd
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situation of testimony on less than all offenses charged and of
testimony only with reference to an interlocutory matter will be
considered.
The Manual provides that an accused may be cross-examined
upon any matter "relevant to the issue of his guilt or innocence af
such offense" and sets out a broad area of cross-examination for
the accused. Judicial interpretation8 of the Manual provision to
date have tended to recognize and given effect to this broad application. In Z'nited Stetes u . Kelly,.a the accused, charged with
larceny of an automobile, a three-day absence without leave and
escape from custody, attempted to testify concerning the larceny
of the automobile and the absence without leave without testifying
concerning the escape from custody On cross-examination, over
defense objection, the law officer permitted the trial counsel to
show that the accused escaped from custody after being apprehended for questioning on the larceny charge. The Court of Milit a r y Appeals, in holding that the cross-examination was proper
because It tended to refute his defense to the larceny charge, said:

..

.[T]he cross-exammatian of an accused uhich requires him to limit,
explain OT modify his direct teEtimony is proper.
, Cauniel f o r the
accused undoubtedly realized t h s t . when his client took the stand, he
could n o t help f r s ~ p m m gID thw area Honever, this I S risk which the
accuaed knowingly incurred a h e n he took the stand. Far U P to hold the
pmseeutian could not probe into this ares o i the accused's behavior would
mean a practical abolition of the Government's n g h t a i cross-examination
with respect t o the larceny charged.'

..

So the cross-examination relevant to the issue of the guilt or
innocence of larceny was permissible w e n though it incidentally
revealed another offense for which the accused was on trial.
In considering the test of relevancy, the Worthen case" i s
particularly interesting. In that case, in Stating the accused's
election to testify, the defense counsel announced that the accused,
charged with desertion, would testify "not as to the merits of the
case, but as to his military r e c ~ r d . " . ~But the defense counsel
actually painted a u t the contradictory nature a i this statement
when he .a180 said :
h o w the evidence t h a t the defense will offer is of a peeuliar nature.
t o m intent t o d i a e r f - 0
.
j T TSCIIA 218, 22 c m 8 ( 1 9 5 6 ) .
see text acornpansing note 36 ~ a w a
for a complete statement of the facts in thia cane.
.*Id a t 220. 22 CMR a t 10.
7 . b C Y 6502427, Worthen, 1 9 C3IR 5 5 6 (1955)
-8 I d . a t 5 5 i .
.n Ibid (emphasn in original r e p o r t ) .
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The law officer instructed the accused that, if he testified as to the
character of his military Service, he would be subject to crossexamination on the merits of the offense of desertion. In view of
this ruling by the law officer, the accused elected not to testify.'c
The board of review in upholding the ruling of the law officer said
that:
Once the seeused testified to his military record iveh testimony would
tend to rebut the issue of intent and would be relevant to his guilt or
innocence of the ohense of desertion."

In this case, the character evidence, testimony of prior good military service, would bear upon the issue of the accused's intent to
desert. This fact was emphasized by the defense coun~elin his
remark which was preliminary to offering the accused as a
witness. Clearly, the proposed character testimony would tend to
disprove the element of the intent to desert and would be testimony about an offense for which the accused was being tried. Any
matter "relevant to the issue of his guilt or innocence af such
offense" was within the area of permissible cross-examination.
E , C0XCLCSIO.VS
The Manual provides for a broader scope of crors-examination

for a n accused than it does f o r an "ordinary" witness when it
states:
w h e n the aeevsed voluntarily terrifies about 8." offense f o r which he
is being tried. as when he voluntarily testifies m denial or explanallon of
~ e his EYilt or
m c h an offense, , , any matrer relevant to the ~ b s af
innocence of such offense la properly the subject of ei0Ss-examinatmn.'-

Judicial construction of this Yanual provision indicates an intent
to give full effect to the broad permissible scope of crassexamination envisioned by the Manual's words rather than restricting the thrust of the Xanual provision. This interpretation
seems to be consonant with many cases in the federal courts and i s
also consonant u i t h the idea t h a t it is not fair to the government
ta allow an accused to testify to a narrowly limited issue and then
present a distorted picture of the true facts of the issue by being
permitted to limit his cross-examination to that narrow issue.
IV. ACCUSED TESTIFYING O S LESS T H A S ALL OFFENSES
When an aecuied 13 on t n a l f a r a number of offenses and on direct
exammation has testdad abaut only one 01 some of them, he may not
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he eross-examined with respect to the ofense or offenses about which he
has not testihed.Pg

This provision of the Manual apparently merely makes explicit
what is implicit from the rule concerning the permissible scope of
cross-examination of an accused, that is, once he testifies about
an offense for which he is being tried he may be eross-examined
upon "any matter relevant to the issue of his guilt or innocence
of such offense" (emphasis added). Although an accused who
desires to testify on 1898 than all of the offenses usually announces
this fact to the court, his proclamation of his intent seems to be
no more than a red fiag being waved to signal to the law officer and
the trial counsel what the accused will "attempt" to do. His stated
intent does not control the scope of cross-examination for, in the
words of the Manual, the scope of cross-examination is limited if
"on direct examination (he) has testified about only one or some"
of the offenses charged.(' This fact is painted up in the case of
United States 9. Kellg.6G As previously mentioned, in the Kelly
case, the accused was charged with larceny of an automobile, with
a three-day absence without leave and with escape from custody.
While testifying only with regard to the larceny and A W O L
offenses, he stated that he had spent the three days while absent
without leave in Louisville, Kentucky, attempting to return the
automobile to its owner. The defense counsel attempted to skirt
the fact that it was from a military police station a t Ft. Knax that
the accused left to go t o Louisville by this cautious question:
"Now, on August 9, around 2200 or around 11 o'clock . . . ten
o'clock, did you go back to Louisville? The day after?" The
accused answered, "Yes, I did."86 Trial counsel then brought out
the fact that the accused in fact ran from the military police
station after he heard a desk sergeant mention the word "stolen"
and then went to Louisville. In holding the cross-examination to
be proper, the Court of Military Appeals pointed out that the
circumstances under which the accused returned to Louisville
were relevant to the issues of guilt or innocence of the offense to
which he had testified and consequently the accused simply hadn't
succeeded in limiting his testimony.

In the Kelly-type situation where multiple charges are so interrelated that an explanation of the eireumstances of one offense of
necessity compels intrusion into the area of another offense, some
cross-examination is permissible concerning the latter offense.
However, the Kelly case does not appear to be authority f a r a
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(emphasis added).
7 USCMA 218. 22 CMR 8 (1916).
: ' I d . a t 219-20, 22 CMR at 9-10,
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searching and detailed examination into elements \\hich are not
h the offense upon vhich the accused
case. for example, the trial counsel only
t v a s the military police station from
\\hich the accused left to return to Louisnlle and this was
clearly relerant concerning his intent when he returned to Louisrille. Trial counsel did not attempt to guestion the accused about
other elements of the eacape from cuatody which did not bear upon
the question of intent as it related TO the larceny charge.
Character testimony can be of such B nature as to constitute
teStimonp on all the offenses charged and permit of crossexamination upon all the charges. In wort he,^;^ the accused was
charged wt'n absence irirhout leave. with desertion and with failing to obey a lawful order Vhen the defense counsel advised that
the accused \\as going to testify "not as to the merits of the c a ~ ,
but as to his military record." the l a a officer advised the defense
counsel that the accused \vould then be subject to CTOBSexamination on any or all offenses." The board of rel-iew held
this ruling to be proper Such general character evidence would
be "relevant to the issues of guilt or innocence" of all the offenses.
Hovever, character testimony, too, would not always be relevant
to all offenses charged A specific character trait introduced to
rebut the likelihood that an accused committed a particular offense
would not be "relerant to the issue8 of guilt or innocence" as to
ather offensea charged For example, an acrused, charged with
a ~ s a u l tand with deaertian, by testifying as to his peaceableness
would not be testifying with respect t o the desertion charge
because such evidence would not tend to show his innocence of the
desertion charge.
A. M E R E L Y "TOCCHISG" r P 0 l A CHARGE

The Court af Xilitary Appeals in the case of Cnitrd Staies v .
Johnson'' has taken the view that "an incidental and natural
reference" TO an offense is not sufficient testimony To permit cros8examination concerning the offense referred
In the Johnson
case, the accused was charged with absence without leare from
5 May 1958 t o 3 June 1968; desertion from 18 June 1958
terminated by apprehension on 20 July 1958: violation of a
straggler order issued on 23 July 1958 directing him to return
to his unit and report to his commanding officer; and desertion
502427. Worthen. 19 CMR 5 5 6 (1966).

11 USCMA 113, 28 C M R 337 11960).
I d . at 115, 28 C X R a t 339.
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from 27 July 1918 terminated by apprehension on 80 January
1919. The accused elected to testify solely concerning the violation
of the straggler order. He ended his testimony relating to the
straggler order by sal-ing that he went "over the hill again the
next morning." The trial counsel, without objection by the defense, proceeded to interrogate the accused in detail with respect
to the desertion alleged to hare begun on 27 July 1918, after the
alleged violation of the straggler order, and on re-direct, the
defense counsel far the firdt time interrogated the accused concerning this offense. Judge Ferguran wrote the majority opinion,
in which Chief Judge Quinn concurred, and said that the accused's
reference to the last period of absence without leare was only an
"incidental and natural reference to his second absence in connection with the offense concerning which he had elected to testify"
and the subsequent cross-examination was improper."I Furthermore, the prejudice was not removed by the re-direct examination
by the defense. Judge Latimer, dissenting, said that the door to
the cross-examination was opened by the accused, but, in any
event, there was a waiver even aswming that there was error.

On fimt impression the decisions in the Kelly and Johizson cases
seem inconsiatent. However, they can be reconciled. First, i n the
Kellv case, the accused, by omitting in his direct testimony the
fact that he was in the military police station and heard the desk
sergeant mention the word "stolen" with reference to the car,
strengthened his claim that his reason for returning ta Louisville
was salely to return the car. This omitted evidence was clearly
rdevant to the question of hie guilt or innocence of the larceny.
In the Johason case, the accused's statement that he went ''over
the hill again the next morning" does not tend to show his guilt
or innocence of failing to obey the etraggler order. Second, in the
Kellg ease, the trial counsel only cross-examined the accused concerning the escape from custody charge to the extent of the
factual relevancy overlap of the two charges. In the Johnson case,
the trial counsel went into detailed cross-examination of the desertion charge beyond any relationship of that charge to the
failing to obey offense. Third, in the Johnson c a ~ e it
, is doubtful
that the accused's reference that he went "over the hill" tended to
rebut any element in the offense of desertion 80 as to be testifying
concerning his guilt or innocence of this offense.l*
~PI

Ibtd.

82

Because the accused. in testifying on the straggler order, stated that,

when he arrived at his nosf. he found that the forward elements of

ment had departed and he WBQ shuttled between ee\ersl differenr un
whleh disclaimed responsibility far him. it 1% also argvable that, by
went ''OV~T the hdl," he W B Q mdicaimg an intent to leave to try to seek out
his o w unit rather than leaving with an intent to desert.
*GO 6 n - B
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The m o d difficult problems concerning the scope of crossexamination arise when an accused elects to testify on less than
all offenses charged and the offenses charged are factually interrelated. In deciding the proper scope of cross-examination 111
these situmons, two conflicting interesrs must be balanced to
determine the proper scope of cross-examination. First, the
government's interest in justice demand8 that an accused not be
permirted to testify as to facts tending to show his innocence of
an offense without giving the trial counsel an opportunity to
establish all the circumstances through cross-examination. On the
ather hand, the accused's interest in being permitted to testify on
le% than all offensea charged must be upheld. So, testimony not
tending to prove his innocence of a particular offense should not
be permitted to be used as a lever to extract detailed testimony
from him concerning offenses about which he did not intend to
testify. Thus, It appears that the issue to be determined is the
extent ta which an accused may be farced to submit to crossexamination in order to prevent him from presenting a one-sided
story to the court concerning any offense. In fairness to the
accused, a mere reference to a separate charge ought not "open
the door" to a searching cross-examination by the trial counsel
concerning that charge. But, in the interest of justice, If the
accused makes a statement uhich, I f believed by the court, would
tend to establish the accused's innocence of the charge, the trial
counsel should be given the opportunity for a full crossexamination upon all matters releiant IO the issues of guilt or
innocence.

B. JOISDER OF CHARGES A S A F F E C T I S G
SCOPE OF CROSS-EXA.MI.VAT1O.Y

In courts-martial, the principles involving joinder of charges
are different from those applicable in the federal district courts.
In the military, normally all known charges are joined, subject to
the limitation barring the joining of serious and minor offenses,"
while in the federal district courts, the joinder of offenses is
restricted much more." A bnef discussion of the joinder of
98 MCM, 1861, para. 26h and c , Legal snd Legmiatwe Bails. MChl. 1861.
pp. 40-11.
B'Rvle a l a ) , Federal Rules of Crrminal Procedure. staroi' "Jomder of
Offenses. Two or more offenses may be charged in the same Indictment or
infarmstian in B separate count for each offense if the offenses charged,
whether felonies or misdemeanors or both, are of the name or slmllar char.
seter or are bared on the same act or transaction or on two or more Pets of
transwtions connected together or constituting parts of a common scheme or
plan."
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offenses in federal courts may be helpful as introductory material
for a discussion of the recently decided military case of L'nited
statas 9.M a ? ~ m m t . ~ '

1. Joiizdrr in Federal Courts
The purpose of the joinder provision in federal courts is set out
in Catanee 8 . Cnitrd States,"Bin which case the court said that in
deciding if a joinder is permissible there must be a balancing of
the conflicting interest of speed, efficiency and convenience in the
function of federal judicial machinery against the right of the
accused t a a fair trial without any substantial prejudice occasioned
by joinder of offenses. There can be no joinder of distinct felonies
not provable by the same evidence and in no sense resulting from
the same series of acts.B- Offenses should not be joined so as t o
embarrass an individual's
Even though there has been
an improper joinder of offenses and one count in an indictment
is subsequently dismissed, this fact will not operate to withdraw
from the jury evidence introduced under the dismissed eaunt
if such evidence is admissible to show criminal intent under the
count not dismissed.'% In the ease of B ~ y a nc. Cnited
the defendant was charged in separate counts with passing
counterfeit nickels and of possessing molds for counterfeiting
quarters. Although the count alleging the possessing of molds far
counterfeiting quarters was dismissed by the trial judge, evidence
submitted under this charge was permitted to be considered by the
jury as bearing upon the criminal intent in the charge of passing
the counterfeit nickels.

2. Scope o i Cross-Emmination as Beertng U p o n Joinder
A joinder in military law of certain offenses may prevent
inquiry on cross-examination of an accused, who is testifying upon
less than all offenses charged, into matters which are relevant and
which would be the subject of proper cross-examination had the
charges not been joined. In United States u. Marymontlnl the
accused was charged with and convicted of premeditated murder
and adultery, and sentenced to a dishonorable discharge and confinement at hard labor for life. At his trial, the accused testified
only concerning the murder charge and on examination in chief
11 USCMA 745, 29 CMR 561 (1960).

167 F.2d 820 (4th O r . 1948).
McElroy Y . Umted States, 164 U.S. 76 (18961.
D o h V . United States, 188 Fed. 440. 446 (8th Cir. 1904).
Be Bryan Y . United States, 155 Fed. 495 (5th Cir. 1904)
ST

88

101

Ibid.
11 USCXA 745, 29 CMR 561 (1960).
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he testified as to: (1) whether he had attempted to purchase
arsenic; ( 2 ) whether he had administered arsenic to his wife;
( 3 ) whether he had applied for an extension of his overseas tour
on the day after his wife's death; and ( 4 ) his reasons for the
requested extension of his overseas tour. Over defense abjection,
on cross-examination the details of the alleged adultery were
established On review by the Court of Military Appeals, the
government argued that the questions concerning the adultery
were relevant to show e. motive for murder and were within the
scope of permissible cross-examination of the accused. All three
judges of the Court conceded that the questions were relevant as
showing a motive far the murder, but the majority (Chief Judge
Quinn and Judge Ferguson) held that the ioinder of the offenses
prevented an excursion into matters otherwise relevant. They
held that there WYBS error 7vhich was not purged by the law officer's
instructions for the court-martial to consider the testimony concerning the adultery only as bearing upon the motive to commit
murder. - Judge Ferguson in the
,

[ a l e note that his lrri8.l counsel

Yrs. Taylor *,ai married Thus. %le ape not at 811 certain whether he
was using the argument of motive in order deliberately to obtain proof
of guilt of the adultery rpeeiheatmn.

'8

Sa perhaps the majority decided this case on the basis that the
trial counsel, through the device of alleging an attempt to show
motive, "forced" the accused to make a judicial confession a i
adultery. In the majority opinion no effort is made to reconcile the
c a ~ of
e r , , i f e d States z . Kellu- which appears to be in conflict with
the decision in the Ma!Unioiit case. As in .Warrl?nont, the KelC case
concerned evidence of another offense that was relevant to the
offense upon \*hieh the accused testified. In the K e l l y case, crossexamination on the other relevant offense was held to be proper as
distinguished from the holding in the Xa,vmant case. I t is
difficult to reconcile the .lforUmnt and K e l l ~decisions, although
.ilaiVnioibt seems to stand for the proposition that separate and
distinct offenses may not be combined to hamper or embarrass the
:' The Court of \Iilitaiy Appeal3 ret aside the eonvietian of adultery. bur
affirmed the caniletron of premedrlated murder and the sentence poinhng
out "It (the reversal of the adultery canv~ction)does not, however, affect
the findings of guilty of premeditated murder, far, as hereinbefore noted, the
absence of the Additional Charge (the adultery) rovld have permltted the
f u l l e ~ tm q u r y info accuaeds relationship with his paramour on the basis of
ertablishinr motlie " 11 CSChlA at 732, 29 C P R at 568.
11 CSCXA at 751. 29 CZIR at 561.
"'7 S'SCl1.A 216. 22 C X R 8 (19561.

.
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accused in the presentation of his defense, In this sense there is
a distinction between Ya~ymon! and Kellg.'Ym

In mpport of ita holding that a joinder of offenses may serve
to limit the scape of cross-examination of an accused the majority
opinion cites two federal court cases.'La The Court then questioned
whether, even under the liberal rules of joinder in military law,
the joinder of the murder and adultery charges was proper by
saying:

. . . [Alccused, by stating throuph his COU~SDI
t h a t he had no motions to
make and by affirmatnely entering pleas of not guilty to both charges
. . . [without obieetian to t n a l l effeetivels waived an? error
involved in their j o i n t trisi. . . . T h a t COUISPI
were aware af the PO%&
biiity the charges should not be tried fozether IS established by amused's
p r e t n a l abjection to their ioinder. Thus, the failure to pursue the matter
a t trial indicates a deliberate ehoiee of tactics from which we should not
grant relief s t this level. Rather t h a n decide the issue, therefore, we
hold t h a t the nurse of the accused's defense hefore the court-martial
precludes m y relief to which he might otherwme have been entitled.'n'

It appears, however, that, even under the restricted rules of
joinder applicable in the federal courts that the offenses in the
Maryinon! case could properly have been joined as "two or more
sets of transactions connected together or constituting parts of a
common scheme or plan."lns
A board of review in Pruitt'n' placed a narrow interpretation
on the Marymont case. In the Prvift case, the accused was tried
and convicted af unlaw,ful cohabitation, of filing a fraudulent
claim against the government for separate rations, of larceny
by check and of making a false official statement in a n emergency
data form. The accused testified solely with respect to making
103 Another pomihle distinction between .Morymont and K e l l y ia t h a t in t h e
latter case the accused brought a u t the matter which became the svbject of
croa~-exammatmn,whlle ~n War~(monfthe accused did not open YP the subiect.
10' Finnegsn Y. United States, 204 F.2d 105 (3th Cir. 1 9 6 3 ) ; United States
V. Lotaeh, 102 F.2d 35 i2d Cir. 1 9 3 9 ) .
'
10: 11 m C n r A at 743-49, 29 CXR
564.65.
m a Rule 8 i a ) . Federal Ruler of Criminal Procedure. If one believes t h a t
the majority in Ylarvmount impliedly held t h a t the offenses eovld n o t have
been properly ioined ID the federal courts, it L Q arguable t h a t the Court of
Military Appeals was holding t h a t the federal rule prohibiting joinder of
offensen, P O 8s to "embarram 8" individual's defense" [DoIan V. Vnmted
States, 133 Fed. 440, 446 (8th Cir 1904)l ia applicable to courts.martla1, at
least t o limit the scape of craas-examination of an aeeuied where there 18 a
joinder of offenses made paasibie only because of the b r p a d h rules cmeerning
joinder in the military law A reference to federal eases concerning permissible joinder of offenses thus could be helpful to a crass-exammer who is
trying to determine the permissible scope of crass-exammatian when an secured II attempting t o testify upan l e s s t h a n all of the oPPenses chawed.
161 C M 403941, Pruilt, 30 CMR 451 (1860). o r d . 12 VSCXA 322, 30 C41R
322 (1860).
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the false official statement in an attempt to establish the defense
of entrapment. He was then asked an cross-examination whether
he was living with a woman not his wife a t the address an the
emergency data form. This cross-examination followed testimony
on direct examination that he had signed an emergency data f a r m ;
that he knew his wife was living in Claudeville, Virginia, and not
in Lawtan, Oklahoma, as the form alleged; and that he submitted
the new emel’gency data form a t the direction of the company
commander after the accused had told the company commander
t h a t his wife was living in Lawton, Oklahoma. The board of
review, in holding that the cross-examination wa8 proper, pointed
out that the charges in the .+larumont case were separate and
distinct even though it was asserted that the adultery charge
established a motive for the murder. The board held that in P w i t t
the charges were so interrelated that the accused, in voluntarily
testifying with respect to the false official statement, of necessity
opened the door to cross-examination which tended to prove the
unlawful cohabitation charge.”0

c.

CO.VCL1’SZON

The Marymont decision should be confined very narrowly to a
factual situation in which the trial counsel proves an offense solely
through the cross-examination of an accused as he did in the
Marymont case. The danger, of course, in this type of case is
that it will be cited as authority far a proposition as broad as the
“headnoted’ suggest rather than being limited to cases with this
peculiar factual situation.
V. “LIMITED PURPOSE” TESTIMONY
If the aecused testifien on direct examinstion only

8s to m e t t e n not
bearing upon the issue a i hin guilt or inmeenee of an offense f o r which
he is being tried, he may not be cromexamined on the iisue of guilt or
innocence. Thus, if an aceused testifies on direct examinstian only as t o
the involuntary nature a i his canfesaion or admission, he may not be
asked on eroaa.erammatm t o state whether his eoniemon or admisnion
was true or false, f o r such B question aauld go LO the m u e of his guilt OT
innocence, e o n e e r m n ~which he has not tentified.”l

While frequently it is with respect to the voluntariness of a
confession than an accused elects to testify far a limited purpose,
and the Manual speeifically sets out this example of a situation
where an accused might testify far a limited purpose, it should
The board of review, asaumin~arguendo that the crossearnmation in
the instant case extended beyond the limit envncrated m the Dlarymont esae,
held that there WBLI no prejudice because of the compelling nature of proof
caneerning the offenae a i wrongful eahabitstian.
”‘MCM, 1951, p8ra. 149b(l)
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not be implied that testimony concerning the voluntariness of a
confession is the only type af "limited purpose" testimony. Testimony offered in support of a motion or testimony concerning
the admissibility of evidence may be "limited purpose" testimony
if it does not bear upon "the issue of his guilt or innocence of an
offense for which he is being tried."
The prerequisite for the accused in limited purpose testimony
is that he actually succeed in limiting his testimony. In United
States v . Wannenwetseh,"' the accused was found guilty of canspiraey to commit housebreaking, of housebreaking and of larceny.
At the trial he took the stand far the "limited purpose" of
authenticating a document and, on direct examination, was asked:
''8.
Sgt. Wannenwetsch I hand you what has been marked Defense
Exhibit 'B' for identification and ask you what it is if you know?
A : Yes sir, it's a statement I wrote and placed in my locker box
the night before I attempted suicide.""g The trial counsel, over
defense objection, was permitted to cross-examine the accused
upon the issues of the accused's mental capacity and upon his
credibility. A unanimous Court of Military Appeals held that the
testimony placed the accused's mental capacity in issue by tending
to negate the ability to form the specific intent required in rhe
offenses charged and, consequently, that the cross-examination
was proper, because the accused "was not seeking to keep aiiverer
evidence out of the record, he was seeking to bring before the
court-martial testimony which would and did rebut the prosecution's evidence on intent. . . . Hence the accused voluntarily and
definitely introduced evidence which would have an impact on
his guilt or innocence.""' Although the Court of Military Appeals
did not point this fact out, the question of whether the accused was
trying to place evidence into the record or trying to keep it out of
the record would not seem to affect the issue as long as the
accused did, in fact, testify on a matter relevant to the issue of
guilt or innocence as he did in the Wannenmtsch case.LLE
A. SCOPE OF CROSS-EXAIMINATION
Although a n accused is testifying far a limited purpose, he may
still be cross-examined concerning all matters relevant to the
"212 USCMA 64, 30 CMR 64 (1960).
HCM 6000269. Wannenwetsch, May 16, 1960 (qnoted from board of
review deemon).
114 12 USCMA at 67, 30 CMR et 67.
The Court of Military Appesls aim held in Wonnmwetsoh that the isw
officer has no duty t o inform the aecuned of any risk eoneermnq the aeope of
c m s s - e r ~ m i n a t ~ othat
n he assumes ~n testifying before B court-martial when
he has qualified eaunael who can provide this advice.
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issues to ahich he did testify. The Court of 3Iilitary Appeals has
pointed out t h a t :
I t may be t h a t in certam
connect the acersed u i i j t
perpetrator of a n oRenae. b
the ~ ~ e s f i o nare
r proper ar

In Criitid Statis L'. B o f e l i i t f ' the accused )\as charged with
wrongful appropriation of an automobile and with larceny. The
accused was apprehended in the company of other enlisted men
when he attempted to drire the car onto the military reservation.
He made a pretrial statement shortly after his arrest. At his
trial he testified solely concerning the \aluntary nature of this
statement and alleged it iw.8 illegally obtained because: (1) he
received an unlaaful inducement by the investigator who
promised that he could return to his unit if he made the statement,
and (21 the statement was made betveen 2 a.m. and 2:30 a.m. so
that he was so sleepy that he war not fully aware of the contents
of the statement nor of his rights not to make any statement. The
law officer queatioxd the accused concerning the number of people
who n e r e in the car when he was arrested, where he was arrested,
haw lonp he \vas kept a t the military reservation gate, the length
of time he was kept a t the milltar: police station, and whether
hP war the first man interviewed by the inreatigator. The Court
of Military Appeals held that this line of questioning was proper
because the matters were relevant concernins the voluntariness of
his confession. The accused had alleged that he was sleeps whcn
he made the statement and the questions showed the period of time
which elapsed between his apprehension and the time at which he
made the statement. He also alleged that he was induced to give
the statement by a promise that he could return to his unit upon
his giving B statement. The accused's testimony that he was the
first to be questioned weakened this allegation because other
evidence indicated that the men all returned to their unit at once
and that, therefore, the accused waited for the others befare
returning ta his unit.
In Cnrtad States T. Webb;'* an accused, charged with larceny of
a camera, while testifying on the wluntarmesa of a confession,
said that an inrestigatar made an implied promise of leniency if
he confessed. The investigator told him of t w o larceny cases, in
one of which the accused admitted guilt and received a light
sentence, while in the other case, the accused didn't admit w i l t
and received a more severe sentence. The accused testified that
"'United Statea v. Hatehett, 2 USCMA 482. 186, 0 C J l R 112, 116 (19531.
1 1 . 2 CSCDlA 482, 0 C I I R 112 (1953).
198 1 P S C Y A 218. 2 CDlR 125 (1953).
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this story was told to him before he confessed. The investigator
testified that the accused had already made an oral confession
p r m to the tune that the story was mentioned. In \-iew of this
conflict of testimony, the Court of Military Appeals held that it
was proper to ask the accused whether and \%-henhe had first
admitted guilt of the offense charped.
In L'nitad States z, Jackson, I l O the accused w . s convicted of
three specifications of larceny, one of which alleged larceny of a
pair af shoes. T h i l e testifying concerning the voluntariness of the
confession, he jaid that he had been kept barefoot in a military
pclice atation without sleep during the night prior to his making
t t e confession. The allegedly stolen shoes were in evidence and B
m u r t member asked the accused if the shoes taken from him b:r
the military police were the ones which were in court. The accused
answered "yes" before the law officer could interruot. but the
law officer did instruct the court to disregard the question and
answer as improper. The Court of Military Appeals pointed ont
that the information sought wad not improper because, in the
absence of any other explanation, the remox.al of the shoes might
be inferred ta be a device intended to weaken his resistence to
confeasing. Thus, evidence that the shoes were taken for
widentiary purpmes was relevant to rebut this inference. The
question as phrased was improper, but the fact that a court
member rather than the trial counsel asked the question in the
form used probably is the key to the Court of Military Appeals'
finding of a lack of bad faith in asking the question in the form
used. In the farm used, the question pmbabl? would have been
held to prejudice the accused if it had been asked by the trial
counsel.
Although an accused testifying f o r a limited purpose may be
asked questions relevant to the testimony ,?hich he has given, if
there is B doubt whether or not he has succeeded in limiting his
testimony, such doubt must be resolved in his favor. In Furn~i,'*~
the accused, on trial far larceny of watches, during his testimony
concerning the voluntariness of a confession on direct examination, said: "I don't know nothing about it
whether the accused was referring to what he told the investigator
a t the time he made the statement or whether he was denying guilt.
The trial counsel did not clear up the ambiguity in the accused's
amwer, and later a court member asked the accused if he signed
the confession because it was true. The board of review held that,
"08

USCAIA 646, 14 C M R 64 (19541.

'*oCY 356968. Fumai, 7 CXR 151 (19521
13%
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in view of the ambiguity ahich should have been resolved in
the accused's favor, the cross-examination was prejudicialiy
erroneous.

B. OCT-OF-COL'RT H E A R I S G S
When an accused, testifying "only as to matters not bearing
upon the issue of his guilt or innocence of an offense for which
he is being tried' m fact does not succeed in limiting his testimony, but testifies concerning matters relevant to his guilt or
innocence, he should be considered as having waived the privilege
against self-incrimination and cross-examination should be permitted concerning matters relevant to the i s w e 8 of guilt or innocence. To afford an accused an opportunity to proclaim his
innocence under the guise of testifying for B limited purpose
would be unjust ta the government. Many times, however, the
accused testifies a8 to a limited purpose in an out-of-court
hearing,'#' and, if he should proclaim his innocence in an out-ofcourt hearing. the court members will not have heard his claim of
innacenee. In this situation, the waiver of the privilege against
self-incrimination should be construed quite narrowly to favor the
accused because such a claim in an out-of-court hearing would not
damage the prwecution and questioning an the issue of guilt or
innocence should not be permitted.

C "GOADISG" A I ACCCSED I S T O TESTIFYI.\G
0.V T H E M E R I T S

When the accused testifies an a matter not bearing upon the
issue of his guilt or innocence, such as the raluntariness of a
confession, and after persistent questioning blurts aut "Why would
I confess to something that I didn't do?' he apparently has, by
proclaiming his innocence of the offense, opened the door t o
complete cross-examination concerning guilt or innocence. Hawever, if he has been "goaded" or tricked by the trial counsel into
proclaiming his innocence, has he, in fact. "voluntarily" testified
about an offense, 80 as to permit cross-examination an the merits?
There are na military cases on this point in which an accused,
badgered by a trial counsel, has proclaimed his innocence of an
offense. There are, however. some federai court eases which are
somewhat analogous to the situation. In these cases, it has been
held that a prosecuting attorney, by skillfully securing a general
denial of guilt from a witness, does not preclude the witness from
relying upon his privilege against self-incrimination when con'**United States
a2

V.

Caten. 0 USCMA 480, 16 CMR 260 (1068).
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fronted with specific details."" However, the analogy is not a complete one since these federal cases involved witnesses testifying a t
grand jury investigations where the prosecutor conducted the
examination of witnesses entirely as in direct examination. In the
inquisitory proceeding it i s ad\wntageaue to have a narrow interpretation of the waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination
8,s a policy matter in order to encourage witnesses to testify fully.
In a court-martial, an adversary situation, to permit an accused to
proclaim his innocence of the offenses and then to permit refuge
from cross-examination on the merits by claiming that he has
testified for a "limited purpose" would not be just to the Garernment. I t is submitted that, if confronted with this problem, the
Court af Military Appeals would hold that the accused simply had
not succeeded in limiting his testimony and that he could be crossexamined concerning matters relevant to the issue of his guilt or
innocence.

D. C0.VCLLISION.S
I t may be concluded that an accused, testifyine "only as to
matters not bearing upon the issue of his guilt or innocence," must
aetually auceeed in limiting his testimony to matters not bearing
upon the issue of his guilt or innocence. However. if there is a
doubt 8s to whether an accused has succeeded in limiting his
testimony or has testified upon the merits, this doubt must be
resolved in his favor. Although he is testifylng for a limited
purpose, the accused may be questioned as to all matters relevant
to the issues to which he has testified even if his answers to the
relevant questions may tend to connect him with the crime. He
may also be examined as to his credibility.

If the accused is testifying as to a limited purpose a t an aut-ofcourt hearing, cross-examination concerning the merits of the
case should not normally be permitted even if the accused has
claimed his innocence of an offense because the government case
has not been hurt, the court members not having heard the statement. On the other hand, a claim of innocence by an accused
testifying in open court, even though the result of "goading" by
the trial counsel, should "open the door" to cross-examination
concerning the question of guilt or innocence. In this situation the
court members have heard the claim of innocence and, because
there is an adversary system in a court-martial, full examination
should be permitted.
Isascs Y. United States. 256 F.2d 664 (8th C i i . 1968); Ballantyne
United States, 237 F.2d 667 (6th Cir. 1956).
A 0 0 61878
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VI. CROSS-EXAMINATIOS FOR IMPEACHMENT
The bases far impeachment of witnesses, including the accused,
in courts-martial are set out in the
and in decided cases
have been held to include: (1) bad moral character;':' ( 2 ) conviction of a
( 3 ) acts of misconduct not resulting in a
conviction;" (4) prior inconsistent statements:"' and (E) prejudice and bias. Consideration will be limited to those problems
arising solelg as a result of the cross-examination of the accused.
Impeachment by acts of misconduct not resulting in conviction
will be discussed to include: (1) a comparison of the rule in
federal courts with the rule in courts-martial: ( 2 ) a discussion
of the types of acts of misconduct which are admissible to impeach; and ( 3 ) a discussion of the distinction between permitting
the question concerning the act of misconduct to be asked and
privileging the accused not to ansxer. Finally, errors in impeachment resulting from the form of the questions asked will be
discussed.
A ACTS OF M I S C O S D C C T

1. Fedem1 Courts
In many of the federal courts an accused cannot be impeached
Still other
by acts of misconduct not resulting in a
federal courts, holding acts of misconduct admissible for impeachment, limit the rule to acts of misconduct which relate directly to
the question of truth and veracity, and the trial judge has the
discretion of determining the extent of such
Such
acts of misconduct are admissible when they have releyancy apart
from the question of impeachment,9a1and the courts will admit
such evidence if it has relevancy apart from the issue of credibility.'"
JlCM, 1851, para. 153b.
1 3 6 United States 7 . Hanmon, 5 KSCMA 208. 1
: CJIR 208 (1954!.
's*Cnlted Stater Y . Moore. 6 L'SClilA 687, 13 ChlR 331 11056!.
L*-UnltedStates V. Hutehinr. 6 CSCMA 17. 10 C M R 143 (1956).
I** United Stater r. Gandy. 5 USC>lA 761, 18 C l l R 5 7 (1056)
1 9 1 United Stater s. Provoa, 215 F.2d 531 (2d Cir. 1854) : United States V.
Eekert, 138 F.2d 336 (8th Cir. 1951): Camplan I. Brooks Transportation
Compans, 135 F.Zd 662 (D.C. Clr 1843); Ingram v United Stater. 106,F.Zd
683 (9th Cir 1039)
Simon v. United States, 123 F 2d 80 (4th Cir. 19411, oerl. denccd. 314
U.S. 684 (1041); Coulstan
Cnited States. 5 1 F.2d 178 (10th Clr. 1831).
2 Wigmore, Evidence S 380 (3d ed. 1040).
I S * L'nmted States Y Brott, 264 F.2d 433 (2d C x 1958) : Bell v. United
States, 210 F.2d 711 (D.C.Cir. 1 9 5 3 ) . oert. donird, 347 U.S 856 (1854);
353 U . S . 0 2 4 (1857); 356 U . S . 9 6 3 (1858): 362 K . S . 0 2 4 (1060).
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2. Military Law

In considering the use in a court-martial of acts of misconduct
not resulting in a conviction, one must differentiate two matters:
( 1 ) permitting a question concerning an act of misconduct
to be asked: and
(2) privileging an accused not to answer the question.
a. Permitting Question To Be Asked
The Manual says:
I t is generally not permisaible to impeach a a i t n e i i upon the ground
t h a t he hsii committed B crime affecting his eredibdity, b s adducing-by
means other t h a n cross-exsminanon of the w i t n e a i s v i d e n c e not smountin. to proof of conviction a 1 the crime.',d

The Court of Military Appeals in United States
said :

V.

HutchinsIi'

We have made clear t h a t military l ~ w
permits cross-examination ea].
evlsted to bring out acts of misconduct on the p a r t 01 a witness, although
these have not resuited in conviction.
The test 1% imply one of
whether the act of misconduct IS a 'matter touching upon hie worthimin
.' To a considerable extent, of course, the administrstian of
of belief.
the matter must be left t o the sound direretion of the law officer, and
this Court u i l i u w s l i y intervene only a h e n it believes t h a t it i o u l d be
unreasonable ta eonelude t h a t the act of misconduct in question would
mrve to affect c r e d h h t y

...

.

In Cnited States u . iVieholson,'3d the Court impliedly affirmed the
authority to impeach an accused by acts of misconduct although
it held that the acts of misconduct in that case were not of such
2 type as to diminiah credibility. Again, in Cnited States
Shepherd,',. the Court upheld the use of acts of misconduct to
impeach when it pointed out that extrinsic evidence is inadmissible to prove acts of misconduct not resulting in

.I

YCM, 1911, para 153b(2) ( b ) .
USChlA 17, 10 ChlR 143 (19511. '
I d . a t 19. 19 C l l R a t 145.
IS] 8 USCMA 499, 25 C M R 3 (1957)
1 8 . 0 USCYA 90, 25 CMR 312 (1918) ,
It should be noted, however, t h a t m United States Y Britt, 10 VSChIA
657. 28 CMR 123 (1958). Chief Judge Quinn stated t h a t he would reserve
the pueition of whether the m e of acts of mineondnet not resulting in eonv i c t i m are admisiibie t o impeach s" accused, IndieaiinE t h a t he is open to
118

'a46

argument on thm iisue He mted lICM, 1961, p a r a 1389, a t page 246, which
rtstes in pertinent p a r t : "If the accused takes the stand BQ B witness, hi8
credibility may be attacked as in the case of other witnesiea Far thin pnrpose, it may be shown thot h e hoa been comicfed of a enme mvolvmg moral
turpitude OT otheraise affecting his e r e d h i i t y " (emphasis added). This pro.
vision indicated to him t h a t it is sigvable t h a t a different rule v a s meant to
spply in the ease of an neeused and an "ordinary" w i f n e a ~with respect to
impeachment by acts 01misconduct.
*co 87878
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As to the types of misconduct which are admissible to impeach,
in .\'ichokoTi, the Court of Military Appeals stressed that they
must be of such a nature as to lessen the likelihood that the accused is telling the truth.'s' Acts of misconduct to impeach should
meet the same standards as prior convictions in order to be admissible. The Court of Military Appeals in E n d e d States li.
held:

..

Alrhough there appears to he aome conflict between the two Manual
pmvi~mna,a i f a r aa premaui convictions are concerned, the restrictiana
of paragraph 153b!2) ! h ) , s i i p u , are not relaxed by thole of paragraph
148b. Both make It elear that the 'conviction' or 'acts of rnmeonduct' must
lnvdve moral turpitude or be such 'as otherwise to affect hi8
eredibihty ' I + ,

An act of misconduct may be so remote in time to the offense
charged that it has little value in diminishing credibility. In
L'niled States 1'. .Iforem,": the Court of Military Appeals held
that independent e\idence that an accused, charged with taking
indecent liberties with children, had, eight years previously, admitted communicating obscene remarks to a telephone operator
was inadmissible because the inflammatory nature of the evidence
outweighed its ralue for diminishing credibility.
b. Prieileging Accused S o t t o Answer
Assuming that a question concerning a prior act of miscanduct not resulting in a comiction may properly be asked of an
accused, can the accused be complelled to ansiier this incriminating question? In other words, by volontarily testifying has he
waived the testimonial privilege against self-incrimination a s to
matter merely bearing upon credibility? There are no decided
cases of the Court of Military Appeals on thi8 precise point. A
Navy board of review encountered the problem in Thacke,,"J
wherein the accused, on cross-examination, was questioned for
impeachment concerning the use of manhuana and was compelled
to answer the questions. The board of review found prejudicial
error, but predicated its decision upon the fact
misconduct did not reflect on the accused's credi
basis of waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination.
Dean Wigmore states that the correct application of the testimonial waiver of the privilege against self-incriminatim of an
19s Acts of misconduct. presented ~n the Stchoisan ease, which were held
to be insdmiaaible t o impeach were. (1) attempting t o create B riot: (21
repeated absences without leave; ( 3 ) threstemw a sergeant; ( 4 ) leawnp
unattended a truek which amused had been assigned to drive: (51 imvggling
letters into a stockade; and ( 6 ) breaking B cst'r leg
1405 USCDIA 699, 18 CMR 323 (1955).
1.1 I d
at 703, 18 ChlR at 327.
'**IO USChlA 406, 27 C M R 480 (1858).
~3 NCM 127. Thsckei. 4 C M R 432 (1952).
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accused i s that, by testifying, the accused waives everything except as to matters merely affecting credibility."' The Manual does
not state specifically whether an accused is privileged to refuse
to answer a question concerning an act of misconduct not resulting in a. conviction, but, it is submitted that a fair interpretation
is that the Manual adopts the rule that a tesimonial waiver of
the privilege against self-incrimination does not extend to matters
solely affecting credibility. The Manual, in commenting generally
upon the cross-examination of an accused, states that he "becomes
subject to cross-examination upon the issues concerning which he
has testified and upon the question of his credibility,"L" but with
reference to the question of waiver of the privilege against seifincrimination the Xanual also says:
testifies about an ofenre for which he
lh rreport to a m 8 8 - r i m i n a t m ooncemlege against self-incrimination, and any
matter relevant to the m u e of hia guilt or innmenee of such offense is
properly the subject of cross-examination

I t thus appears that the Manual is adopting the rule that the
testimonial waiver by an accused of the privilege against selfincrimination does not extend to matters solely affecting credibility.
The interpretation limiting the testimonial waiver of the
privilege against self-incrimination so that it doesn't extend to
matters solely affecting credibility is consonant with justice. An
accused's right to testify on his own behalf should not be con..
ditianed upan a submission to a compulsion to confess to every
act of misconduct which he may have committed. Moreover,
tactically, from the government's point of vie;,<, the trial counsel
has made his point concerning credibility when he has forced the
accused to rely on his privilege against self-incrimination rather
than to answer a question.

B. FORM OF Q U E S T I O S S A S K E D
The Court of Military Appeals has grown increasingly concerned in recent year8 with the methods used in impeaching an
accused. Trial counsel have been accused of substituting insinuations, accusations and suspicions for proper impeaching
questions. The Court of Xilitary Appeals has said:
"'8 Wigmore. Emdenee 5 2276 (3d ed. 1040).
'aSMCM, 1051, para. 148b(l).
Ibrd (emphasis added).
A 0 0 BiBTB
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. .

[Plrm~cutor%
a o u l d do w e l l ta exercise more d m r m i n a f i o n m
attempting impeachment, particularly when. BJ in the mrranl Proceedmg,
the sdvantsges to the Gavernmmt'r ease are IO dim, u h e n s e l g h e d
against the dangers
..1

..

Often the mere form of the question asked results in error which,
in the absence of compelling evidence, may be prejudicial t o a n
accused.

1. Questtons Caiistifufing Aecusniioiis
Trial counsel must phrase his impeaching questions so as to
avoid their being too specific and accusatory on one hand.'.' but
an the ather hand, he may make his question3 as specific as
necessary to compel a witness to give a responsive answer to the
question asked. A' Some examples of accusatory statements held
to constitute error are:
Isn't

~f

elrllian?

Isn't

it B
10

parked

a fact t h a t 5 - o ~ were conrleted of

h l g h w y robbery as B

-7

facr t h a t after you took her home you r e n t iameahere and
your car with h e r ? > ' >

Sergeant, you had been drinking?
drinks?':?

.. .

Appeal doer grow after a f e w

Have you ever directed any of your mhordinater t o take the motor from
your ear, or your car doun to the Divirion 3laintenanee Shop and " 8 %
Government parti m your matar without p a i m g for them? ,
You have
not?
This did not happen abaut the l i t of dunell'.

.

Im't It true t h a t you wrote a check f a r $10.00 on 20 duly 1952 to M r .
Hale E Ryan's Liguor Stare, Amo)o Grande. California, ahereas you did
not h a r e svmcisr.~fundb7':i

The error o ~ ~ u i i ming the use af this type of improper question will be tested for prejudicial effect and will not be considered
to result in general prejudice.'.: If the trial counsel phrases impeaching questions 50 as t o implv t h a t the accused was convicted
of a particular offense and, upon denial by the accused, fails to
produce proof and appropriate remedial instructions are not
given, error has been committed which may be prejudicial to the
10

140
110
1v

United Scatei s. Moreno. 10 USCMA 406, 409. 27 C U R 460, 483 ( 3 9 6 9 ) .
United Stater Y. Britt, 10 USCMA 551, 23 CMIR 123 (1959).
United States v Gandy, 5 USCMA 761, 19 C J I R 67 (1956).
United States V. Ruinell. 3 USCJIA 696. 701, 11 CMR 114, 119 (1954).
N C Y 3 6 6 . Green, 16 CMR 439, 442 (1955).

United States v Shepherd, 9 USCMA 90, 94, 25 CJIR 352, 356 11953)
IE'CJf 362195. Dunlap, 10 C X R 319 (1963)
U J United
Statea Y . Rusaell, 3 USCMA 696, 14 CMR 114 ( 1 9 5 4 ) ; C M
362195, Dunlap, 10 C J I R 310 (1963).
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substantive rights of the accused:" If there i8 compelling evidence
of guilt, however, the error is not prejudicial:'.
2. Qaestions Based sol el^ l'pan Suspicions
Questions, in which impeachment is predicated solely upon
suspicion rather than upon a sound basis for believing that the
accused has committed an act of misconduct, have been held to be
erroneous and prejudicial, depending upon the compelling nature
of the proof of guilt.''
In V a i t e d States e . Hubbard,'-' the aew e d was asked if he had ever been suspected of using narcotics
and then asked if he had e\-& been apprehended by the criminal
investigators. The Court of Military Appeala held that these
questions offered only insinuations and suspicions 8s a substitute
for an act of misconduct and that, because the e\.idence of guilt
was not compelling, the error was prejudicial to the accused. In
United States L.. Britt.'# the accused, convicted of the offense of
receiving stolen goods, was questioned about 30 other larcenies
of automobile parts to include:
He was asked if he war 'accustomed' t o selling th2n.s a i t h o u t the
'eanaent of the o a n e r ' , u h e t h e r he had iold mirror%to Sergeant Elkins
s n d to Specisinit \lunion: wherher he ntoie 'wheels and tires off a car a t
Theater 110 J a n u a r y of this year'; whether he had stolen clothing from
'cars parked a t the NCO Academy'; whether he had stolen a apollight off
a car; whether he stale B battery from a car: did he 'ere? strip any ears
outside the main gate': did he eteal a water pump from the golf e o u r ~ e
I" the Spring: whether he atale the hubcaps t h s t were on B car which he
t r a d e d ; u h e t h e r he stole fender skirts from a car a t Sernee Club 4 ; did he
'strip B '51 or '62 Chevraiet and rake B fuel pump' and other items; did
he Steal a radio from a 'wrecked' car belonging to Tarabelski.la'

The Court of Military Appeala in this case emphasized that the
trial counsel apparently had no sound basis from which to believe
that the accused was guilty of the various offenses alleged. The
Court consequently implied that the good faith on the part of the
trial counsel in asking the questions is of importance in deciding
whether error has occurred. In the Britt case, the inference was
that the trial coun~elquestioned the accused about every unsolved
larceny that had occurred on the military post in the period of
time during which the offenses charged \-ere committed.
ACM 4518,Wiihnsan, 4 CIIR 602, 606 (19121. I t was held t o be error
where the trial counsel asked: "I Cali your attention to t h e 10th of l o r e m b e r
1945 a t St. Lauia, IrIirsouri. Were y m then and there convicted of the crime
of beinn B delinauent bv larceny of auto?" The seeused denied the a e e ~ a a r i m
and no-eYidence-of a &nuict& was offered by the prosecution.
"-CY 365778, Bills, 13 C M R 407 (1553).
United Staten Y . B n t t , 10 USCMA 617, 28 CMR 123 (1559); United
Staten Y. Hubbard. 5 USCMA 526, 18 C U R 149 (19551.
l"m5 USCMA 526. 18 CMR 149 ( 1 9 5 5 ) .
'8'10 USCMA 551, 28 CMR 123 (1959).
' , ' I d . a t 559, 28 C U R a t 125.
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C. CONCLL'SIONS AND RECOM.UENDAT1ON

Although many federal courts prohibit the impeachment of an
accused by acta of misconduct not resulting in B conviction, in
military law such impeachment is permissible. I t appears,
although there are no decided eases directly on the point, that an
accused in a court-martial cannot be compelled to answer a question asked solely f a r impeachment purposes concerning an act
of misronduct because, by testifying, he has waived the privilege
against aelf-incrimination only as to matters concerning his guilt
or innocence and not to matters affecting merely his credibility.
In impeaching by an act of misconduct, there must actually be an
"act" and it must be one involving moral turpitude or one which
affects credibility. In this regard the same standards which apply
to prior convictions of crimes apply to the acts of misconduct.
The trial counsel must be careful not to phrase his questions in
the form of "accusations" or ask questions baaed salel? upon
"suspicions" or he may commit error, which may be held to be
prejudicial Tbe trial counsel should have a reasonable basis f o r
an opinion ?hat the accused did, in fact, commit an act of misconduct as a predicate for asking the impeaching question. Became the tnal c o u n ~ e lmay easily commit error (1) if the act of
misconduct ie held to be one which does not affect credibility, or
( 2 ) if he asks an "accusatory" suefition without having substantial reasons to justify asking the question, it is recommended that
"discretion is the better part of valor" and the trial counsel should
never ask questions to impeach an accused upon acts of miaconduct if he has any doubt whether the act of misconduct alleged
is such as to affect credibility nor should he ask the question if it
is predicated solely upon a "hunch" or "suspicion."

IO

NATIONAL SOYEREIGKTY IN SPACE*
BY CAPTAIN

GEORGED.

SCHRADER""

I. INTRODUCTION
Prior t o the launching of the first lunar probe by the United
States, President Eisenhower received a cable from a private
citizen in one of the British dominions. The sender informed the
President that he had properly filed claim to a certain area of the
moon and intended to hold the Cnited States responsible for any
damage to his property caused by the probe. S a m after the Soviet
Union launched their first satellite certain persons in the United
States advocated that this nation make every effort to shoot down
Sputnik I, which they claimed was violating United States sovereignty. Thus the generation of legal problems ta perplex the space
age was begun
From this beginning it is easy to see that the legal problems
facing the space age will be many and complex. Three of the more
important problems concern (1) the sovereign rights of subjacent
states in the space above their territory, (2) the organization
which should formulate the ground rules far space activities and
exercise jurisdiction in the area beyond the limits of national
sovereignty, and ( 3 ) whether or not a comprehensive space code
should be developed as apposed to allowing the law applicable to
space to unfold by a process of evolution.
The rights of the subjacent state to exercise sovereignty in the
space above its territory has received a great deal of attention
during the past few years. Many noted authorities have cantributed research papers on this subject and the United States
Senate in 1961 prepared a comprehensive symposium dealing with
this and other related subjects. The United Sations in 1968 appainted an Ad HOC Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space ta consider a multitude of problems in the area of space
activities. Further the American Bar Association has appointed

.

Thls article was adapted from a thesis presented to the War College of
the Air Unwersitv. !,laxwell Air Farce Base. Alabama. while the autlior
WBQ B member of the War College Extension Courae, and Y pvblmhed with
the permmian of the Air University. The opimons snd concI11sions cmeaented
herem are those of the author and do not n e e e ~ ~ a z.i lrve.~ r e s e n tthe n e w of
the Air Unwernitp, The Judge Advocate General's School, or ~ n yother
governments1 agency.
.*Judge Advocate, United States Air Farce: Assiatsnt Staff Judge Advo.
a t e , Headquarters, 72d Cambat Sumort Group (SAC) ; LL.6.. University of
Kentucky College of Law: M e m b e r of the Kentucky Bar.
*oo B i i i S
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a special Space Law Committee and in February 1961 the InterAmerican Bar Association adopted a Xapna Charta of Space.
However. even with a11 this tremendous amount of material there

is little agreement either on the terminology for space law, or
about the abore cited problems.
The urablem of confiictinn sovereinntv
I . interest8 in airaoace.
. .
space and outer space has been approached from various points of
view ranging from law to national security. Further, there is a n
equal amount of conflict concerning the role to be played by the
individual states as apposed to the United Nations as the sovereign
body t o regulate space activites. These are the two basic problems
to be considered in the following sections which also include comments to a lesser degree on the proposition that a comprehensive
space code should be adopted and that maritime law should be used
as a guide for the formation of astronautical jurisprudence
The main emphasis in this discussion is to be placed on the
problem of national sovereignty in apace because here lies the crux
of all the related problems. If this one questionable area can be
isolated and properly disposed of, then there is certainly hope for
the agreeable solution of other problem areas. The discussion of
theories on extraterrestrial sovereignty contained in Section 111,
infva, considers a wide variety of proposals and an attempt to
corrolate those which adhere to the same basic principal that state
sovereignty does have an upper limit. In this vein, once the sovereign rights of the subjacent States are specifically defined the
exploration of space and outer space can progress in an orderly
fashion.
Upon solution of that problem, the appointment of an arganizatian to act as the governing body above the area of state control
and to formulate rules and regulations far space activities is next
in line. If this can be accomplished, the struggle for space control or the claims to celestial bodies by terrestrial nations can
be eliminated. If this is possible through orderly agreement, the
nations on the earth may explore and develop the planetary system for the benefit of all mankind.
11. SOVEREIGNTY IN AIR SPACE-THE

BACKGROUND

A. LEGAL TERMI.VOLOGY
The year 1961 will be recorded in history as the year man
himself entered the space age. This will bring forth many new
and also some very old legal problems. One of these problems
will be that of establishing definitions in the law far describing
42
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the various regions of the atmosphere and the area beyond the
atmosphere.
Astronautical Jurisprudence IS a new field of law, and it raise* lome
basic questions which must soon be answered, namely: What, in law, is
meant b y the term 'a~mpace?'What are the scientific divisions of the
upper reg~onsof the earth's atmosphere? How doea 'space' differ from
'outer space.' 'world space.' 'territorial space.' 'eontiguoun SPBEBI'
'teTrestliaI apace.' &e.?>

The word airspace which has been used frequently in cases
dealing with disputes between landowners and aviators has never
been fully defined either in the law or by an international convention dealing in this problem area. Further, the wards airspace,
space, and outer space are used interchangeably which indicates a
need for standard terminology in the field of a s t m n a ~ t i ~ law.
al
The popular conception is to divide the area above the earth's
surface into definite sections. Therefore, it is submitted that
adopting the term flight space as synonymous with the term atmosphere may be a solution. The atmosphere actually has no
limits but grows so thin at approximately 21,000 miles above sea
level that traces of air become imperceptible.* Thus, a t this height
there exists a point of departure for outer apace that is out of the
earth's atmosphere.
The flight space or earth's atmosphere could then be divided
into two areas "airspace" (territorial space) and "space." (See
Appendix A, i n f r a . ) The dividing line would be rather flexible as
airspace would be defined as only those areas where sufficient gaseous atmosphere exists to provide aerodynamic lift for flight instru'.
mentalities such as balloons and aircraft.' The upper limit would
be the van Karman Primary Jurisdiction Line which will be discussed in Section 111, infra. This would be at an altitude of approximately 60-10 miles above the earth's surface. The area above
this line would be referred to as "space" and provide transit for
flight instruments such as guided missiles, satellites and spaceships prior to leaving the earth's atmosphere.
"Outer space" has been referred to a8 "world space," "extra
atmospheric" and ''comnic space ;" therefore, B standard terminology for the upper regions beyond the atmosphere is evident.
John C. Hogan of the Rand Corporation advocates that terms
based on the nomenclature of astronomy could be used in the law
1 Hogan, Legal Te~minalogyf a r ths U p p e v Regions a( the Atmosphere and
fa7 S p m s Beyond lhe Atmoaphwe, I1 Am. J. Int'l L. 362 (1957).
3 Ibid.
8 Cooper, Missilea and Satdliteb: The Law ond Our Notional Policy, 44
A.B.A.J. 317, 321 (1958).
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for referring to areas of outer space.' He submits that the mlar
system, as used in astronomy to refer to the sun and the several
bodies that rotate around it, could be termed in astronautical law
as "Solar Space." In addition, the galactic system more commonly
known as the "Milky Way" would be termed galactic space, while
the area beyand would be referred t o as extragalactic space. (See
Appendix A, infra.)
This would then establish a sound terminology for the field of
astronautical law to follow based on the field of astronomy. Further the adoption of this terminology as it applies to Right space
and outer space would establish uniformity In a presently most
confused area.

B. E A R L Y THEORIES
The early 1900's found three major theories regarding freedom
of the a i r under discussion by interested organizations. The Institute of International Law meeting in Ghent in 1906 took up the
subject and the proposed theories. Paul Fauchille, the French
delegate, advanced the theory that the air was free subject to a
zone limitation.' He advocated that the first zone, that nearest
the earth, could be used for the construction of buildings. The
second zone, between 330 meters and 5,000 meters, would be open
to free flight. The space above 5000 meters a t that time was inaccessible by aircraft. He also felt that flights under 1,500 meters
might be prohibited f o r security purposes.
In opposition to this proposal were those n h a advocated t h a t
the a i r was free and not subject to the control of any state. Also
there were those who proposed that the a i r was subject to the
sovereignty of the subjacent state. After the various proposals
were given consideration the assembly of the Institute in effect
adopted Fauchille'e theory Ststing, "The air is free. States have
in it, in times of peace and in times of war, only the rights necessary to their conservation."
The Institute af International Law considered the same question
in their meeting in 1910 and then in 1911 broadened the above
statement to allow the subjacent states ta take certain measures to
insure their security and to protect the persons and property of
their inhabitants: This proposal brought criticism from various
4 Hogan. supra note 1.
I See Legis. Ref. Serv., Library af Congress, Legal Problems 0 1 Spaor
Ezplorofia-A
Symposzum. S. Doe. No. 26, 87th Cong..1 s t Senn. 1219 (1961)
(hereinafter cited as S. Dac. No. 26).
6 S. Doe. No. 26, at 1220.
.lbid.
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sources including the International Law Association. This organization in 1911 advocated that every state had the right to enact
prohibitions and regulations as it deemed proper with regard to
the passage of aircraft through the airspace above its territories
and territorial waters.l

Thus it is interesting to note that within a few short years
the seriousness of the problem of "freedom of the air" began to
gain more attention as man realized the potential associated with
the increase in aviation. Further, none of these meetings were
official diplomatic canferencea, but the ensuing war which saw
aviation come of age indicated a need for such a conference.
C. T H E PARIS CO.VVENTIO,VS
I919

In 1919, as a result of the Paris Peace Conference at the end of
World War I, the world powers organized a conventian to discuss
the question of aerial navigation and national sovereignty. The
United States was represented on the aeronautical commission of
the peace conference, which formulated the ground rules for the
convention, by Rear Admiral Knapp and Major General Mason
Patrick. Although the United States representatives worked actively in drafting the convention and later signed it, the United
States Congress did not ratify i t 8
There are three articles adopted by the convention which are
of material importance and recognized as' basic in the area of
national sovereignty in airspace. Article I provides "The High
Contracting Parties recognize that every Power has complete and
exclusive sovereignty over the airspace above its territory."'"
As noted PreviouS~y the term airspace was not defined by the
convention but, regardless of its meaning, the verbage of Article I
acknowledges the sovereignty of the subjacent states to the "airspace'' over its land and territorial waters, which must also include
the right tc exclude foreign aircraft.
Article I1 provided in essence that in time of p a c e each nation
should accord freedom of innocent passage over and above its
territory to the aircraft of other nations. This has been interpreted to accord a general right of free passage far Special Rights
such as private air flights or isolated commercial flights without
prior approval by the subjacent state." This is to be distinguished
8
S

I d . a t 1221.
See Cooper, Ths R i l e a t Law in Outw Spaea, 41 A.B.A.J. 23 (1951).

Ibid.
11

S. Doc. No. 25, a t 1223.
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from regular commercie.1 air flights which might be considered
to follow an established international airway.
Article X V concerned the establishment of international air.
ways and granted the right to C ~ O S Sthe airspace of each contracting nation without landing, if fallowing routes fixed by the subjacent state. Further, the last paragraph provided t h a t the establishment of internatmnal airways w . 8 subject to the consent
of the subjacent state.'2
This then gave n s e to the controversy as to nhether the subjacent state had to give prior conaent to the operation of a foreign
air carrier over its territory or, if once an international airway
was designated, the air carriers of other contracting nations would
h a w a general right of flight over such route. This question was
the subject of much debate until the International Commission
for Air Kavigation, acting under authority of the original canvention, held a meeting in Paris in 1929 for the purpose of considering amendments to the former convention. This convention
adopted the resolution that the establishment of international airways was subject to the consent of the subjacent state. And, further. the operation of international airlines over these airways was
subject to the Same restriction. Thus, regular or scheduled foreign
aircraft could not fly across territory without the permission of
the subjacent state, regardless of other rerbage in the articles of
the convention and the fact t h a t international airways had been
established.

D. CHICAGO CO.VVE4TIOS
1964

The ambiguities of the Paris Convention concerning the entry
of foreign aircraft n e r e not totally cured by the Habana Convention of 1928 nor any other international meeting. Thus the
interested nations proposed a conference be held in Chicago in
1944, which was to be the most important international aviation
conference held up to that time.
As the Paris Convention had established the concept of sovereignty as opposed to the concept of freedom of the airspace above
the subjacent state, the Habana Convention reaffirmed this concept. A similar provision we.8 included in Article I of the Chicago
Civil Aviation Convention." In addition, this principle has been
so firmly established throughout the world by international agree~~

Ihzd.
13 Convention on International Civil Aviation, Dec 7 , 1844, 61 Stat. 1180.
T.I.A.S. No 1691, 16 E.S.T.S. 285 (effective April 4, 1917)
16

*oo
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ment and domestic legislation that it i8 no longer questioned. I t
i g interesting to note that while the United States did not ratify
the Paris Con\wntian it did ratify bath the Habana and Chicago
conventions, while the Soviet Union failed to participate in or
ratify any of the camentians.
Although these various conventions failed to define the term
"airspace," it can be assumed that they were referring to the area
in which man could fly an aircraft and not an area beyond such
as has been previously referred to as space."
Article 15 of the Paris Convention, as amended in 1929, refers
to pilotless aircraft as follows:
No aircraft ai B contracting state capable of being flown without a
pilot shall, except by special authorization, fly without a. pilot DVDT the
territory of another contracting atate.'i

Article 8 of the Chicago Convention contained similar verbage and
while they may not apply to space vehicles such 8 8 "Sputniks"
and "Explorers" there is an indication of a prohibition against the
entry of unmanned vehicles into airspace.
This then brings us t o today's problem, because neither the
Soviet Union nor the United States sought the permission of any
nation prior to launching their space projects. As a practical
matter Russia and the United States appear to be fallowing a
logical course of action. I t would be almost impossible to secure
the consent of other nations prior to launching a space vehicle,
and because of the lack of control and vast areas over which they
orbit this would require the consent of every nation. Further,
failure of other nations to complain concerning the violation of
their sovereignty may indicate the method adopted by these two
nations has become an accepted international practice.
Thus, regardless of the rule of national Sovereignty a s established by the Paris and Chicago conventions, and the prohibition
against unmanned aircraft set forth by these conventions, we
find they as yet do not apply to space. Stephen Latchford, an
advisor to the United States delegation to the Chicago Convention,
has requested that another international convention be held to
reconcile the sovereignty provision of the Chicago Convention
with an international agreement for the use of space.
Such a conference might tend to eiarif) the atmosphere, or the controversial airspace, and thus bring the experts back to earth long
enough to get their bearings The legal profenno" ahovld then be I" B
Latchford, The Beormg of InternotionalAzr Saiigutian Conrentions on
the Cse 01 Outsr Spma, 53 Am. J. Int'l L. 405 (1969).
I n S. Doe. Po. 25, at 1226.
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better position to develop the legal p n m p i e s

t o be applied to outer

s*ace."

Such a convention might well be the answer to problems, as the
situation may continue indefinitely unless there is some international agreement as to the principles of national sovereignty which
are to be applicable ta space.

E. T H E C.VITED STATES POSITION
The position of the United States concerning the problem of
sovereignty in airspace and space can be found in three basic
declarations. The first is the Air Commerce Act of 1926 -- and
the subsequent Federal Aviation Act of 1958," vhich proclaimed
United States sovereignty over the airspace above this nation.
The latter act provided:
The Unrted States OT America is hereby declared to POJJDSS snd exercise complete and ~ X C I Y
national
S I ' ~sovereignty ~n the ampace af the
United States.>*

Apparently these statutes apply to airspace in the same sense
as that word 1s used in the Chicago Convention because it is not
defined here either. Further, the additional declarations are more
applicable to space or an area beyond that used by conventional
aircraft. Therefore. the United States has declared that it maintains jurisdiction orer the airspace above its territory, a t least
to a height where such jurisdiction can be enforced.
The second declaration is set forth in the National Aeronautics
and Space Act o f 1968," which states the policy of the United
States to be one devoted t a peaceful activities in space for the
benefit of all mankind. Thus this nation took the position of rejecting sovereignty rights in space by way of domestic legislation,
thereby acknowledging that there is a dividing line between airspace and space. As yet this nation has not attempted to fix an?
hypothetical altitude as the beginning of space, but in connection
with the International Geophysical Year aerved notice that all
space above 300 miles is free space 21
The third declaration of the United States concerning sovereignty in space was made before the United Kations Ad Hoc ComIo

1.

18

Latchford. ~ i i p i anote 14. s t 411
Act af May 20, 1926, eh. 344, 6 10, 44 Stat. 668. BJ amended
Enacted SI Public Law 86-126, 72 Stat. 131 (1953),49 U.S.C.

72 Stat. 426-38 (1918),42 U.S C. $5 2451-2459
Cox and Stoiko, Spacepawuei 199 (1918).
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mittee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space by former representative Henry Cabot Lodge, who stated:
Our task IS to help to chart f o r the Cnited Nations a eourle of C O O P O ~ B ~
tion among nations in the use af outer space f a r peace.
In no field of endeavor is cooperatian among nation%mom necessary.
When we go abovf the business of exploring the universe, the rivslries of
men and natmns really do look petty and ridiculous.
The job is f a r too big f a r any m e nation, no matter haw big m how
advanced in technology t h a t natian may be.
.?

...

..

In addition, President Eiaenhorver addressed the United Kations
General Assembly on September 22, 1960, and proposed the following:
1. U'e agree t h a t celestial bodies are not subject to national appropria.
tian by any claims of sovereignty
2. We %T
!e
t h a t the natrons of the world rhsll not engage in warlike
Bctivitiee on these bodies.
3. We agree. aubieet to apprppriste wiiflcation. t h a t no natron w i l l
pur into orbit or station in outer space weapons of maw destruction.
All launchmgs of spacecraft should be vended m advance by the United

Nations.
4. We press forward with a pmgrarn of international Cooperation f o r
ematruetlve peaceful uses of outer space under the United Nations.
Agreement I" these proponala would enable f u t u r e generations to find
Peaceful and scientific pmgresn, not another fearful dimension LO th8
arms race, as they explore the universe,*s

Thus, we find the position of the United States to be of a dual
nature. National sovereignty is proclaimed by the way of domestic
legislation over the airspace above the United States, but neither
the limits thereof nor a definition of airspace IS established as a
matter of record. On the other hand, the United States advocates
the peaceful use of apace by all nations concerned and has frequently voiced this proposition before the United Nations.

F. THE RCSSIAN POSITION
The Soviet position concerning national sovereignty in space

is based an statute, and Communist philosophy. Article 1 of the
Soviet Air Code of August 7, 1936,states, "To the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics belongs complete and exclusive sovereignty in
the airspace above the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics." 2'
This statement of an accepted rule of law is not unlike similar
verbage in the United States Air Commerce Act or comparable
legislation previously enacted by a largo number of nations. Hown* N. Y. Times,May 17, 1959.
I S 43 Dep't S t a t e Bull. 551, 664-56
** S. Doe. No. 26, a t 1118.

(1960)
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erer, the Soviet method of enforcing its right of sovereignty
has been more forceful over the past fifteen y e s r ~than the methods used by other nations.
One of the leading Soviet authorities on space lauz, E. Korarin,
in an article entitled "International Status of Cosmic Space,"z6
diacussed the application of the theory of national sovereignty as
set forth by the Chicago Convention. In analyzing this theory, he
concluded that it had nothing whatsoever to do with the status of
space, and thus once beyond atmospheric limits, recognition of
national sovereignty is illogical.z~The Soviet authorities apparently have not attempted to establish a specific altitude as the extent of sovereignty. However, there is Some indication that two
limitations are proposed: the first is that sovereignty can be exercised no higher than it can be effectively enforced: the second
blends the right to sovereignty with that of national Security.
Dr. Zadorozhnyy, a noted Soviet authority, stated in late 1960
that the maximum ceiling of sovereignty should be a t a paint
where satellites are no longer slowed down by the atmosphere but
that every nation had a right to prevent espionage in outer space.pThis is typical of the Soviet position, which, as was stated before, is heavily politically oriented. Seldom do the Soviet scholars
approach the problem without voicing Communist concepts and
doctrine. Their treatment of the subject is resplendent with attacks against the United States and consistently condemns any
proposal for space control by international organizations, which
it claims are dominated by anti-Cammuniat states.
Thus, in the final analysis, the Soviet position is one of flexibility depending on the Communist concepts that prevail, but it
never disregards the proposition of national security or the international right to self-defense, if its arguments cannot be supported by international law or based on a right of sovereignty.
111. A SURVEY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL SOVEREIGNTY
The authority of a nation within i t s own territory is absolute and
.XCI"II"*.
. . . But Its p'onar to secure Itself from '"1"ry may certainly
be e..ercired beyand the limits of ita territary.2'

The Cooper Theory. The emminent authority on space law,
Professor John Cobb Cooper, has proposed a multipoint program
Reprinted in S. Doe. No. 26, at 1062.
Id. at 1064.
*.S. Doe. No. 26. a t 1015.
2)

g?

Chief Justice John Marshall in Church

Y.

Hubbsrt, 6 U.S. (2 Cranch)
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to SOIW the predent perplexing problem of national sovereignty
in space. MY,Cooper first distinguishes the areas commonly referred to as airspace as opposed t o outer space. I t is his contention that the Paris Convention of 1919 and the Chicago Con\wntian of 1944 intended the term "airspace" to include "only those
parts of the atmosphere above the aurface of the earth where
gaseous air i3 sufficiently dense to provide aerodynamic lift for
balloons and airplanes, the only type8 of aircraft in existence when
those conventions were drafted.":% Thus a rather logical and reasonable definition of the term airspace i s set forth even though
the two conventions were void on the subject.
Professor Cooper then submits that the air above the earth's
surface should be divided into various zones similar to ihe manner
in which maritime law divides the oceans. (See Section IY, infra.)
This approach is not entirely ne\v and it has been apposed on
various grounds such a s : ( I ) There is no proper analogy between
the sea. and apace; and ( 2 ) the zone theory violates the intent of
various international flight agreements and it is not susceptible
to implementation.sc Although there is some merit in each of the
various criticisms, Professor Cooper still maintains a rather formidable position considering the present status of the law in this
area.
The first zone (see Appendix C, injra) is called "territorial
space," and in this area the subjacent states would exercise full
sovereign powers. This zone would extend to a paint above the
earth's surface where aircraft could be operated, or to the upper
limits of "airspace" as defined previously. This limitation would
be rather flexible in the sense t h a t aircraft will continue ta be
developed until such time as they reach the height where gaseous
a i r i s no longer sufficiently dense ta provide aerodymanic lift.
The second zone would be k n a v n as "contiguous space," and it
would extend from the highest limits of territorial space to the
lower limits of "outer space" as defined by Professor Cooper. This
area would slowly be absorbed by territorial space f a r the reason
stated above. Until that time it would be free far the passage of
all flight instrumenkd'
The third zone would be "outer space" and
Professor Cooper:

8.8

submitted by

*e Cooper, ~ u p mnote 3. a t 319.
S O See Bookont, Conflictmg Sovereignty Interests m Outer Space: Pmpoaed
Sdutions Remain in Orbit!. Mil. L. Rev., January 1960,8. 23, 38.
8 1 See Cox and Stoiko, op. o i t . supra note 21, nt 164.
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If the lower boundary of anter $pace LI Rxad bs i n ~ e r n a t i o n s lagreement 8% the laweat altitude above the earth's rorfaee a t which an
artihcml satellite may be put ~n orbit around rhe earth, we should then
have more than B mere theoretical boundary

In Support af this theory Professor Cooper submits that below
this boundary, objects moving toward the earth from outer Space
would, be subject to destruction from atmospheric heat. Above
this bbundary satellites could orbit without atmospheric interference and unsubjected to state restriction. A fixed line aeparating contiguous space from outer space might be rather difficult
to establish except for the fact that recent satellite flights hare
indieatedthat a minimum altitude of seventy miles is all too dense
ior a satellite to pursue an orbit."
Thus Professor Cooper has proposed a very logical solution to
the problem. Although he depends on artificial boundries a t rariable points abare the earth's surface, he has relied on atmospheric
conditions to gi.e these points a definite position in relation to
the earth's surface. In essence he is advocating that man has a
right of soxwreignty to the point where atmospherlc lift fails to
aid his passage. Once this aid ceases to exist then outer space
begins.

The Karmen P r i m a r ~Jurisdiction Line. Andrew G Haley. past
president and now general counsel of the International batranautical Federation and general counsel of the American Rocket Society, has proposed a most logical ~olutionto this dilemma of
sovereignty in space. This outstanding authority contends that
the term "airspace," as used in the Paris and Chicago conventions,
was couched in terms af present day aircraft which derive support
in the atmosphere from reaction of the air."
Haley submits that to separate airspace from space or outer
space by an absolute rigid line would not be possible. Thus his
theory is to adopt a flexible line which he terms "the Karman
Primary Jurisdiction Line." This line i3 based on a curve and
falls a t approximately 275,000 feet (62 miles) above the earth's
surface where an abject traveling a t 25,000 feet per second loses
aerodynamic lift and eentrifugsl force takes over.8' (See Appendix A, icfre.)

As this line is rather flexible its recognition will come only after
physicists and lawyers work out the passible ramifications based
a * cooper, Bupm note 9, a t 24
81 I b d
I + Halsy, Survey of Legal O p m m on Eztro.tewrstna1 Juradirtton, re.
printed In S. Doe. No. 26, a t 719-20.
I d . at 723.
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on the termination of the efficient performance of an aeronautical
vehicle. In support of this theory Haley states:
The b a n l e d v a n t a g e of a criterion such ae the Karman Lme

Ilea

practical &plieation--it
effectively separates ihe territory
breathme vehicles from that of racket vehielen."*

of

~n i t s
air.

Thus Haley U B ~ Jas a baais far the Karman Line the characteristics af the air-breathing aircraft. His critics challenge his position by citing the X-15 as an aircraft which may some day KO
more than twice the altitude a t which aerodynamic lift cease8 and
may even reach the heights of some of the satellites, approximately
150 miles. To this challenge Haley adequately responds, pointing
aut that the X-15 is purely a rocket-type vehicle with no airbreathing devices. He further contends that just because the X-16
or like vehicles use a i r guidance surfaces during their departure
from and return into the areas belaw the Karman Line does not
make them any less a space vehicle and thus cannot be classed a s
air-breathing.iProfessor Cooper, in effect, supports the Karman Line theory
with his definition of airspace as that area "where gaseous a i r is
sufficiently dense to provide aerodynamic lift
Karman Line, if not too rigidly drawn, may slso be the lowest
altitude above the earth's surface a t which an artificial satellite
may be put in orbit, thereby eliminating a need for an area known
as contiguous space, which is one of the three areas proposed by
Professor Cooper.
Haley also finds some support far his Karman Line theory from
the Federation Astronautique Internationale which, in agreement
with both United States and Soviet representatives, has defined
space Right a8 being above 62 miles or 100 kilometers.38 Thus a t
this point, which does coincide with the Karman Primary Jurisdiction Line, aircraft flight must end and space Right begin.
Therefore, Haiey, by a very logical approach, establishes two
basic needs-first, a definition of airspace which has as B point
of departure a feasible area susceptible to both concurrent legal
and physical determination, and secondly, an area in which subjacent states can exercise their sovereign rights within limits
presently accepted by international law.

The Heinrich T h e o w . Dr. Welf Heinrich, grandson of Kaiser
Wilhelm and presently Prince of Hanover, contributed a commends* Ibid.
8,
111

3s

*eo

I d . at 720-21.
Cooper, bupm note 3, at 319.
See S. Doe. No. 26, a t 124.
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able research p a w r to the field of astronautical jurisprudence in
1953 entitled, "Air Law and Space." 4 1 This effort is recognized
as a pioneer work in the field and even though there has been a
tremendous advancement in space activity since 1953, the work
of Dr. Heinrich has not last its importance.

Dr.Heinrich, in his evalution of the elusive area known as "airspace," contends that it pertains to the area above the earth's
atmosphere which is air-filled and extends to a height of appraximately 300 kilometers or 186 miles." He submits that above this
line is space above the atmosphere. thus using airspace as synonymous with atmosphere.
This contention is subject to criticism, as atmosphere has been
defined as "The body of air which surrounds the earth." ** This is
a rather nebulous definition, and it is here submitted (see Section
11, supra, and Appendix A, infra) that the atmosphere extends to
a height of approximately 21.000 miles above the earth's surface.
Furthermore, Lieutenant Colonel Hal H. Bookout, in his thesis
presented to the Army's Judge Advocate General's School, stated:
I t i s presentlg unknown to the scientific community haw f a r the
presence of air particles extends into the atmoaphere. t i i t h o u t reporting
all of the beliefa t h a t exist on this subject, i d it be sufficient for our
purpose ta eanciude t h a t when augKested dhstanees range upward from
1000 to 200,ooo miles sway from the earth's surface, the legs1 PrafeJJlon
cannot be expected t o make an arbitrary c h a m from the . w r a . ~ . ~ ~

Thus it does not appear \wry logical or practical to define the
term airspace as extending to the limits of the atmosphere, thereby making the t w terms synonymous.
By his definition of the term "airspace," Dr. Heinrich concedes
that national sovereignty cannot be extended beyond that point
above the subjacent state and its territorial waters.
Only the amfilled regions are so connected with life on the surface of
the earth, t h a t they may be conaidered p a r t of it. 'This emrelation determined by eanriderationa of i p a ~ eand sovereignty' however, does not exlrt
between the ares beyond the atmosphere and the iandr and s a t e r a
underneath It. Thva the B ~ D Bbeyond the atmosphwe cannot be considered
8" 'Integral part' a i any national telrltoly.'*

In support of his position he argues that there must be two canditiana precedent to a nation's exercising its sovereignty over a
certain area, and these are (1) frontiers capable of determination
'oRspnnred I" S. Doc.Yo. 26, a t 271.
*I I b t d .
(9 Air University, U.S. Dep't of Air Force, The United States Air Force
Dietionnrg 58 (1866)
*s Bookout, aupra note 30, a t 58.
4, S. Doe. No. 26, s t 317.
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and ( 2 ) the possibility of exercising effective control. Although
he does not deny that subjacent states may have an interest in
the area beyond what he defines as "airspace," he does have an
excellent point concerning the lack of determinable boundries and
present inability to exercise control therein. Further his position
in this regard is strengthened with the additional argument that
the solar and galactic systems are in perpetual motion. The extending of vertical frontiers from the earth's surface into this
area would be impossible.

In conclusion, Dr. Heinrich's position (that the area beyond
airspace, a8 he defines it, is to be "free territory" and not subject
to the sovereignty of the subjacent state) is supported by most
authorities in the field and the various international conventions
previously discussed. The real area of contention is the limit he
places an airspace, which is 300 kilometers. Such a limitation is
purely arbitrary and certainly not subject to physical determination in the same sense as the Karman Primary Jurisdiction Line
discussed previously.
The Airspace Theory. Oscar Schachter, the noted English international lawyer and Director of the General Legal Division of
the United Nations, has advocated the "dirspace Theory."'s This
theory maintains that national swereignty should be extended to
a height determined in terms of the atmospheric elements neeessary to lift present day aircraft. This line is rather difficult to fix
because of the limits within which aircraft operate, but 25 miles is
about the maximum height a t this time. The future will surely
bring forth aircraft that can exceed this figure and here we find
the same problem as discussed previously-the distinction between
air-breathing and rocket-type aircraft. If we are to follow the
argument of Haley, then rocket-type aircraft are not to be considered in establishing the height of national sovereignty. This,
it wouid seem, is a very valid position. Thus it is assumed that
Sehachter did not intend to include rocket-type aircraft in the
terminology of present day aircraft.
This then brings us to the point of issue between Haley's Karman Primary Jurisdiction Line and Schachter'a "Airspace Theory." The latter stated in 1958: ". . . the territorial 'airspace,' as
mentioned in the Paris and Chicago conventions, does not extend
outside the limits of the atmosphere contributing to the lift or
support of aircraft." *) Therefore, he was in effect acknowledging
6 5 Sehaehter. A Preview o t Spars Law Problems Warning: Eaiiu
Unilatwal Padtions. reprinted in S. Doe. 90.26, a t 345. See a180 Cox and Stoiko,
op. oit. aupru note 21, at 159.
e S. Doc. No. 26, a t 347.
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the Karman Primary Jurisdictional Line, which is where an object
loses ita aerodynamic lift and centrifugal force takes over (approximately 62 miles). Thus perhaps the only difference between
these two noted authorities lies in the present day inability of airbreathing aircraft to reach the height necessary to lose all the
atmospheric elements of aerodynamic lift.
If this anology is proper then it is only a matter of time until
the two authorities agree on the limits of national sovereignty.
Schachter himself stated that "An effort to fix the delimitation
of the upper boundary on the basis of Speculative possibilities
could result in decisions which would unreasonably restrict and
impede scientific research. . , ."
Thus it would aeem that he
would be more in favor of the Karman Primary Jurisdiction Line
because it is based on scientific data, capable of positive recognition, does not restrict or impede scientific research and meets the
criteria Bet forth in his own "Airspace Theory."
The Free Space Theory. Dr. C. Wilfred Jenks, an associate of
the Institution of International Law a t Cambridge, England, has
proposed the "Free Space Theory" in his paper entitled, "International Law and Activities in Space. ''la In his treatment of the
subject Dr. Jenks deals mainly with the problem of the legal status
af space, defining space as that area beyond the earth's atmosphere. Further, he limits the atmosphere by atating that it is below
the ionosphere, which IS the zone presently used by earth satellites
and approximately 70 miles above the earth's surface.+* Thus Dr.
Jenks is w i n g atmosphere as synonymous with airspace when he
states that sovereignty over airspace is well establiahed but:
[Tlhe proiecrmn of t h e t e r n t o n a l sovereignty of a date beyand the

Dr. Jenks, by drawing the line between airspace and space a t
the beginning of the ionosphere, has in effect acknowledged the
Karman Primary Jurisdictional Line as the boundary between
territorial space or airspace and space. However, his use of the
word atmosphere as synonymous with airspace is misleading.
The e a r t h s atmosphere is composed of four gaseous layersthe troposphere, the stratosphere, the mesosphere and thermosphere, generally called the ionosphere, and the exosphere. (See
Ibid.
Int'l & Comp. L.Q.88 (1966).
" S e e Jeasvp and Taubenfeld, Controls f o r Outer Space 129 (1969)
BO Jenks, 8 w m n o k 48, at 103.
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Appendix D, infra.) The latter extends to a height approximately
21,000 miles above the earth's surface. Thus to use the all-inclusive term atmosphere as the area of territorial sovereignty would
appear to be out of place.
In dealing with the area beyond territorial space, Dr. Jenks
has proposed a very valid theory by stating, "By reason af the
basic astronomical facts, space beyond the atmosphere of the earth
is and must always be a r e s e z t m commereixm incapable of appropriation by the projection into such space of any particular sovereignty based on a fraction of the earth's surface."
In support of this theory he join8 with Dr. Heinrich in his argument that nothing in the universe is constant and to project partieula: sovereignties on the surface of the earth into space would
give rise to a constantly changing concept in the application thereof. The revolutian of the earth and its rotation around the sun
and the movement of the planets through the galaxy indicate haw
futile it would be to attempt the extension of sovereignty beyond
airspace.
In a n attempt to salve the problem of control of space, Dr. Jenks
submits that it should be considered as a world problem and that
every effort should be made ta develop a reasonable program towards the soiution of present and future problems. He contends
that space has legal status similar ta the high seas and that
the United Nations should be vested with jurisdiction and authority over the activities conducted in space. These two subjects
will be discussed later.
In conclusion, it appears that Dr. Jenks would limit the sovereignty of the subjacent state to that area which would fall below
the Karman Primary Jurisdictional Line and is thereby in agreement with Haley. In addition his "Free Space Theory" cancerning the area above the Karman Line ia extremely valid and certainly supported by the weight of authority.
Soviet end Communist Views. Turning now to the views of
some of the Soviet and other Communist authorities on the subject of astronautical jurisprudence we find two problems. The
first is determining just what is the theory or position these authorities advocate. The 'second is excluding the Communist palitical attacks on the theories advocated by authorities such BS Andrew G. Haley a'nd John C. Cooper, whose views the Russians
claim are strictly beneficial to capitalism.
A list of leading Saviet specialists in this field would include
E.Karovin, A, Kislov and S. Krylov. The latter two gentlemen, in
Ibid.
100 dlDlB
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joint article entitled "State Sovereignty in Airspace,":' discuss
the present Soviet Air Code, which grants complete and exclusive
sovereignty in the airspace abore the Soviet Union to the Union of
Soviet Socialists Republics. This is, of course, Similar t a existing
legislation in the United States, but the above mentioned \%miters
indicate that there is no upward area limit to this mvereignty.
They are highly critical of the United States concerning an incident in 1956 with regard to some balloons rupposedly released by
the United States and seized in the Soviet Union. Kislav and
Krylov stated that, contrary to the late Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles's remarks that there was na international code regulating a m p a c e a t approximately 97,000 feet where the balloons
ascended, the ceiling que8tion of sovereign right had long been
settled by international l a w In this regard they did not express
B direct opinion as to the limitation or nonlimitatian of sorereignty but cited both French and English authorities for the proposition that complete and exclusive sovereignty over airspace
means without limit SJ to altitude.'^ Thus in evaluating the discussion presented by these'two authorities it would seem they are
proposing that exclusire soiereignty aver airspace extends to
infinity.
B

The other above-mentioned Russian, E. Korovin, approaches the
problem of nationai soiereignty in space by first setting up certain
limitations. He declares that the terms "cosmic," "interplanetary," "inter-stellar," "outer apace." or ''upper atmosphere" all relate to space beyond atmospheric limits. Secondly, he states that
the basic question is "whether space beyond atmospheric limits
comes within the jurisdiction of thaw countries over which this
space is located, just as today a country exercise8 'complete and
exclusive sovereignty' over the airspace lying above its territow." 34

In making his evaluation of the problem, Karavin contends that
the Paris and Chicago conventions have nothing to do with space
and that in reality a conclusion based on these proceedings could
extend sovereignty to infinity. He further disregards national
legislation as it refers to airspace and aircraft and not to'space.
In this regard he logically submits that if national sovereignty
is extended into space, the protesting of satellite violations thereof
might hinder the entire program of scientific space explorations.
"Reprinted in S. Doe. No. 26, at 1037.
" 8 I d . st 1045.
I* Korovm, Intrmationoi Status a/ Cosmic Spaoe, reprinted in S. Doe. No.
26, at 1062.
38
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In concluding his evaluation of the present status of space,
Koravin submita that the general opinion of the noted authorities
is that national sovereignty cannot extend into space and subjacent states cannot control it through legislation.
Thus it appears that this Soviet authority does distinguish between aimpace and space, but refuses to submit a line of designation, He further contends that national soyereignty does not extend into space and that space is free, that it "is the right of
each country to use wamic space as it sees fit without doing harm
or causing injury to other states."
Outside the Soviet Union but Still within the sphere of Communist Influence, Dr. Michael llilde of Charles University, Prague,
Czechoslovakia, has rendered some interesting comments upon the
development of astronautical jurisprudence. His article entitled,
"Considerations on Legal Problems of Space Above National Territory,"'i which appeared in the Review of Contemporary Law,
makes a positive approach to the problem and advocates specific
theories.

Dr. Milde contends that there is no limit to national sovereignty
in space and reaches the fallowing conclusions:
( a ) The lay of natmns sets no altitude limit to territorial sovereignty
aver space; ~n theory this sovereignty a p p l m uw%e ad infinitum
(b) Far the purpose of an international convention dealing r i t h the
legal position of apace, the following formula covering the field of
sovereignty over space may be suggested: 'Every state enjosd complete
e
mer the space above i t s territory to the slti.
and e x e l u ~ i ~souerexnty
tude where, within the range of technical possibility. any shape or form
of human s e t i n t y , or activity directed by man, is panmble at any time.',.

In support of his position he, a8 did Kislav and Krylov, cites
the meteorlogical balloon incident of 1956 as an invasion of state
sovereignty when these balloons floated over some of the Communist bloc nations a t a height of approximately 97,000 feet and
generated protests therefrom. He cites this example 88 proof that
states have a right ta defend their sovereign status a t altitudes
where aircraft can only occasionally reach.
He further argues that the terminology used in the Paris and
Chicago conventions is not applicable t o space. In this regard a
distinction is made between space activities and aviation, claiming
that conventions regulating the latter cannot be a basis for limiting sovereignty.
85
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I d . at 1070.
Reprinted in S. Doe. No. 26, a t 1102
I d . at 1107.
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Dr. Milde aubmits that contemporary international law gives
complete and exclusive sovereignty t o the subjacent State without
reservation as to altitude. He challenges Dr. C. Wilfred Jenks'
theory that the universe is in constant motion and thus not subject to the sovereignty of a subjacent state, by stating:
[U'lhat is essential i s t h a t the limits of the %owreignpowera of the
State aver epaee are constant, and can be recognized This sovereignty
eansists of the vertical pmiection of the territarral fronriera of the
State. a proleetion effected from the surface of the earch into c o m i c
s p ~ c e . The sector thus established 19 real property, and can always be
recognized, though its concrete content may change.:'

His last concept deals with the possibility of effective implementation af sovereign righta in space. He denounces the need
for effective conquest, occupation and defense, but advocates a
theory whereby sovereignty can be effected at any altitude where
a state has the legal possibility of proving its control or where any
form of human mtiwty is possible.
This argument is of course entirely theoretical and so broad in
its scope that it i s impractical. To say the least this is a most
nebulous line of reasoning. Dr. Dlilde also contends that there is
no possibility of drawing a line such as the Karman Primary Jurisdictional Line because of the variance between the earth and
the sun and moon. However, it' is here submitted that this is a
f a r more concrete ]me of demarcation and capable of physical determination than anything expressed in his theory of exercising
sovereignty in apace
Therefore, under Dr. Dlilde's line of reasoning, each subjacent
state an the surface of the earth can lodge a protest against the
invasion of its sovereignty by artificial satellites or other space
vehicles, regardless of the altitude. And further, each subjacent
state can take whatever measures it so desires to protect its interest and national security from such invasion.

I\'. LAW O F THE S E A
Upon t h e ocean, then, ~n time of peace, all POssers Bn entire s q u d l t y .
1s the common highway af ail, appropriated ta the m e of all; and no
m e cam vindicate t o himself a superior or e ~ e l u ~ l Yprelngative
e
there.
Every ship ails there with the unquestionable right of pursumg her own
lawful busmeas without interruption: but, whatever may be t h a t buaness.
she ie bound to pursue it in such B manner a% not to aiolate the rights
of others.'Q
It

58 Id. a t 1106.
as Mr. Justice Story in The Marianna Flora, 24 U.S. (11 Wheat.) 1, 42
(1826).
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X r . Justice Story, in the above quotation, haa rather adequately
expressed the doctrine of the freedom of the seas 8s w e know it
today. However, it seems as though the seas and the airspace
above are not quite as free today as the doctrine indicates and
years ago the entire situation was reversed.
During the early days of the new world exploration, nations
claimed sovereignty over vast ocean areas. Spain, for example,
claimed the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico while Portugal
claimed the Indian Ocean was under its sovereignty.
In 1609 a Dutch jurist named Hugo Grotius advocated in his
"Yare Liberum" that is was impossible for any nation to monopolize the high seas because of the physical impassibility and that all
nations had a commnn interest in using them.'" This was the first
breakthrough in an effort to establish the doctrine of freedom a i
the seas. England soon took up the cause and, where it concerned
international problems, she advocated destroying sovereign claims
over the oceans, maintaining that they were freely accessible to all
nations.
This doctrine has dweloped through the years and has become
an accepted principle of international law. In addition, court decisions, custom, treaties, and international cnnventions have recognized the doctrine. Also, certain rules have been developed to
regulate usuage of the high seas. The regulations include subjects
such as slave trade, fishing, underwater cables and collisions.
Dr. Welf Heinrich in his thesis entitled, "Air Law and Space,"
expounded the concepts of the freedam a i the sea8 doctrine rather
well as fallows:
The pnneipie of the freedom of the sea, established by international
lawV,excludes the dominion ai m y nation over the sea. Any migmal or
derived acquisition of territorial authority over parts of the high seas ia
impassible under international law. The ma m thm respect IS not 'res
nullius,' but 'res communis.'Every atate haa the right in peacetime and
as a rule, also in times of war to have its merchantmen and men-of-war
sail the high seas under ita OW" flag and under the ~ x e l u ~ ruie
i ~ e of its
own laws, and to appropriate to its own use, through the labor of Its
fishermen, the inexhautible wealth offered by the depths af the ~ea.b(

As stated previously the seas are not as free as the doctrine
indicates and this is because of the unique area known as territorial waters. Hence we have a distinction between territorial
seas as opposed to high seas to which the doctrine actually applies. Originally the concept of territorial waters related to sovSee Jeaaup and Taubenfeld, op. mi. supra note 49. s t 210.
Reprinted m S. Doe. No. 26, at 271.
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ereignty over a narrow band af coastal water one marine leagueor three nautical mdes-wide.
This three-mile Innit i s widely
recognized in international law, subject to the right of innocent
passage for foreign ships wishing to use the waters as a thoroughfare. The 1968 Geneva Conference on Maritime Law drafted a
conrention an the subject of territorial scad and contiguous zones.ii
In this document it is stated that the ships, merchant as well as
ships af war, of all states have the right of innocent passsge
through the territorial seas, provided such passage is in fact innocent. The conference stated, "Passage is innocent so long as it
i d not prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the coastal
states." 6 .
The Convention on Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone recognized two different methods to determine the base line from which
the territorial sea is measured and, further, acknowledged the rule
of customary international law that the coastal state could exercise limited jurisdiction in an area contiguous to its territorial
waters. This area was not to exceed beyond 12 miles from the base
line and was to be for the folloiving purposes:
(1) prerenr InfrinEernent af Its custumr, fiscal, lmmlgratlon and samtari
regilations withm 11%territory or territorial sea, and
( 2 ) p u m h mfrmrement af any af these regu:afmr eommirred within 119
telr.t"rp Or terrlfarlal 3ea.a.

The Soviet Union has laid sovereign claim to the area within
the 12 mile limit a h i l e the United States has merely adhered to
the above stated rule.ii However, it would seem that the airspace
above the 12 mile area would fall within the definition of airspace
over which the United States has exclusive national Sovereignty
under the Federal Aviation Act of 19E8.;- (See Appendix B,
iiifra.) To further complicate the situation, this nation and Canada hare established air defeme identification zones. The establishment of these zones in 1960, based on national security, extends a limited element of sovereignty in airspace beyond 12 miles
from the shoreline as foreign aircraft are required to report their
presence and identification when not less than one hour nor more
than 1 x 0 hours average cruising distance from the continental
United States'" Although it i s an accepted principle of internal?
Conrentian

on T e r r m rial Sea and Canrigvoun Zone. April 27. 1958.

U N Doe No A Canf. 13 L.52 (1858)
8'See Hear". The L a x of the Sea-Tbe
Mareli - h ~ r i l1960, B. 3-5

1968 Geneva

Conirrrnio, J.4G J.,

I d at p 6
il See Rickettr and Beck, Freedom o i tho Seas. The Trirttarial Sea. and
the ~
~ a i the ~C o n f i n ei n i d S h e~l f . JAG ~ J.. June
c 1856, p. 3
6 - 7 2 stst 731 (18581, 18 U.S.C 59 1301-1542 (1958)
b D see cooper,S p a r e Above t h e S e a s , JAG J.. February 1958, p. 8
as
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tional law that space over the high seas is not subject to national
sovereignty, it appears that the United States has projected its
sovereignty beyond the 12 mile limit as f a r as airspace is eoncerned and this, of course, again reflects some doubt as to the doctrine of freedom of the high seas.
The anaiogy between astronautical law and the law of the sea

is a t first glance very apparent. The land areas mark the first
paints of departure and the next areas have similar aspects. Airspace, that area over which the subjacent State has exclusive SOYereignty, can be easily related to the concept of territorial waters
extending three miles beyond the shoreline. Most authorities
in the field of astronautical law ha\w visualized a relatively narrow
vertical cone known as airspace above each subjacent state extending to a determinable point as the limit of national sovereignty.
In this regard the analogy is very logical as bath areas, even
though subject to different definitions, are extremely similar.
The second area known as the contiguous zone has been subjected by international law to the exercise of limited jurisdiction
by the coastal state. Professor Cooper has utilized this terminology in his proposal discussed previously. The contiguous zone
in astronautical law wouId be that area above airspace and below
outer space which could be used f o r the free passage of all nonmilitary flight instrumentalities.B8Although the limits of this zone
are not well defined by its advocates, the definition thereof indicates that limited jurisdiction could be exercised therein by the
subjacent state, thus drawing the analogy to the similar zone in
the law, of the sea.
The third area, Space and outer space, has been likened to the
high seas. Here the doctrine of freedom of the seas finds its most
proper application. Regardless of the final limits placed on airspace or contiguous space by international agreement or other
means, the vast areas of space and outer space are much like the
high seas. They, like the vast oceans, are physically incapable of
being subjected to national sovereignty:" To argue otherwise
vouid be to concede that Wake Island could lay claim to the Pacific
Ocean and Monaco could claim its o w n infinite cone of space.
While the analogy between the law of the sea and astronautical
law has its merit, the matter cannot be carried too f a r or an illogical concluslon will result. For example, if there i s an accident an
the high ~ e a athere is little chance of it having much effect on the
See
.O

Coomi, B

U P note
~

3, a t 320.

See Ward, Projecting the

March 1957, p. 3.
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shore. However, if a space ship or missile falls from space and
crashes into the earth, it could have a very destructive consequence
to life and property. Secondly, the area af national security differs
materially when applied to the high seas as opposed t o space. The
oceans only touch a small portion of the coastal nations and the
territorial waters and contiguous zone afford an area of defense.
On the other hand, airspace and space cover the entire area of the
subjacent state. Further, in this day and time, an airborne attack
is much more likely than a seaborne attack; therefore, the law of
the sea analogy does not present the entire scope of the problem.
Thus while the law of the sea analogy is given a great deal of
consideration in formulation of theories for the law of space it is
here submitted that this analogy should be limited to its physical
characteristics and that the law of the 318, while a valid basis
for comparison, should not be arbitarily adapted 8s astronautical
law. The law of the sea has developed after a long m m e of international conduct, treaties and agreements; astronautical law
should be allowed ta develop in its awn right.
V. TERRESTRIAL CLAIMS TO CELESTIAL BODIES
Piatlanai vested interests hare not yet been developed in space or in
celestial bodies Barriera to agreement are now lower than they will ever
be again.
We must not i m e the chance we stili hase to eantrol the f u t u r e a i
outer space.
I propose that:
1 . W e agree that celestial bodies are not aubjecf t o national appropriation b y any claims of sorere1gnty:L

On September 14, 1959, the Soviet Union announced that their
lunar racket Lunik I1 had hit the surface of the moon. As this
was the first object sent from earth to another celestial body, the
Sovlets placed therein several medallions with the Soviet coat-afarm8 on the eurface and a Russian ensign::
Alexsander V. Tapchiyev, Deputy Chairman of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, Stated that the depositing af these items on the
moon did not constitute a territorial claimP Two days later,
Premier Krushchev stated on the same subject:
We regard the sending of B rocket into outer space and the delivery of
our pennant to the M o o n ae our achievement And by thi? word 'our' ae
Address by President Eisenhower, V.N. General Assembly, Sept 22,
1960, reprinted in S. Doe. No. 26, a t 1009.
I*. See S . Doe. No. 26, st 626.
I d . a t 627.
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mean the eountrles of the entire world, i e . , we mean that this is also
your achwernent and the accompli~hment
of all people living on Earth."

On October 4, 1959, the Russians successfully launched Lunik
I11 which made photos of the previously unseen f a r side of the
moon. Upon publication of these photographs the Russians exercised the preogative of ancient discoveries by giving Russian
names to the major features of the moon. Although the Russians
have thus f a r declined to assert any claims of national sovereignty
over the moon they are surely fortifying their position for future
claims.
The present day test which a nation must meet to effect its
sovereign rights over previously unclaimed territory is based on
the evolution of international law. Two of the most recent cases
in point are the Berlin Conference of 1885 and the decision of the
International Court of Justice in 1933 concerning the island of
Greenland.-E
The Berlin Conference which dealt with Africa required the
occupying power to give notice of its intention to take over a
territory, to occupy the territory, and to set up a local government
capable of maintaining order:# The Greenland case gave eonsideration to the inaccessible character of the island and upheld
Denmark's claim based an (1) that nation's intention to act as
sovereign and (2) ita actual exercise or display of such authority,
which had been previously unchallenged by other nations:.
Thus it appears that a Soviet claim to the moon a t this time
would be premature, so it is not too late to adopt a logical solution
to this problem of the near future. There can be na doubt that a
number of celestial bodies will eventually be reached by earth
launched vehicles and subiect to amramiation
or control bv in.. .
dividual nations. Therefore, four theories concerning this subject
are submitted far evaluation.-6
The first theory would be to di\,ide the moon among those nations signifying a desire and ability ta explore and or colonize
their share. As the United States and the So\,iet Union a r e the
present major aerospace powers this theory would not be unlike
"The Papal Line of Demarcation" made by Pope Alexander VI in
1493 to divide the New World between Portugal and Spain.
I d . st 1074.
Legal Status of Eastern Greenland, P.CI.J., ser. A B, No. 53 (18331.
See S. Doe. No. 26, a t 633, Revision of the General Act of Berlin of
February 26. 1885, and the General Act and Declaration of Brvaaels of July
2, 1890, September 10, 1818. 48 Stat. 3027. T.S. No. 377 (effeetlw October
29, 1934, with reservation).
7: See S. Doe. No. 26. at 634.
:?See Cox and Stoiko, ev a t . mnra note 21. at 171.
-4
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The second theory would be ta consider the moon as any unclaimed surface on the earth; thereby, requiring the claiming
nation to comply with the rules of international law discussed
previously. This theory would advocate a first come, first serve
basis only if there was evidence af peaceful and continuous display
of national authority over the claimed area:'
The third theory
would be to recognize claims to wide corridors made as space ships
orbit the moan. This theory does not acknowledge the concepts
of international law reflected above and would create disputes
where the corridors overlap. Further it would be m o d illogical
both in theory and practice.
The fourth theory would place the moon under the control of
the United Nations. Under such a theory the entire body would
be held in trust by the United Nations for all the people of the
earth. This, of course, means that the United Nations would also
develop laws, rules and regulations to govern activities on the
moon.
In evaluating these four theories it would seem that the second
theory would be the most natural to adopt, Considering the past
history of the world on this subject. However, it would be most
logical ta consider the moon as incapable of appropriation in whole
or in part. Therefore, by international agreement the nations
most interested in moon exploration could decide its future and
designate a program of international cooperation for constructive
peaceful uses.

VI. UNITED NATIONS AND OUTER SPACE
It would be my hope that the General Assembly, as a result of I t 8 eonsideration. would find a way to ~n BgTeement on a banx rule that outer
apace, and the celestial bodies thereln, are not considered as capable of
appropriation by any state, and that i t would further sffirm the over
rlding Intereat of the community of nations in the peaceful and beneficial
use of outer space end initiate steps for an international machinery to
further this end ( 0

The subject of national sovereignty in space first came before
the United Nations in late 1957 and early 1958 as part of the
general topic of "The Peaceful Use of Outer Space." Both. the
United States and the Soviet Union had proposed separate agenda
items concerning this topic: however, the General Assembly comI S See Yeaeer. The Poiilico-Leani
Need8 01 Spaoe Ezdoratio7i. 47 A.B.A.J.
275 (1961).
1
1
1 Address by Secretary-General Dag Hammarakjold, T h e United .S'aBons
.nd Outs? Space, The U. S. Governors' Conference, May 19, 1958, reprinted
m S. Doe.No. 26, at 263.
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bined them and referred the entire subject to a committee for
consideration. During this period the United States, in association with 19 other nations, requested that the General Assembly
appoint an ad hoe committee on the peaceful uses of outer space.
The Soviet Union also revised their abo\w-mentioned proposal.
The General Assembly, by a vote of 54 to 9 i>-ith 18 abstentions,
adopted the revised 20 nation proposal, and the Ad Hac Committee was established.'l (See Appendix E, infra.)
This committee was composed of Argentina, Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, France, India, Iran, Italy, Japan,
Mexico, Poland, Sweden, the Soviet Union, the United Arab Republic, the United Kingdom, and the United States.n3 However,
the Soviet Union, Poland and Czechoslovakia refused to be a part
of the endeavor: thus the report of the committee was vithout the
benefit or hinderance of the Communiat nations. Further, India
and the L'nited Arab Republic also withdrew on the basis of desiring not to became involved in the cold w.r conflict.
The Ad Hoc Committee, which XBS a study and research group,
formed a technical and a legal committee. The Legal Committee
limited the scope of ita study and report ta "The nature of legal
problems which may arise in the carrying out of programmes t o
explore outer space."

In approaching this campiex problem of space exploration the
Legal Committee set up a three point program as follows: (1) to
select and define the probiems that have arisen or may arise in the
near future, (2) to divide these problems into two groups based on
their amenability to early solution, and ( 3 ) ta submit without
definite recommendations how the problems might be solved."
The committee then began their work with the aid of research
papers and drafts submitted by the United States and Mexico.PJ
The general observations section of the Legal Committee report
i s most interesting. The committee evaluated the position of the

United Nations and the International Court af Justice with regard
to space and stated as a matter of principle these t k o organizations were not limited to the earth in their scope of operation. The
committee cited Paragraph 1 of Article 2 of the United Nations
Charter whieh recognized the sovereign equality of all its members
as a basis for recommending the United Nations as the body under
See Jeasup and Taubenfeld, op. mt. s ~ p 7 anote 48, at 256.
62U.K. Doe. No. AIC.lIL.2ZOIRev. 1 (1858).
6 z U.N.Doe. No. AIAC.88r2 (1858).
81
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whose auspices international cooperation for peaceful space pragrams could best be taken.
Further, the committee recognized that space was, in fact, a
separate area but that certain analogies between the law governing activities in airspace as well as the ocean could be utilized to
help develop a l a w for space. However, because of the fact that
so little is known about the potential af space activities, the eammittee felt that a comprehensive code was not practicable, nor
desireable a t this time.
On the subject of "Freedom of Outer Space Far Exploration
and Use," the committee was of the opinion that unprotested space
vehicle launching8 during the International Geophysical Year established a precedent. Because of this the nations of the w r l d
established a general rule to the effect that "m principle, outer
space is, on conditions of equality, freely available for exploration
and use by d l in accordance with existing or future international
law or agreements.""
The Legal Committee also considered the complex problem of
determining where outer space begins. They recognized that each
nation has exclusive sovereignty in the airspace above Ita territory
but that as yet the upper limits thereof are not defined. The
committee suggested, among ather solutions, that an international
agreement based on present knowledge and experience, although
premature, could answer the basic questions. Another possible
solution suggested by the committee was that a tentative boundary
between space and airspace be established high enough so as not to
interfere with existing aviation activities and low enough so as
not to restrict space activities. This was in effect an scknowledgement of the Karma" Primary Jurisdictional Line discussed preVlOUSly.

The entire Ad Hoc Committee report was submitted to the
United Nations General Amembly in June 1959. Although the
Legal committee report was very cautious and carefully worded
it does lay the foundations f a r the United Sations to become the
potential governing body and source of jurisdiction for space activities.
There are a number of well known authorities in the field advocating that the United Sations take active control of all activities in space. Sir Leslie K . Munro, president of the 12th session of
the United Nations General Assembly, is one of the foremost adDoc. No. AIAC.9812, at P. 4 (1959)
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vacates of United Sations' leadership in the field of space activities. He contends that (1) the United Sations is properly equipped to provide the small powers with an opportunity to be heard,
(2) that the principles and purposes of the United Nations lend
it to the international consideration of such problems, and (3)
that the United Nations is the proper forum to encourage the
sharing of scientific achievements.'.

In addition to Sir Leslie K. Munro, Donald Cox and Michael
Stoika have advocated a comprehensive pace code under United
Sations sponsorship and the establishment of a UN agency to
enforce peace in space." These two gentlemen argue that the time
has arrived for the establishment of international space laws to
ensure the security of the world. They also argue that precedent
for the establishment af a United Nations space force was the
international police force which functioned during the EgyptianIsraeli dispute over the Gam Strip.
Thus the proposition that the United Nations is the most likely
organization to assume jurisdiction over space activities is well
fortified with precedent and solid argument. The United Nations
Legal Committee of the Ad Hac Committee on the Peaceful Uses
of Outer Space claims the United Nations Charter, as a matter of
principle, projects that organization into space activities. Sir
Leslie K. Munro agrees, while the others mentioned above advocate United Nations control as a present day necessity and include in their proposal a space force to keep the peace.
The arguments in favor of United Nations leadership in space
activities certainly have merit, and it would be a great achievement if the members thereof could unanimously agree that the
United Nations is the appropriate organization for such a task.
However, the past record does not indicate that such an achievement is possible so long as the Communist bloc maintains their
uncooperative attitude. Far example the Ad Hoc Committee was
not supported by the Communist membership and their voluntary
withdrawal was a factor in the withdrawal of India and the
United Arab Republic. The history of the United Nations has been
one of a constant struggle between the Soviet bloc and the nations
of the West, and the former have seldom agreed to any cooperative venture which was not totally beneficial to the furtherance of
communism. Thus it is doubtful if any workable course of action
in the area of space activity could be agreed upon.
83
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Munro, The Nations and The F i m a m m l , JAG J., February 1959, p, 14,
Cox and StoJio, o p . mt. supm note 21, at 197, 208.
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Sir Leslie K. hlunro, in advocating United Nations control of
outer space, stated that the United Nations was the appropriate
organization because the small powers had a right to be heard.
This of course raises the issue of whether or not the small powers
have a right to be heard on a subject in which they have no
potential actual active participation. When England, France and
Spain were dividing the new world they certainly didn't consult
the various principalities of Germany or Italy. Therefore, by the
same analogy why should the Soviet Union and the United States
and the other one or two potential space exploring nations consult
with Haiti or Thailand concerning space activities? Surely all the
nations of the world should have some voice in what takes place in
the "airspace over which they have sovereignty" and also in subjects such as the allocation of radio frequencies, and liability for
Injury or damage caused by space vehicles, but not concerning
exploration of celestial bodies or space research and travel.
The theory of 8 United Sationi Space Force proposed by Cox
and Stoiko 1% most unrealistic. All the vehicles would, of neceasity, be provided by the nations who are engaged in the venture
and the space force personnel would hare to be trained by the same
nation. I t is rather inconceivable that (1) there will be sufficient
activity in space for several years to warrant such a force and ( 2 )
that the two or three nations engaged in such activities would be
willing to suffer the expense of creating a United Nations Space
Force when they could affect the same result by mutual agreement.
Thus the entire potential of the United Nations concerning
space activity is based on mutual cooperation between the member
nations and particularly the Soviet Umon and the United States.
A possible solution to the dilemma would be for each nation in
the world to conrey by treaty to the United Sationa as a body
all their national rights and interests above a specific altitude,
such as is determinable by the Karma" Primary Jurisdiction Line.
Such an agreement, properly submitted, might gain Soviet approral and would be a solid foundation for the United Nations to
begin to exercise authority over the v a r i w s problem areas pointed
out by the Ad Hoc Committee referred to above. Until such a treaty
is finalized or the United Nations members themselves can find a
position of mutual agreement, the accomplishments of the United
Sations Organization in outer space will be negligible.
The United Nations is not the only international organization
that has received support as the body ta formulate guidelines in
space. Senator Kenneth B. Keating of New York has taken the
pos!tion that either the International C i n l Aviation Organization
0
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or the International Astronautical Federation is better suited
for such a
The International Civil Aviation Organization is limited by its
own general purposes to consider problems involving the use of
airspace, the development of standards, practices, and procedures
for flight, and to insure the safe and orderly growth of civil aviation.sO Further, the decisions of this nongovernmental organization are not fully binding. Thus not only would its scope need
to be broadened to include areas beyond airspace, but the organization would need authority to force compliance with its directives.
The International Astronautical Federation is composed of approximately thirty-eight scientific and astronautical associations
representing thirty nations.81 This is an international nongovemmental organization which is not associated with the United Nstians and like the International Civil Aviation Organization has
limited authority. The main purpose of the organization is to
encourage space activity by research and scientific advancement
dedicated to the peaceful uses of outer space.
The International Astronautical Federation includes the International Institute of Space Law, which, according ta its constitution, may conduct research on the judicial and sociological aspects
of space projects,'. Thia then is a rather unique combination af
both the scientific and legal approach to the problem generated
by man's venture into space.
Considering the fact that the International Astronautical Fed.eration is equipped ta deal with the scientific e.8 well a3 the legal
problem presented by activities in space, Senator Keating certainly has a suggestion of merit. If bath the Soviet Union and
the United States were to encourage the International Astronautical Federation to make comprehensive studies in the various
problem areas and support the project, this could well be the
organization to formulate the basic concepts in scien'ce, law and
sociplogy to help mlve the problems of space.
In addition to the United Sations or some other nongovemmental organization becoming the ruling body over suace activities or the agency to formulate the basic rules to govern space
activity, there is the tremendous area of international negotia-
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tians which could be the basis far salving the various problems.
A t the present time there are only two nations undertaking
space exploration, the Soviet Union and the United States. I t
is doubtful if this group will be enlarged for many years, as the
cost is prohibitive and the scientific and technical ability available is rather limited. Therefore, perhaps this i3 the time for
the Soviet Union and the United States to enter into an international agreement concerning space activities. Such an agreement could cover a multitude of subjects, and, if adhered to by
the parties thereto, it would eventually become accepted as the
basis far regulating space activities and as a part of international law. Furthermore, such a treaty could be adapted by the
United Nations as a guide line for their participation, if any,
in the actual or theoretical exploration of space.
The United States has on many occasions advocated that space
be dedicated to peaceful uses.'1 On January 12. 1958, President
Eisenhower sent a letter to Soviet Premier Bulganin proposing ( 1 ) that space be dedicated to peaceful uses and denied far
purposes of war and ( 2 ) expressing the willingness t o meet the
Soviet leaders to discuss this
Premier Bulganin's reply contained a proposal to include the consideration of a wide
variety of subjects unrelated to the peaceful use of outer space.
This letter was the basis far the Soviet proposal made before
the United X'ations an March 15, 1958, which included (1) prohibiting the use of space for military purposes, and requiring
states launching mimles into Space to da so in accordance with
an agreed international program, ( 2 ) the liquidation of foreign
military bases on the territory of other states, ( 3 ) the establiahment of a United Nations agency to control and implement
propo~a1sone and two and ( 4 ) the creation of a United Nations
agency for international eoaperatlon in space research.o'
If the Soviets are sincere in their desire to prohibit the use
of space for military purposes. then they should be willing to
negotiate a treaty or consent to an international agreement to
that effect. And the treaty or agreement could, as previously
stated, cover a multitude of problems areas, from fixing the
lower limits of national sovereignty to allocating radio frequencies. However, so long as the Soviets include unrelated topics
in their proposals, there is little hope that the field of international negotiations can be utilized to help solve the problems.
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VII. PROPOSED SOLUTIOK
The basis far any proposed solution must be its acceptability
by bath the Soviet Union and the United States. The upper limits
of airspace and thus national sovereignty, the organization that
should control or regulate space activities, and various theories
pertaining to bath, have been previously discussed. There app e a r ~to be an agreement among a majority of the authorities
that national sovereignty does not extend to infinity. Further,
that in establishing limits to which national sovereignty does
extend, the line so set must be capable of determination. This,
of course, is a very difficult task as there are no visible physical
baunderies in the atmosphere. Thus it is submitted that the line
must be capable of identification through reaction.
The Karman Primary Jurisdictional Line proposed by Andrew

G.Haley (see Section 111, supra) is susceptible to determination
because of aerodynamic reactions and i s here proposed 88 the line
of demarcation between airspace and space (see Appendix A,
i n f r a ) . Although this line may vary it is generally considered
to begin somewhere above 62 miles. Further, in considering this
line a s the proper point of departure, the lowest altitude a t which
a satellite may remain in orbit must also be considered. I t has
been resolved that this altitude in not in excess of 70 miles above
the earth's surface. (See Section 111, supra.)
Therefore, in the final analysis, it is here proposed that the
Karman Primary Juriadiction Line be accepted as the upper limit
of airspace and the lower limit of space. And further, that far
purposes of determination, the line be acknowledged as a band
ten mile8 wide (aee Appendix A, i n f r a ) , beginning a t an altitude
of 60 miles and ending a t an altitude of 70 miles above the
earth's surface. This may be more particularly defined as beginning a t that point above the earth's surface where aerodynamic lift ceases and extending to that paint where a satellite
may pursue an orbit.

It 1s further proposed that t o orderly implement this salution
the United States and the Soviet Union enter into a treaty naming
the Karman Primary Jurisdictional Line as the upper limit of
state sovereignty and agree that all activities conducted above
that line be for peaceful purposes. Furthermore, these two "ations should grant to the International Astronautical Federation
the task of formulating certain ground rules f o r conducting space
activities. This project should include, but not be limited to, the
following subjects : navigation, space rescue, liability f o r iiiiurs
*co #ism
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caused by space vehicles, allocation of radio frequencies, identification and registration of space vehicles, flight planning, launching, re-entry and landing of space vehicles, and construction of
apace vehicles, space stations and bases.
The International Institute of Space Law of the International
Astronautical Federation should, in conjunction with the latter
organization, identify the various legal problems pertaining to
the adoption of the Karman Primary Jurisdictional Line as well
as others that will affect space activities. This is not ta suggest
a comprehensive space code, as such a venture would be rather
premature s t this time. As stated by Major General Albert M.
Kuhfeld, Judge Advocate General of the Air Force:
A body of Spare or Astronsuriesl Law will gradually vnfold as law
:n the part ha3 developed. Solutions arrived a t will be premised on man's
concepts of I Y S ~ I C 8s
~ . conditioned by his envimnmmt. This is perhapi
lust isymg I" another way-the natural Isw. The various rules of Law
of the Sea and of Air Law will not arbitrarily be adopted as
Asronsutlcal Law. The reason for sseh such rule mvat be examined to
determine whether ~f ha8 application t o the facts and needs a i space
derelopment8.P'

Upon completion of this project by the International Astronautical Federation and agreement to the specific proposals by
the Soviet Union and the United States, they should be submitted
ta the United Nations far adoption. Also the t w o major space
powers should, by treaty, transfer a11 their sovereign interests
above airspace to the United Nations, thereby giving a basis for
United Nations jurisdiction over all the universe and space activities conducted therein. The other nations of the world should
folioiv this example, and in addition submit to the jurisdiction of
the International Court of Justice as the judicial body to determine all legal matters pertaining to space and outer space.
In conclusion it is submitted that this process will establish
space as an area for only peaceful operations and give to each
subjacent state a sufficient height in airspace far security and
national defense purposes. The area beyond airspace will then
be eontrolled by the United Nations, based on the groundwork
accomphahed by the International Astronautical Federafion.
However, the entire proposal, as stated a t the beginning of this
section, depends an its acceptability by the Soviet Union and the
United States. Without the agreement, cooperation and full support of these two nations neither this nor any other proposed
solution will be workable.
Kuhfeld, T h e Spocr A p e Dilemma, U.S.Air Force J A G BYII., January
1961, p. 3, 7
4
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VIII. APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
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APPESDIX B

FEDERAL AVIATION ACT O F 1968
PUBLIC LAW 85-726: I 2 STAT. I51
FOREIGN AIRCRAFT
F L C 1108. 181 The L'mred Sfafei af America 18 herebv declared to O O B P ~ S S
and exereme earnplete and e x c l u s ~n a f m a l aaverelgnty ID the ~ i n p ~ of
ee
the United Brates, including rhe airspace above all inland v a t e m and the
sirspace above t h a w portions of the adlacent marginal high seas, bays, and
lakes, m e r which by international law or treaty or canvention the United
States e x e i e i ~ e snational jurmdicnan. Airersft of the armed f o r m of any
foreien nstian shall not be n a n i a t t d ~n the United States. inciudine the
Cans1 Zone, except in accordance n t h an authonzstlon granted by the
secretary of s t a t e

GEOGRAPHICAL EXTENSIOS O F JURISDICTIOS
SEC 1110. TThenever the President determines t h a t such action a d d be
in the national Interest, he may, t o the extent, in the msnnei, and f o r such
perioda of time as he may eonsder nece%mry, extend the spplieation of this
Act to m y areas of land OT r a t e r outside of the United States and the over.
lying airspace thereof in whrch the Federal Government of the United Statas,
under international treaty, a g r e m e n t or other lawful arrangement has the
neeessmy legal authority to rake such setion.

NATIOSAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958
PUBLIC L A 6 86-568: 72 STAT. 426
DECLARATION O F POLICY AND PURPOSE
SEC.102. ( a ) The Congreai hereby declares t h a t I t I S the policy of the
Umted States t h a t aclivitios in ~ p s e eshould be devoted t o peaceful purpmeli
for the benefit of all mankind.
( b ) The Congress declares t h a t the general welfare and security of
the United States require t h a t sdequate pmi-ision be mads for aeronautical
and space activities. The Congress f u r t h e i deciares t h a t w e h activities
shall be the rrsponaibiiity of, and ahail be directed by, a w i l l a n agency
exercising control over aeronautical and space setivitien spanaored by the
United Statea, except t h a t activities peculiar to or p r ~ m a n l yassociated a i t h
the development of weapons systems, military a p e r a f m s , OT the defense of
the L'nited States (including the reaesreh and development neeessnry ta make
effective provision for the defense of the United States) shall be the rerponsi.
bility a i , and shall be directed by, the Department of Defense: and t h a t
determination as to which such agency has responsibility f o r and direction of
any such activity shall be made by the President in conformity with Bectmn
201(e)

DEFINITIOXS
SEC 103. Aa uaed in this A c t (1) the term "aernnautical and space activities" means ( A ) research

Into, and the solution of, problems of flight within and outside the earth's
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APPENDIX D

EP.RTHS ATMDSPHLRE

OUTLR SPACE
EXTRAGALACTIC SPACE
GALACTIC SPACE

EXOSPHERE

TROPOSPHERE
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APPENDIX E
THE THIRTEENTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION
ON
THE PEACEFUL USE O F OUTER SPACE
The General Assembly,
RECOGNIZING the common intereat of m m k i n d in outer lipace and t h a t It
is the common aim t h a t i t should be used f o i peaceful puipo~iesm l y ,
BEARING I N MIND the pmviiian of Article 2, paragraph 1, of t h e
Charter, which state8 t h a t "the Organization ie based on the principle of t h e
8overeign equality of 811 its Members,"
WISHING to avoid the extenaion of pr'eaent national rivaIrio8 into this new
field,
DESIRING t o promote e n e ~ g e t i c d l ythe ful1e.t exploration and exploitstian of outer space for the benefit of mankind,
COSSCIOUS t h a t ~ e e e ndevelopments
i
~n respect of outer space have added
a new dimension t o man's e m t e n e e and opened new pombilitiei for the
ineream of his knowledge and the improvement of his life,
NOTING the ~ u e e e s iof t h e nemtifie cooperative program of the International Geophysical Year in the exploration of outer space and the decision
t o continue and expand this type of cooperation.
RECOGNIZING the g r e a t importance of international emperstion in the
study and utilization of outer apace for peaceful purpoies,
CONSIDERING t h a t nueh cooperation will promote mutus1 understanding
and the strengthening of friendly relation8 among peoples,
BELIEVING t h a t the develapment of programs of international and
scientific cooperation an the peaceful uses a i outer space should be vigorously
p u T IY e d ,
BELIEVIXG t h a t progress in this field will materially help t o achieve t h e
aim t h a t outer apace ahauld be used far peaceful purposes only,
CONSIDERING t h a t an important eontrib"tion can be made by t h e estabiishment within t h e framework of the United Natmns of an appropriate
international body f o r coopemtim m the study of outer space f o r peaceful
pYrpoaes,
DESIRING to obtain t h e fulleat information on the many problems relating
to the peaceful uses of mater ~ p s e ebefore recommending specific programs of
international cooperation in this fieid,
1. ESTABLISHES an ad hoe committee on the percefvl uses of outer
iipaee consisting of the representatives of Argentina. Auatralia, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, Czeehoaloi.akia. France, India, Iran, Italy. J a p a n . Mexico,
Poland, Sweden, the Union of Saviet Socialist Republien, the United A r a b
Republic. the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and t h e
United States of America, and requests i t to report to the General Assembly
a t i t s fourteenth session on the following:
(s) The activities and reiouree~of the United Nations. a i i t s specialized
rEeeneies, and of other internatmnal bodies reiatme t o the Deaceful uses of
79
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(b) The area of international cooperation and programs in the peneefui
uaea of Outer space which cauid sppraprmtely be undertaken under United
Nations B U B D ~ C ~toS the benefit af States irremeetwe of the sfate of their
eeonomie or scientific development, taking into account the falloving proponala, among others:

(11 Continuation on a permanent bssx of the outer space research now
being carried on within the framework of the International Geophynienl Year:

(id O r g s n i s a t m of mutual exchange and diaaeminarion of information
an outer space research; and

( i i i ) Coordination of national reaeareh programs f a r the study af outer
space, and the rendering of ail possible ansintame and help t o a a r d s
their realization;
( e ) The f u t u r e orgsnizatmnsi arrangements LO faeillfafe mternauonal
cooperation in this Reid withm the framework of the United Nations,

( d ) The nature of legsi problems which may arise m the carrying out of
programs to expiore outer space:

2. R E Q U E S T S the Secretary-General to render appropriate 8%$1staneeto
the above.namod committee and ta recommend any other itepn that might be
taken within the existing United hatiann framework ta encourage the fullest
international cooperation f o r the peaceful u a e i of outer space

APPESDIX F
SOVIET PROPOSAL OS THE QL'ESTIOS OF BANNISG OF
T H E USE O F COSMIC SPACE FOR XILITARY PURPOSES,
THE ELIMINATION OF FOREIGN MILITARY BASES O S
T H E TERRITORIES O F OTHER COUNTRIES, AND ISTERNATIOSAL COOPERATION I S THE STUDY OF COSMIC
SPACE, NARCH 16, 1968'
(EXTRACT)
In order to ensuie the security infereats of all States to the maximum
degree, and 8.180 I" the interests of developing international cooperation in
eaamie-rpaee research f a r peacefvi p u ~ p a s e s the
.
Saviet Government propmer
the eonelurian of B broad internstima1 agreement which would inelude t h e
fnllowine baric pmviamns:
1. A ban on the use of C O I ~ ~apace
C
f o r military pnrporer s n d an undertaking by States to launch rockets into eoamie space only under an agreed
internatiansi proggrsmme.

2. The elimination af foreign military bases on the t e n i t a n e n of other
Ststea, primarily in Europe, the Kear and Middle East and North Africa
3. The eateblirhment within the framework of the United Xatians af
appropriate international eanrral orer the implementstion of the obligations
Bet forth in paragrapha 1 and 2 above
*Documents on Disarmament, 1946.1959.
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4. The estabiiahment of a United h'stions Agency f o r international cooperation in the study of cosmic space which could have t h e following f u n e t i m s :
To work out an agreed international piogiamme f o r launching intercontinental and space rockets with the aim of stvdying eoimie apace,
and supervise the implementation of this programme;
T o continue on P permanent basis the E ~ S ~ ~ C - B P B Creaeaxh
O
now being
carried on within the framework of the International Goophysieal Year;
To i e r w as P world centre f o r the eoileetion. mutual exehange and
dissemination of information on cosmic resesieh:
TO coordinate national research programmes f o r the study of c o m i c
w a e e and render a m i t s n e e and help in every way towards their
realization.
The Soviet Government proposes t h a t this problem should be diaeuaaed a t
a conference with the partleipation of Heads of Government in order t h a t
agreement should be reached on it, a t iemt in principle.
With a view t o t h e working out of P general international agreement in
which 811 States eovid participate, the Soviet Government has simultaneously
submitted thin question f o r consideration a t the thirteenth semion of the
United Nations General Assembly.
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FINAKCIAL CONTROL: CONGRESS .4hD T H E
EXECUTIVE BRANCH
BY LAWRENCE
E. CHERMAK"
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I. FEDERAL EXPENDITURES

To meet the demands of national growth and the fulfillment of
international obligations, federal expenditures have increased
enormously. The Federal Government as a whole spent more
money currently in the ten days between the holidays celebrating
the birthdates of Lincoln and Washington than was spent for the
period between these Presidents' administrations.' The current
annual federal expenditures from a11 funds in the Treasury are
greater than one hundred ten billion dollars,' which is approximately what the aggregate total federal expenditures were when
Franklin D. Roosevelt took
In fact, the rate of expenditures
in the current decade is much greater than the total money spent
by the United States Government up to the Korean Conflict:
-~
' T h e Opinion3 and eonclvrione presentad herein are thore a i the author and
do not neeessariiy represent the view^ of The Judge Advocate General's
Sehaai or any other governmental agency.
** Counsel to the Comptroller, Department of the K a v y , B.S, 1936. LL B ,
1939, LL M.,1948, J.S.D., 1950. N e a York University, .4uthar, The Law of
Revenue Bonds (1964): Member of the Kew Yark Bar.
1 The federal government spent $1,730,763,289 up ta 1860
The average
IO-day expenditure ~n the current Rscsl year 13 m PXCDBS of tuo b>llion doll a r ~ .see 1960 secmy
T T ~ ~ S Y~ T ~n R ~ ~s t..a t,e or F
~H.R. DO?.
~ SO. 3,~
87th Cong., 1 s t Seas. (1961).
* T h e current annual r a t a of Federai expenditures from all funds in the
Treasury is m excess of 110 billion dollars. This includes the 83 billion dollar
rate m the General Fund, the 25 billion dollar rate in the T r u s t Funds and
t h e approximately 9 billion dollar rate (not shown in General Fund1 ~n the
Public Enterprise Funds. The indicated r a t e is in excess of 116 billion
dollars. See note 1 B U P ~ O :The Bvdget of the United States Government f o r
the Fiicsl Year endmg June 80, 1962, Tables on pp. 18. 919 and 982 (1961).
B The Federal Gorernment had apent 5108,889,796,120 through JYOD 30,
1930. See note 2 mpra.
4 The tatsi Federal expend>tures out of the General Fund prior to June 30,
1960. WBI $688,161,971,692. A t the end of June 30, 1960, thia figure stood
st $1,380,024,746,088. The expenditurea a u t of T r v a t Funds and Public Enterp m e Funda were many times greater m the past 10 years t h a n oeevrreq f o r
t h e tots1 period prior to June 30, 1960. F o r mstanee, no expenditures were
made from the Highway T r u s t Fund prior to June 30, 1950, while more t h a n
8 billion dollars were appropriated to thin Fund u p to June 30, 1960. SimiIarly, the Trust Fund expenditures in the current fiacsl year for labor and
welfare exceed 1 8 billion dollars, which IS approximsiely equal to the total
transfer. made to the t r u s t accounts prior to 1960. T r u s t F u n d i and Publie
E n t e i p m e Funds have apent tens of biliiona of doilara more during the
1960-1960 period than was $pent prior t o J u n e 30, 1950, See Tables 2 and 3
of Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, note 1 SUPTO; and Special
Anslynil A of The Budget of the United Stntea, 1960, note 2 sup7a.
*GO (iiSiB
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11. CONSTITUTIONAL REQL'IREMEXTS

No expenditure may be made by the Executive Branch of the
Federal Government iinles~the Congress appropriates funds to
make Payments aut of the Treasury. The Constitution has estab.
lished legislative control of the purse by providing that, " S o
money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of
Appropriations made by Isw."' The Executive Branch is limited
by the a p p r o p r i a t m in regard to the amount, purpo~eand period
of arailabilty of the money made available f a r obligation and
expenditure. These are matters within the sole discretion of the
Congress: The exercise of this discretion may be expressed in an
appropriation a c t - or in permanent statutes applicable to all
appropriations.' To make an appropriation it is necessary t h a t
the Act of Congress declare the appropriation to be made in
specific terms." Furthermore, the funds appropriated may only
be used far the objects for which the appropriation is made.'"
and no officer or employee of the Federal Government may obhgate or expend in excess or in advance of such appropriations,
unless the obligation or contract is authorized by l a w L L
111. BL'DGET PROCESS

Even though the Congress has exclurive control oyer appropriations, the preparation af the federal budget is the sole respansibility of the Executive Branch. The budget process affords a rivid
example of the operation of the division of power between t h e
Executive Branch and the Congress. Once the President has developed his budget-consistinp for fiscal year 1962 of over 1000
appropriations-and presented it to the Congress, the Congress
has the responsibility of deciding how much money i s to be appropriated f a r each of the executive agencies. For the fiscal year
1962, the Congress incorporated these appropriations into 14
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major appropriation acts, after editing and sometimes revising
the language of each appropriation contained in the budget
document.
Appropriation bills by custom originate in the House of Representatives.>' Full justifications are made before the sub-committees of the House Appropriations Committee. The Senate
Appropriations Committee usually limits Its hearings to appeals
for increases by the various executive agencies over the House bill.
The language of the appropriation is the test of the legality of
the purpose for which the funds are appropriated. Budget estimates and related justifications a r e not controlling, unless they
are incorporated either directly or by reference in the act making
the appropriation.'" When the appropriations have been made,
the control of obligations and expenditures thereunder shifts
back to the executive agencies, who hare the responsibility of employing the appropriated funds in accordance to law" and subject
to the general control exercised by the President through the
Bureau of the Budget." To assure uniformity in practice, a
standard fiscal terminology far budget control has been prescribed
by the Bureau of the Budget.L' The shift of control to the Executive Branch does not prevent Congress from following the funds.
Through the Budgeting and Accounting Act of 1921,'. the General
Accounting Ofice, established independent of the Executive
Branch, was given authority to audit f o r the Congress the vnrious
appropriation accounts.

I.!'

OBLIGATION COFTROL

Although the Constitutional limitation is directed toward expenditures out af the Treasury, the Congress does not appropriate
in terms of expenditure control but in terms of new obligational
authority. The budget submitted by the President seta forth new
appropriations as new obligational authority requested:' For the
7, cI. 1, provides far revenue b i l k t o originate ~n
12 U. S. Const. art. I,
the House of Reorermtatlves. whether thhs meludes BnDTODnatiOnS has not

."l*""l,.

j Government for the Fiscal Year
ending June 30, i963, p. 114, which states that "do'ernment aEeneEr are
permitted to m u r oblwrtmns, requiring either the current OT future PSYment of manev. anlv when they have been eranted awromiatmns or other
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fiscal year 1962, the original budget submission of the President
requested 80.9 billion dollars as new obligational authority and
carried o ~ e rinto the current year 39.4 billion dollars from

previous years. At the same time, the President stated t h a t the
budget expenditures against this total outstanding obligational
authority of 120.3 billion dollars would be 80.9 billion dollars for
fiscal gear 1962. The Congress has made na provision in any of
the current appropriation acts to limit the total expenditure for
the current fiacal year to this or any other expenditure figure.
Under the anniial accrued expenditure legislation,'" this may be
done, but any effort to apply an expenditure limitation ta an
appropriation has been denied by the House Appropriations Committee: As a re3ult. the burden of balancing the budget-keeping
budget expenditures of a fiscal year within the budget revenues
O f such fiscal year-continues
to rest with the President
V. COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITY

Under House Rule XXI substantive legislation must originate
in standing committees other than the Appropriations Committee.
Conversely, all appropriations must originate with the Appropriations Committee and cannot include any purposes which have
not been previously authorized by l a w S o appropriation bill
may be reported by any committee not having jurisdiction to
report agpropriationw: The first aspect of this rule was originally
adopted ~n 1837 I" order to prevent delay in canaideration of
appropriation bills on the floor of the House where the underlying
legislative grant of power to the Executive Branch found in
substantive l e w i a t m n had not previously been considered.:'
Where it becomes possible T O grant authority to obligate through
other means than appropriations as subsequently discussed, then
a proper distribution of legIdarive responsibility which separates
substantiw legislation from grants of p o a e r to obligate and
expend is not maintained among the standing committees. The
Jurisdiction to report appropriations should be complete and
-~
~
~
_
_
~

~~

~

~

~~

called ne* obligational authority (XOA). Such authority muat be related
t o the obligations expected to be Incurred, rather than match the expenditures which are expected t o be made during any fiscal year "

1 72 S t a t 852 (19561, 31 U S C . 8 l l ( b ) - ( f 1 (19581
- ' S e e S Doe. No. 11, P:th Cong.. 1st Sess. 99 (1961). This document 1%
enfrfled "€mancia1 Xanaeement in the Federal Gavemment" and 1% a eamprehensive B"BI>%I~
of existing and proposed Federal AJcal leglslanan. F a r
further discussion aee Chermak, Anniioi Accrued E r p e n d i t u r r s . 3 Armed
Services Comptroller S o 2 ( J u n e 1958)
- 1 House Rule XXI, / I . 2, in Rvles and Manual. U. S. House of Repreaentat~res,H R. Doc S a 122, 86th Cang., 1st Seas (1959)
- - H o u s e Rule XXI. c! 4 , in H.R Doc. No. 122, siipro note 21.
lbid
.i
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should embrace all authority to obligate; f a r the creation of a contract making the federal government liable f a r payments thereunder, in effect, destroys the control of the Appropriations Committee over subsequent appropriations required for its liquidation.
VI. CONTRACT ACTHORITY
Obligation control becomes the baaic cansideratlon between the
Canpress and the Executive Branch. This not only means control
of appropriations but also any other authority to obligate. Congress can pass legislation which merely grants authority to obligate by contract to an executive agency. A t such time it IS not
necessary to appropriate funds to liquidate the obligation created.
Only in a subsequent fiscal year when expenditures must be made
to liquidate the obligation, i s an appropriation required under the
Constitution.:'
VII. EACK-DOOR FISANCISG
Contract authority is granted frequently. 111-Cannon, Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, has tabulated eleren
legislative acts in which this occurred in the first session of the
87th C o n p r e s ~ .This
~ ~ compilation included all instances of public
debt borrawng, use of receipts and extension of existing authority as w l l as contract authanty. The Chairman was very
critical of these methods of authorization to obligate and labeled
them back-door financing. Such authority does not originate in
the Appropriations Committee but is reported out by the standing
committee having jurisdiction of the legislation authorizing the
program. This means that all the authority to obligate and expend
i s not controlled centrally in the Appropriations Committee. Public debt borrowing, which i s reported by a standing committee
other than the Appropriations Committee, carries with it the
authority to spend the money borrowed. This i s authority to
withdraw money from the Treasury exen though It is not contained
in an appropriation act.
T'III. SECONDARY COXXITTEE CONTROL

The granting of appropriations covering rapidly mowng programs, particularly under the performance budget" which re9 4 See note 5 * w r a .
"1 See 171 Cane. Ree. 20236-36
( P t . 11) (1961).
The Budget and Aeeounfme Procedures Act of 1950, 64 Stat. 832 (cod>hed ~nscattered ~ e e t l a n rof Title 31 of the Cmted States Code) ar.d Title 11'
of the National Security Act of 1841, 8 % amended, 63 Stat. i85, 5 D S.C.

5
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lates the purpoae of the appropriation to broad functions (operation and maintenance) rather than particular objects (tranrportation, ealaries, fuel, printing and binding, etc.), may give
relatirely uncontrolled obligating authority orer large sums of
moner t o the Executive Branch. This possibility existed m the
Department of Defense, where, for the rake of flexibility dictated
by rapidly changing defense strategy, the defense appropriation8
far procurement, operation and maintenance, and research and
development, are of a lump-sum nature However, the loss of
control was negated by requiring the justification of detailed programs before the Appropriations Committees of both Houses and
the reporting of any significant departure to each committee.
Thus, the Appropriations Committees, by giving definition to the
programs to be executed, would, in effect, prescribe the detailed
powers to be exercised by the Executive agency.
I X AUTHORITY TO APPROPRIATE
Ta restore in part the imbalance in committee responsibility
between the Appropriations Committees and the Armed Services
Committees created by the requirement of the Appropriation Committees of detailed justification and reporting in the area of malor
defense procurement, the Congress enacted legislation which. in
effect, brought the Armed Services Committee into the task of
establishing the procurement program. This legislation required
an authorization to appropriate (under the jurisdiction of the
Armed Services Committee) before an appropriation could be
made for the procurement af aircraft, missiles and naval vessels:'
As a result, before the Appropriations Committee could report an
appropriation bill for these purposes, the Congress had to pass
legislatmn authorizing the appropriation.*' The authorization to
appropriate was made ad broad as the appropriations. For this
reason, in each of the Houses, bath the Appropriations Committee
and the Armed Services Committee joined together in a reprogramming procedure requiring clearance of certain program
changes with both committees. The authority to appropriate was
in addition to the basic substantive authority which found its
origin under Hause Rule XXI in the standing committees other
than the Appropriations Committee.

X. BUDGET EXECUTION
As a part of expenditure control, the Executive Branch usually
proceeds under defeme programs, as well as other programs, on
1'Secrion 412(b) of t h e Milltars Construction Act of 1969. 73 Stat 322,
5 U S.C I 111(a) ( S u m 11, 1958)
act of J u n e 21. 1561, 14 Stat. 91
6R
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a fully funded basis unless the program was otherwise justified.
To be on a fully funded basis. the obligating authority necessary
to support all the contracts and other obligating action for the
completion of the program must be enacted. This does not mean
that all the contracts or obligating action under the program
must he executed or taken in the year in which the program is
initiated, but that the obligating authority necessary for completion must be available. Of course if all of the obligating authority
ia only available in annual appropriations, the contracts must be
executed in the year for which the appropriations were made.'#
Any defense procurement contracts which seek to fulfill a program on an installment basis ale considered as incremental procurement, which is currently prohibited without the approval of
the Secretary of Defenseso and the necessary reprogramming before the Committees."
Mere obligation control is insufficient in budget execution;
expenditure control must he exercised by requiring the appropriations to unfold as projected under the President's budgeted
expenditure rate. Using all of the obligations for the initial Stages
of contract accomplishment, such as building ships without funding far the electronic or ordnance requirements, means heavy
expenditures in earlier stages. For instance, the President employed appropriations in fiscal year 1961 to commence ship construction which was a part of the proposed fiacal year 1962
program. The appropriations used had been set aside to fulfill,
in 1962, the procurement programs established and funded in
1961. Thus, the S a r y was able to contract for additional Polaris
submarines in 1961 with appropriations set aside to cover proposed 1962 contracts for the completion of electronic and missile
requirements for previously authorized ships. When the fiscal
year 1962 appropriations were adapted, the money requirements
and the previously authorized vessels became fully funded and
each procurement requirement could he contracted for as scheduled. It should be noted that a t no time were the obligations
created greater than the appropriations available. What happened
was the act of merely expanding to the scale of billions of dollars
the practice employed by the housewife a h e n she uses a part of
next month's rent money, which she had set aside, to buy this
week's food requirements, which were expanded by unexpected
visitors, in anticipation of reimbursing the rent money from next
month's food budget.
?a63 Stat. 407 (1949). 31 U.S.C. 8 112(a) (1958).
Dep't of Defense Directire S o . 7200.4 ( M a y 21. 1 9 5 1 ) . 22 Fed. Reg.
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XI. PROGRAMMISG
I t can be seen that the defense budget is not a fixed plan nhich
must be followed by the Department of Defense as justified to
the Congress. The budget 1s merely the legal vehicle to meet
military requirements and u p p o r t programs necessary to offset
the everchanging threat of the unpredictable Xr. Khrushcher.
For this reason, programming has become of primary importance
in financial management. The Secretary of Defense has recognized
this need by establishing program packages which are aystematic,
continuous and comprehensive efforts to relate spending to the
particular jobs to be done rather than to the extremely broad
functions set forth in the appropriations. As the missions change.
the money ~n the budget can be controlled under new programs
within the broad authority granted. This particularization of
the task being performed gives better definition of the area of
costs and permits proper planning for future costs related to a
aingle weapon System in terms of required research and development, initial procurement and subsequent operation and maintenance. This effort has the support of the Senate Committee on
Government Operations, not only in the area of defense spending,
but also in the total area of economic projections
XII. OBLIGATIOZTS A S D EXPESDITURES
I t must be recognized that obligation authority IS given. in the
case of the procurement of Imp-lead items, for an indefinite period
which could cover many fiscal )ears. Accordingly, the obligations
created in any particular rear may R o w from authority granted
in appropriation acta passed one to five or more years before the
authority IS exercised. Also, expenditures made in any particular
year may be in liquidation of an obligation created one to ten or
more years before This expenditure toward the liquidation of the
obligation may not be Its final fulfillment. Payment may be made
in advance,” or as progress payments or cost reimbursement a3
well as f o r delivery. Thus, dozens of appropriations with obligation authority originating in different fiscal year8 came to expenditure focus in a particular year establishing the expenditure
rate far that year. As heretofore stated. Congress, in giving the
obligation authority in appropriations or contract authority did
a * A study submitted ra the Senate Committee on G o i e r n m e n t Operations
by its Subcommittee on Satianal Policy \lachinerg. 87th Cang, 1st S e s r .
(1961).
8 3 Armed Serrieer Proeurernenc R e s , A m E, Defenre Contract F i n s n c m g
Regulation. This regulation covers the types of payments permitted t o finance
defense eontrsctars.
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did not fix the year of expenditure for the fulfillment of the autharity granted. This is the task of the Executive Branch.

XIII. EXPENDITURES
The task of fitting the annual obligation fuifillment into an
annual expenditure limitation requires fund adjustments both
in time of use and amount of use. There may be many payments
over many years. Yet, only that part of the program fulfilled in
the year of initial authorization finds its expression in the estimates of expenditures to be made.g‘ Nowhere in the annual budget
is the estimate of expenditures required in future years for
current programs made. Neither is there any time schedule of
obligations to be incurred in succeeding years established against
new obligation authority granted in the current year. Congress
has not been given any idea of haw and when the total obligation
authority supporting a program will be employed.

XIV. RECORD OF OBLIGATIOSS
Even though a record of obligations ia maintained, such accounts do not fully reflect the total expenditures nhich will be
made to fulfill the contract document recorded. Prior to the enactment of section 1811 of the Supplemental Appropriation Act
of 1955,‘j the Various Government agencies attempted to record a
maximum figure as the memure of the liability under the ablipation. Since these estimates of total eventuai payment were aiivays
on the high side, the Congress limited the amount which could be
recorded to the limit of iiability shown in the legal document and
measured as of the time of its execution. Costs increases expected
to take place, such as change orders, escalation, spare parts, price
redetermination and indemnification, which statisticaily were inevitable, were not recorded until the events were documented and
priced out. Thus, the record of obligations under the required law
does not give a full picture of the expenditure impact of a procurement action.

XV. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
The obligation recorded initially a t the time a contract is executed does not refiect any contingent liabilities which may be
See The Budget of the United States Government for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1862. The expenditure eltimates are f o r the current year
only and are seainat sli obikatian authority to be exercised, whether or
not granted in the current budget.
“668Stat.830 ( 1 0 5 4 ) , 3 1 U . S . C .$200 (1958).
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liquidated under the contract a t the time when the event which
fixes the liability occurs. The provisions of current federal contracts \*hich provide for the manufacture of modern complex
weapon systems or the creation af nuclear reactor plants must,
of necessity, pronde for many contingencies in production and
subsequent use which are not included in the initial price established under the contract. Change orders may be extensive,
depending upon the problems created by the unfolding physical
sciences as well as the changing threat of the Sino-Soviet Bloc.
Price changes due to,labor and material escalation were common
events in the past decade. Changes in Government furnished components must be accompanied by parallel changes in the completed weapon wstem Losses due to the destruction of Government furnished material a r e absorbed by the Federal Government
and generally must be covered by the appropriations supporting
the procurement of the material. Government furnished components may become obsolete or destroyed before completion of
the weapon system, thereby requiring replacement under addit i o n a l collateral contracts not initially contemplated.
XVI. Ih'DEYNIFICATION
A contifigem liability of consequence is contained in defense
contracts (where extrahazardous risks exist) which provide for
the indemnification of a Government contractor for any tort
liability to third persons for property loss or personal injury
during the manufacture of the product or during the Bubsequent
use of the product. To avoid the objection that the indemnification
provisions establish an indefinite obligation against the Government,Pdit becomes necesaary to establish B monetary limit on the
indemnification liability. Where the end product is a nuclear reactor or any other product which may hare potentially enormous
destructive power, the contractor would naturalls seek the greatest
coverage permitted under outstanding contract authority or
appropriations, The full residue in the appropriation account is
sought. In the case of one-year appropriations, this would be
measured by the right of restoration from the Treasury based
upon all the withdrawals made from the expired appropriation.
After transfer to the ~uceessoraccount, it would be measured by
the aggregate right of restoration to the successor account.
Where no specific contract authority exists, such as exists for
research and development work," for indemnification in the proI6
I,
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35 Camp. Gen 85 (19653, and
10 U.S.C. 3 2353 (1058).
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curement of end items, then, if the procurement can only be
obtained with the indemnification provisions, the measure of
indemnification permitted would be the total funds available a t
the time the event occurred which fixes the liability. In the case
of continuing appropriations, it would be the total unobligated
funds available to the Federal agency a t the time of the fixing of
the liability under the indemnification provisions.
This could have the effect of wiping out the total moneys avdlable for the major procurement program,under which the initial
purchase was made. I t would be much more proficient to have
continued procurement authority assured by providing for cantract authority to cover the obligation arising from the happening of the condition subsequent.ss In the ease of expired appropriations, there a r e no unobligated balances in the appropriation
unless there is a termination of an outatanding contract resulting
in a deobligatian. Far this reasan, the measure of available funds
usually is the right of restoration based upon the total withdrawals made for transfer to the Treasury

XVII. ATOMIC ENERGY INDE?IISIFICATIOX
With the sudden development of nuclear reactors, it is understandable that insurance companies would limit their liability in
this area.8* Atomic energy is being extensively used and soon the
experience gained will permit a calculation of risks invalved. In
fact, two insurance pools have been established which will assume
risks up to certain established limits.4YThe Atomic Energy Commission, in accordance with the statute which provides for
industrial uses of atomic energy, has executed indemnity agree~
ments in thia area, connected with private insurance p ~ o l s . ' The
authority to indemnify has been granted to the Atomic Energy
Commission, but no similar authority has been granted to the
military departments, except BB regards research and development
work." Accordingly, the exercise of the power of indemnity by
the Department of Defense must be a part of the procurement
requirement and within the obligation limitations defined. The
procurement contract entered into by the Department of Defense
18 The Department of Defense IS currently seehng the passage of legidatian establishing thin contract authority.
a s See Office of Con. Counsel, U.S. Dep't af Navy, Kavy contract Law
5 8.50 (2d ed. 1059).
( 0 10 C.F.R. (Atomic Ensrgy Commission Regulationsl, Part 140-Finsneid Protection Requirements and Indemnity Agreements.
4 % Atomic Energy Act of 1'354, 08 Stat. 821, as amended, 42 U.S.C. $6

2010-2281 (1858).
*I 10 U.S.C. 5 2354 (1958).
A00
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can only contain the indemnification provision if this is the only
way that the procurement can be accomplished. It is considered
an inherent power of the Procurement authority, and, as a part of
such procurement authority, it is the limit of obligation authority
contained in the procurement appropriation.
XVIII. OBLIGATIONS INCURRED
In exercising its Constitutional power over appropriations,
Congress usually sets a limit on the time period far which appropriations remain available far obligation." Appropriations are
considered to be one-year, multiple-year or no-year appropriations." Although one-year appropriations are only available for
obligation in the year in which they are made, the obligation
recorded may be increased under any adjustment in price permitted to be made within the terms of the contract. This usually
occurs under change orders issued under the contract, Before the
change may be made subsequent to the year of appropriation of
the annual funds, it is necessary, first, that provision for the
issuance of the change order be incorporated in the original eontract and be in compliance with such provisions; second, that the
change ordered be a part of the contract: and third, that the
purpose of the change does not enlarge the scope of the original
eantraet.
This problem does not exist in the case of no-year appropriations which are available for obligation far an indefinite period
of time. To make an appropriation available an a continuing basis,
an express provision is required to aroid the statutory presumption in favor of one-year availability.'. The rule that an appropriation can be obligated only during the fiscal year in which it wa8
made was adapted in the first year of the Republicaaand except
as specifically provided by law, it has been followed consistently
since that time.
XIX. EXPIRING APPROPRIATIONS
Continuing appropriations narmaliy continue available far
obligation until they are exhausted. This is not true of one-year
Permanent exceptions to this rule are enumerated in section 7 of the
Act of Augvst 24, 1812, 37 Stat. 487, as amended, 31 U.S.C. & 718 (1568).
In addition, Congress may avthoriie payments to be made out of moneys
derived from the sale of public debt seeunties of the Federal Government.
See H.R. Rep. No. 216, 85th Cone., 1st Sean. 5 (1857)
u See section 21 of the Buieau of the Budget Circular No. A-34 (July
1957).
4 6 see note 43 'UP?".
(0 Act of Sept. 25, 1789, 1 Stat. 06.
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appropriations or multiple-year appropriations. These latter
appropriations cease to exist for obligation availability when the
year 02- yeam established far their use have passed. The appropriations are said to expire. When an appropriation expires and is
no longer available for obligation, the obligated but unexpended
balance remains available for expenditure in the appropriation
account to liquidate the outstanding obligations f a r a period of
two years. At the end of two years after the appropriation has
expired, this balance is transferred to B successor account and the
appropriation is said to Iapse:~ Prior to the transfer t a the successor account and a t the end of each of the first, second and third
years of the existence of the annual appropriation, the unobligated balances are withdrawn from the account and transferred
to the Treasury. This, however, does not prevent the making of
price and other obligation adjustments to any of the outstanding
obligations. Adjustments not in excess of the aggregate of previous withdrawals made are permitted and funds are restored to the
appropriation to cover the adjustments made. This right of
restoration, measured by the total withdrawals made, continues
until the appropriation l a p ~ eand
~ is transferred to the appropriate s"cceSs0r account.

XX. SCCCESSOR ACCOUSTS
Successor accounts are established to cover the same peneral
purposes as the lapsing appropriations they succeed. Into each
successor account is merged the obligated but unexpended
balances of all comparable one-year and multiple-year lapsed
appropriations. These S U C C ~ S S Oaccounts
~
then became available
indefinitely for the payment of obligations chargeable against any
of the appropriations from which the particular succes8or account
was derived.'i Claims chargeable to the successor accounts may
be paid, or may be denied, without action by the General Accounting Office, except for those claims which involve "doubtful questions of law or fact" or are otherwise expressly required by
statute or General Accounting Ofice regulation or decision to
be settled before payment by that office or are barred by an
spplicable statute of limitation^.'^
Claims required to be settled by the General Accounting Office
a r e "barred unlessweh claim, bearing the signature and address
of the claimant or of an authorized agent or attorney, shall be
received in said office within ten full years after the date such
( ' A c t of July 2 5 , 1956, 7 0 Stat. 618, 31 U.S.C.$6 101-8 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .
66 l b i d .
60 7 G.A.O.Directive 2080.70 (1958).
*GO
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MILITARY LAW REVIEJ\claim first accrued. . . .”.’ Prior to the law providing for the
establishment of the succe~soraccounts, the lapsed apprapnatmns
were required to he transferred to a certified claims account.
Expenditures chargeable to lapsed appropriations could be made
therefrom only if the Comptroller General firat certified the payments to be lawfully due. > Upon establishment of the successor
accounts, the proceeds of the certified claims account were transferred to each of the ~uccessoraccounts available for comparable
purposes. Obligation adjustments may he made against the successor accounts in the same manner and extent as could be done
against the expired appropriations. Restorations may be made to
a successor account to the extent of the withdrawals made from
that successor account, from the lapsed appropriation accounts
transferred to it and from the certified claims account tranferred
to it, This means that the adjustments made to outstanding obligations against a particular lapaed appropriation are measured
by the total amount availble io the S U C C ~ S S Oaccount
~
rather than
to the particular appropriation account cited in the contract. Upon
transfer to the S U C C ~ S S Oaccount,
~
the lapaed appropriation account
loses its identity and takes on the total expenditure and obligation
availability of the S U C C ~ S S O Laccount
I
with which it is merged.)?

XXI. FINANCIAL MANAGEYENT CHANGES
The Congress has passed various laws setting forth three basic
requirements leading to the improrement of financial management
in the Executive Branch. First, all Federal agencies must place
their accounting on an accrual basis; ’ second, all appropriations
in the budget presented to Congress must be based on casts;l*
and finally, annual accrued expenditure limitations shall be placed
upon each appropriation.GzThis last requirement expires on April
1,1962 and probably will not be renewed.
Before these improvements can be accomplished, the Congress
must first consolidate its control orer obligation authority granted
and then perhaps it can evolve a system of expenditure limitations
which will be meaningful to a balanced budget. In fact, the Federal budget should be reviewed so that all receipts and expenditures are shown on a gross basis and are related to a total balanced
Seetian 1 of t h e Act of October 9. 1940, 5 4 Stat. 1061, 31 U.S C.

5

7la

(1858)

61 Act of July 6, 1949, 63 Stat. 407, repealed by 8 7 ( b ) of the Act of July
25, 1956, 70 Stat. 650 (effective June 30, 1951)
: ? S e e note 41 *up,.a.
l i A e t of Augvat 1, 1956, 70 Stat. 783, 31 T.S.C. $ 8 24, 6 6 a ( c ) ( 1 9 5 8 ) .
“lbid
Act of A v m i t 2 5 . 1958, 72 Stat. 5 8 2 , 31 U.S.C. S I l ( b ) - ( f ) ( 1 9 5 8 ) .
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budget tied into B debt limit which excludes revenue-anticipation
borrowing and a capital acquisition self-liquidating debt.’8 Fund
control should be kept separate from cast controls flowing out of
accrual accounting. Cost accounting is more effective as an instrument of evaluation and should not be tied into the obligation control now exercised by Congress. Obligation control will only be
accomplished if it i s centralized in the Appropriations Committee,
where obligation and expenditure control can be exercised over
back-door financing legislation as well as orer appropriation acts.
At the Same time in those special areas, such as obligation authority necessary to cover extraordinary contingent liabilities, cantract authority can and should be granted. In the c a ~ eof contingent liabilities, probability of liability should be actuarially eraluated and recorded so that the dimension of potential payments
may be evidenced a t all times. Finally, the test of recording obligations should be related to the evidence of statistical probability
wherever a pattern of expenditure repeats itself, rather than to
wait for the incidence of the strict legal liability as shown in a
subsequent definitive document. This strict compliance with the
law covering the recording of obligation3 fails to provide a proper
statement of obligations nece~saryfor Congreasional evaluation of
obligation control. The Department of Defense has established B
system of commitment accounting which compensates to Some
degree for the failure of obligation recording to give a full picture
of obligation action. The criteria therein established could be used
to amend the current legal criteria far recording oblieations. With
the aecamplishment of these changes a t Congressional levels,
similar efforts can then fallow a t all levels of the Executive Eranch.
Inherent in the clarification of obligation control suggested
above is the requirement that both the past and future be related
to present evaluation. Programming i8 a vehicle for tying future
planning into current obligation authority availability. It provides
the pattern of growth as well as the test of accomplishment. I t
makes meaningful to management, in terms of defined areas of
effort, the progress made or denied which cannot be discernible in
the enormous amorphous lump Bums appropriated for an organization possessing more assets than the 600 largest industrial corporations in this country.
The broader the language i s in the appropriation and in the
authanzing legislation, the less definitive is the budget which gives
the plan for fiscal accomplishment. The budget ceases to be a tool
of control and for this reason, the programming ahich derives
See Chermak, Fitting Aooamtiny Technique lo Purpose, 19 Pub. A d m m
Rev. 173 (1969).
100 d i * i B
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from the meaningful particulars below must become this tool of
control. Its proper operation would permit longer budgetary
projections than found in the single year budget document. Every
action taken would be related in its particulars to at least a fiveyear plan which can be constantly adjusted to the pressures of the
present. Obligation control would merely establish the outside
boundaries of this vibrant bundle of programs.
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MILITARY LOGISTIC SUPPORT OF CIVILIAN
PERSONNEL OVERSEAS UNDER STATUS OF FORCES
AGREEMENTS *
BY RICHARDS. %HUBERT**
I. INTRODUCTION
A. LOGISTIC SUPPORT O F CIVILIANS
The United States military establishment includes numerous
civilian personnel in its manpower. This ~ e r v e 8the purpose of
freeing the highest possible number of uniformed service personnel for tactical assignments and provides continuity of experience in Armed Forces activities. In order to uphold the operational effectiveness of thia portion of Armed Forces personnel,
the three services provide logistic support to their civilian employees as well as to limited categories of non-governmental, nonmilitary individuals who provide essential services or substantial
assistance to the accomplishment of the United States mission.
Dependents of military personnel are likewise beneficiaries of
this contribution of material resources in merchandise, services
and other benefits. The scope and type of logistic support is
prescribed in Armed Forces regulations, both as to categories
of eligible recipients a s well a s to the specific items of merchandise and services furnished.'
* The opinions and c o n c l ~ o i m spresented herein m a those of the author
and do not necessarily represent the views of The Judge Advocate general'^
School or any other governmentd agency.
** Senior Civilian Attorney, Directorate of lnternsrional Law, Office of the
Staff Judge Advocate, HeadquuteTs, United States A x Forces in Europe;
L.L.B., University of Ssn Francisco Law School (1945) ; J.D., University of
Vienna, Austria (1828). Member of the Mssssehusetts B a r , the Bar of the
United Stater Supreme Court and the B a r of the Court of Military Appeals.
1Cf. Air Force Reg. No. 147-14lArmy Regn, No. 60.20 (Feb. 27, 1959)
(Exchange Seruie-Operating
Polieier) : Air Farce Rag. No. 145-15 (Jan.4,
1860) (Individuals and Organizations Authorized Commissary Store P n v i leges) and Army Regs. No. 60-21 (May 14, 1958) (Exchange SewicePersonnel Praeedurer) : Air Farce Reg. No. 30-6 (Jul. 22, 1960) (Assign.
ment and Oecupsney of Public Quartora and Rental Housmg) and Army
Regs. No. 210-12 (Jan. 12, 1954) (Establishment of Rental RBtes far
Quarters Furnished Federal Employees): Air Force Reg. No. 34-50 (May 9,
1955) (Elementary and Secondary Education of Dependents in Overseas
Areas) and Army Regs. No. 350-290 (Dec. 21, 1955) (Education of D e p n d e n t s in Oversea Arena); Air Force Reg. No. 1 8 Z Z O I A m y Regs. No. 5 6 1 0
(Mar. IO, 1955) (Agencier and Personnel Entitled to Use t h e Army-Air
Force Postal Service): and Air Force Reg. No. 160-73 (May 15, 1957)
(Peraons Authorized Medical Care) and Army Regs. NO. 40-108 (Mar.6,
1959) (Persons Eligible To Receive Medical Care a t Army Medical Treatment Faeilitiea).
ACO 67118
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E. LOGISTIC SUPPORT A R E A S
The grant of logistic support, and the eligibility therefor, assumes a much greater and more vital meaning t o personnel and
their dependents stationed outside of the continental limits of
the United States and its territories and possessions. Frequently
a member of the American forces abroad cannot provide himself
with the necessities or conveniences of life on the local economy
because they are not available there a t all, or are available only
in inferior qualities or a t prohibitively high prices. In earlier
times, prior t o the present prosperity of most European countries (and today still in less fortunate overseas areas in Europe,
Africa and Asia), competition by American personnel with the
local population for scarce, often rationed, goods and services
and the fear of generating inflationary prices were factors causing American military authorities ta keep their members out of
the locai market. Currently gold flow considerations, the limited
miiitary capacity to provide transportation of necessary goods
from the United States, and the difficulty in supplying sufficient
and capable manpower for the performance of the services involved in furnishing logistic Support, all contribute to the problems involved in performing the logistic function.

C . EFFECT OF S T A T U S OF FORCES A G R E E M E S T S
In overseas areas, particularly those within the European theaters of command which are discussed in this study, all these
elements are refiected in the controlling rules of the Status of
Forces agreements concluded by the United States with the foreign countries in which American personnel are stationed. Since
these forces a r e stationed in such countries by grant of the host
governments, the intergovernmental agreements authorizing the
stay of American military forces and their civilian components
and dependents in the foreign territory must, by necessity, be
determmati\w a i the scope and type of logistic support granted
and the categories of personnel entitled thereto. These agreements invariably authorize the military forces of the United
States to furnish all permissible items of logistic support to any
of its uniformed Service personnel, but they establish mare complicated rules of eiigibility for civilian personnel and dependents.
In its regulation concerning issuance of L Uniformed Services
Identification and Privilege Card,%the Air Force provides a eare-

* Dept. of Defense Form Xa. 1173, governed in t h e Air Force by Air Force
Reg. No. 80.20 ( O c t . 20. 1957) and m the Arms by Army Regs. No. 6 0 6 5
(May 12, 1961).
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fully prepared chart to facilitate the identification af persons entitled to the benefits and privileges of logistic support. In addition,
because of the increased complexity involved in oversea areas, the
three services issued a regulation (or instruction) on Logistic Support of United States Nongovernmental, Nonmilitary Agencies and
Individuals in Oversea Military Commands,8 which was suitably
implemented by the oversea commands by command regulations
and supplements or circulars: The Joint United States EuraDean Command (Hq,US EUCOM) likewise published an appraPriate directive on the subject matter.$ These and other pertinent Air Farce regulations and malor oversea (air) command
Supplements take careful account of the effect of the provisions
of the applicable intergovernmental agreements and related fact o m 8 This study will deal with the most complex features of
the subject problem, <.e., entitlement to logistic support of civilian personnel of the United States military establishment overseas, in the widest sense, under the controlling intergovernmental
Status of Forces agreements. The question of the scope and type
of specific items of logistic support will not be covered. This
latter question can easily be determined by inspecting the numerous pertinent Armed Forces regulations and major oversea
command regulations and supplements.

D. R E L A T I O S S H I P OF U. S. DIRECTIVES TO S T A T U S OF
FORCES A G R E E M E N T S
The Army and Air Force regulations and overseas Supplements
relative to logistic 6upport ordinarily empower the appropriate
overseas military commander to exceed or to limit the scope of
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logistic support both with respect to the specific items of support
granted as well as to the categories of authorized personnel, subject to the limitations of the applicable Status of Forces agreements: Where, of course, the internal American military reg"lation fails to include the type of individuals to whom the person
requesting support belongs, or to authorize the item of Support
sought, logistic support will not be granted even though the provisions of the governing Status of Force agreement are broad
enough to encompass them. On the other hand, where the person
requesting the support i s entitled thereto under United States
laws and regulations, but does not come within the categories
of personnel permitted to receive military support under the applicable Status of Farces Agreement, or where the item of suppart sought 1s not authorized therein, the right of the oversea
commander to grant the losistic support involved to the requesting individuals can be effected only with the condent of the host
government authorities. Such consent map be in terms of a
waiver, sometimes may be tacitly given, or may require negotiation of an amendment to the overall Status of Forces agreement '
Accordingly, there will be individuals who, when o ~ e r s e ~ are
s,
excluded from receipt of military logistic support in its entirety
or in part, which would be available to them ~n the United
States.? AR 700-32,OPNAVIIST 4000-4G'AFR
400-1;. ~ u p r anote 3. para. I,
atstea: ''General Palicy Commanders of oversea areas a m authorized t o
furnish logmtlc suppart on a reimbursable baris to eligible individuals and
agencies cavered by these r e g v i a t m s I" accordance with the p n m p i e i ipecifled herein. The doemian 81 to whether an agency or individual IS eligible
to receive lagistie support under the policies and p ~ l n r l p l eof
~ these regulations rests with the commander of the o v e r ~ e acommand.
.). P a r a g r a p h
6a ( 4 ) of this regulation states: "Logistic I Y P P O ~ma? be furnished only
when si1 of the following conditions are met.
( 4 ) The furnishing af such
support is consistent wvlth the terms of any agreements which the United
States has entered into with the governments of the nation concerned.'' Hq.
U S A F E , U.S. Dept. of Air Force, Supp I o 1 to the above regulation
(Sept. 16, 3969) adds to the foregoing the following. "Commander8 will
insure t h a t the furnishing of lagistic iupporl conforms t o an) intergovernmental, diplomatic, or military service level agreements. Inciudlng Lmple.
m m t i n E exchanges of n o b s and other correspondence between tho author>flea of the United States and those a i the haat country concerned Same of
these documents are classified and not available a t all e p m s Any daubtfvi
easea will be referred to thrs headquarters f o r advice
~
6, para 3, s t a t e s in this reUS EUCOM Directive No. 60-8. B U P note
spect: " i t should be r e m m n e d t h a t c o n d i t m s vary among the host nation%
a8 regards the auadsbillry of goods and services from the local e i v i l m
economy and as regards the degree of restriction ~n >r.ternationsl agree.
ments of the authority of the U S . forces to extend support.
S Hq. U S A F E , U . S . Dept. of Air Force, Supp. No. 1 to Air Farce Reg. No.
3&20 (Sept. 12, 1958). contains the foilawing significant p a r s g m p h . "The
verifying officer must be fsmilisr with and apply all directives which eontnin authority f o r an applicant ta receive certain bmeflta and prwilegea in
accordance with the pertinent provisions of the intergovernmentri agree-

..

.
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11. CIVILIAN PERSONNEL ENTITLED TO U. S. LOGISTIC
SUPPORT OVERSEAS UKDER STATUS OF
FORCES AGREEMENTS
The provisions of intergovernmental Status of Forces agreements relating to the grant of military logistic support to eligible personnel are usually found in two different parts of those
agreements. First, the agreements contain a section dealing with
the right or authority granted to the Armed Forces by the host
government ta establish and operate logistic support facilities
and services far specified authorized personnel. Secondly, since
the members of the farces and their dependents are normally
those individuals 80 authorized, the agreements contain a section
which defines the concept of members of the forces and their dependents. Although it i s rare, the provisions of the first part
may sometimes authorize the operation of logistic support facilities far categories of persons going beyond those included in the
definition of members of the forces and their dependents. The
eligibility of personnel to receive logistic support, accordingly,
cannot be determined without a careful inquiry into the applicable Status of Forces agreement.
A. CATEGORIES O F C I V I L I A S PERSOXNEL INVOLVED
In light of the distinctions usually made or resulting from
Status of Forces agreements, civilian personnel, as hereinafter
discussed, normally comprise the following categories of personnel: (1) United States citizen civilian employees (civil servants)
of the Armed Forces assigned to oversea positions; (2) nonappropdated fund employees, service organization employees and
similar nowFederal employees, such as employees of the American Red C r o s s ; ( 3 ) technical representatives or experts and
other contract technical service personnel affiliated and on duty
with one of the services under special regulationa; ( 4 ) other
nongovernmental, nonmilitary indix7iduals in overseas commands
providing essential services or substantial assistance to one of
menta between the United State8 and the hoat coUntTy. For example, in
w e r ~ e aarea8 certain ~ i ~ i l i s naccompanying
s
the US F a r e e ~ ,and dependents,
iueh as parents, parents-in-law, and dependents of retired or deeeaaed service
personnel, may not be conaidered TO be 'members of the farce or civilisn
component' or 'dependents' 8 s defined in the applicable Status of Forces
Agreemenu. which U B Y S ~ ~ Yrestrict certain iagiaticsl support privileges to
persons ID defined Accordingly, unless these reatrietiona h e w been removed by bilateral arrsnmmenta between the United States and the host
eauntry, certain estegorie; of persona must be denied certain privileges in
~ v e r ~ eareas
a
whuhleh they would be automatieally entitled to in the United
states."
AGO b i l l s
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the services, either under private o r Government contract, and
officially invited to travel to the oversea military command; ( 5 )
Third Country citizen employees of one of the services: and ( 6 )
the dependents of the above categories of persons.
A special comment appear^ required with respect to Third
CountrV citizen employees. These individuals are "an-citizens
hired and employed by armed service activities in certain countries overseas, including such nonappropriated fund activities as
post exchanges, clubs and messes." They are normally recruited
from outside of the country to which they are ultimately assigned
f a r duty and of which they are neither citizens nor residents.
Third Country citizen employees are mostly German, British,
French, Italian and Greek, although there are also some Irish,
Maltese, Lebanese, Egyptians and Pakistani.
The economic, social and working conditions in the countries
in which they work require the furnishing of logistic support to
h e m in varying degrees, depending an the differences in living
standards of the place of work and those of their own country
or the requirement8 of providing recruitment incentives. Their
legal situation is, in most aspects, similar to that of the United
States citizen employees and, hence, i s generally covered in the
discussion of the latter. The entitlement of Third Country citizen
employees to American logistic support in foreign countries is
predicated on their statue as members of the forces or the civilian
component, as the terminology may be, in the host country concerned. If they were not accepted as members of the forces or
the civilian component, they would have to be employed as local
wage rate personnel (formerly called "indigenous personnel").
As local wage rate personnel they would have to be administered
under terms and conditions substantially compll-ing with the labor law of the host country." However, the conduct of these
l o Hq.U S A F E , U.S. Dspt uf Air Force, Supp S o . 1 t o Air Force Reg. Ro,
160-73, para. lk (July 21. 19811 !Medical Care-Persons Authoriied bled!esl Care) defines "Third Country hatimala" rather mconeluniveiy 8% foi.
lows: "Ron-US CitlLens employed by the United Sratea Air Farce o r ather
actnit? performine & e i i x e i for the United Starea Air Force autside them
native country i t e appropriated and nmapprapriated funds, contractors.
e k . 1 . " The pisee of birth l''nsTiw country") 18 not decmue, of C O U I I P : ~t I P
the citizenahlp which is primarily eanfraliinp. B,if m e the eomprehensire
policy directive issued by the Chilian Personnel Direciarate, Hq. U S A F E ,
U.S. Dent. of Air Force, governing the employment of third country eitizeni
employed by the United Ststw Air Force in the r S l F E A ~ e a(1562)
L1 C i . Arreement Between the Partier to the North Atlantic Treaty Regarding. the Status of Their Forcsi, June 19, 1951 [15531, art. ix, para. 4 ,
4 U.S.T. Q 0 . 1 . A 1792, T . 1 A . S . No. 2846, 199 U . S . T S . 67 !herem re
to as NATO Stst"% af Farces Agreemenr-"AT0 SOFA) : ''Local e
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Third Country citizen employees cannot be influenced by the
other means of control which, through the U. S. Embassies or
diplomatic missions, can be applied to United States citizen employee8, a s holders of American passports and by reason of their
allegiance to the United States and responsibility under American law8 of extraterritorial effect.lS
Retired military personnel, as a general rule, do not qualify
as members of the forces under Status of Forces agreements and,
consequently, are not normally entitled to receive the logistic support available to them in the United States: where so indicated
suitable reference will be made to special conditions favorable
t o their situation in certain countries.l8

B. AMENABILITY OF CIVILIAN PERSONNEL TO UNITED
STATES MILITARY LAW
Same intergovernmental agreements condition the status of
personnel BB members of the forces or of the civilian component
of the forces, or as dependents, on their being subject to United
States military law. Befare the United States Supreme Court
decisions of January 1960" declared paragraph 11 of Article 2
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of the Uniform Code of Military Justicet5 unconstitutional, civilians accompanying the military establishment overseas in peacetime were subjed'to the UCMJ. Upon issuance of these decisions, it was determined that, for the purpose of the application
of intergovernmental agreements and of pertinent United States
atatutea and regulations, these civilians would be deemed to remain subject to American military law in its general sense. This
determination was based on the concept that the term "United
States military lax,'' included ail laws relating to the organization and government of the military establishment, including
rules and regulations issued under the authority of the President
as Commander-in-Chief, and those directives issued by the Secretaries of Defense and of the respective Armed Forces f o r the
administration of the military establishment of the nation. The
provisions of the Uniform Code af ?dilitary Justice, including
those on courts-martial jurisdiction, which are no longer applicable to civilians in peacetime, are only a part of the entire body
of law commonly referred to as "United States military law," as
described above.

C . PROVISIOSS OF S T A T C S OF FORCES AGREEMENTS
AFFECTIXG 0. S. LOGISTIC SCPPORT TO
C I V I L I A S S OVERSEAS

1. G e n s m l
The Status of Forces agreement of paramount importance here
IS the NATO Status of Forces agreement ( B A T 0 SOFA).jB In
the area af responsibility of Headquarters United States Air
Forces in Europe (USAFE) thirteen countries are covered by
that agreement, of which five spply the agreement in its orgmal
or only slightly implemented f a r m ; these countries are Belgium,
Denmark, Luxembourg, Sorivay and Portugal. The other NATO
countries,'. excepting the Fedcral Republic of Germany whose
accession to the S A T O SOFA e t the time of this writing has not
became effective yet, have concluded supplementary or implementing bilateral agreement8 with the United States, to which
reference will be made for illustrative purposes insofar as they
are of an unclassified nature. The S A T O SOFA is, in general,
representative of Status of Forces agreements, including those
> # A c tof Mlay 6. 1860, 6 1. eh 168, 64 Stat 108 leffeetlve \Isy 31. 19511.
Reenacted in 1866 as 10 E S C. 81 801.940
Act of Aug 10. 1956. 5 1, eh
1041, i 0 A Stat. 1. 36-70 1effeetli.e Jan. 1, 1857) (heranafter referred t o as
the UChlJ OT the Code and cited BP U C h l d a r t I .
11 NATO Status of Forces Agreement, note 11 ~ i i p i o
1- Canada, France. Italy. Luxembourg. The Netherlands, United Kingdom.
L'mted States, Greece and Turkey.
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which the United States has concluded with non-XATO countries
such as Spain and Libya." In addition to the S A T 0 SOFA,
this study will also discuss the Bonn
the current
Status of Forces agreement with Germany (with suitable references to the Supplementary Agreement which together with the
NATO SOFA will replace those Conventions in the future), and
the Base Rights Agreement with Libya." The treatment of the
relevant provisions of the abase Status of Forces agreements
will be divided in two parts, in accordance with their customary
division:'
The first part will comprise those provisions which
Pertain to the grant of right or of authority by the host country
t o the United States military forces to establish and operate logistie support facilities and services for specified authorized personnel; the second part will deal with those provisions defining the
concept of members of the farces and of the civilian component
and their dependents.
2. The A'ATO SOFA
a. Provisions Pertaining t o the Right o f the Cnited States
Forces t o O p w a t e Logistic Stipport F a d i t i r s

The NATO SOFA does not expressly deal with specific items
of logistic support. There are, however, provisions which indirectly affect the granting of logistic support. Thus, the agreement does not contain an express authorization by the receiving
states permitting sending states to operate post exchanges and
commissaries. However, the forces of a sending state such as
the United States are permitted to import, duty-free, reasonable
quantities of provisions, supplies, and other goads for the exclusive use of the force, and, in cases where such use is permitted
by the receiving state, by its civilian component and dependents.z1
Since exchange services are the traditional United States
means of providing such provisions, supplies, and other goads to
entitled personnel, the above clause of the S A T 0 SOFA supplies
Defense Agreement With Spain, September 26, 1953, 4 K.S T. & O.I.A.
1895, T.I.A.S. K ~ 286o.
. SOT ~ N . T . s 83
.
'sAereement Relating to .Mihtary B s r e s in Libya. September 9, 1954.
5 U . S T . & O.I.A. 2449. T.I.A.S. No. 3107, 224 U.N.T.S. 217.
*aConvention on the Rights and Obligations of Foreign Forces and Their
Members in the Federa: Republie of Germany. w t h annexes, \lay 25, 1952,
as amended by the Paris Prataeol, Oet. 23, 1954 [I9551 5 U.S.T. L O.I.A.
4276, T.I.A.S. No. 3426, 332 U.X.T.S. 3, and as supplemented by the Convention on the Presence af Foreign Forces ~n the Federal Repvblie of Germany,
October 23, 1854 [I9551 5 U.S.T. & O.I.A. 5569, T.I.A.S.No. 3425 (herein
referred to a i the (Bonn) Forces Convention).
11 see nota 19 *i(p7(1.
1 2 See text beginning at Section I1 8upra.
NATO Statva of F o r m Agreement, art. XI, pa?& 4.
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an essential prerequisite to the functioning af U. S. Exchange
Services overseas. When this clause was negotiated it was understood that the operation of American post exchanges and comdisaarres would be worked.oui on a bilateral basis in each country
involved. Since the provisions of the agreement do not permit the
importation of goads and supplies for the use of the civilian component and dependent8 without the express consent of the receiving state, ?JATO SOFA receiving states, where U. S. Post
Exchange and Commissary facilities are operated, have expressly, sometimes tacitly, entered into an additional bilateral understanding with the Uniied States permitting the importation of
goods free of duty for civilians and dependents. These understandings have either expanded or limited the scope of eligible
civilian personnel and dependents.
Thua, the provisions of an exchange of notes between the
United States and The Retherlands:' authorize the Armed Forces
io establiah and operate, free of taxes, licenses or other charges,
military sales exchanges and commissaries, as well as officers'
clubs and similar activities for the use of members of the U. S.
Forces and civilian components and their dependents. A subsequent special exchange of notes on Xarch 31 and April 13, 1968,
removed the doubts as to the scape of peraonnel authorized to
use exchange facilities, since The ?Jetherlands stated that it had,
in principle, no objection to authorizing the sale of goods imported for the "military sales exchange" to persons other than
U. S. Forces and civilian components and iheir dependents. Accordingly, military sales exchanges are now permitted to sell
goods to American nationals who are officers and employees of
the federal government resident in The Netherlands and entitled
to diplomatic privileges as well as to their dependents over the
age of 18. Also included were those American nationals soiourning in The Netherlands who, in the country where they are resiling, enjoy diplomatic privileges, or what is known a8 the libre
permu system.
Pursuant to the provisions of the United States-Turkish Implementing Agreement t o the NATO SOFA,?&the Armed Forces
are authorized to operate, at agreed locations, such special military agencies as post exchanpes, commissaries and officers' clubs
1' Agreement Relating t o the Stationing of United States Armed Forces
in The Netherlands, with annex (Exehsnge of Nares), A u w s t 13, 1964,
para. 9, 6 U.S.T. & O.I.A. 103, T.I.A.S. KO.3174, 251 U.N.T.S. 81.
2s Agreement Relating to Implementation of the Aqreement Between the
Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty Regarding the Status of Their Forces
of June 19, 1951, with two minuter of understanding, June 23, 1954, para. 4,
5 U.S.T. & 0 I . A . 1466, T.I.A.S. No. 8020, 283 D.X'.T.S.189.
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without licenses, inspections or taxes and other charges, for sale
of agreed categories of articles (including articles normally sold
through U. S. special military agencies) to authorized American
personnel.
h. N A T O SOFA Definitions of Civilian Component and Dependents
The term "civilien component." as used in paragraph l ( h ) of
Article I of NATO SOFA, clearly embraces all civilian8 directly
employed by the military establishment of the United States
stationed in the NATO receiving state concerned. Technical
representatives and contract technicians cannot ordinarily be
considered "employed" by the Armed Forces, in the common sense
of this term, since they have no direct employment relationship
with those forces. Background material to the negotiations of
the NATO SOFA reveals B significant statement made in the
Juridical Subcommittee Meeting of February 8, 1951, which considered Articles 1 to 6 of the United States draft. With regard
to civilians accompanying the Armed Forces, the American representative agreed that it would be preferable not to include them
in the definition of "armed forces;" they should, however, be
covered by a separate definition. The definitions were to apply
to all civilian components of the Armed Forces, whether they
were employed by the Armed Forces or acting under orders: any
reference to military law would thus be deleted.
The original United States draft defined "contingent" as including both military and civilian peraonnel covered by the military law of the sending state. Later, however, this concept was
split up into "force" and "civilian component," the members of
the latter having B more limited status, as can be noted, principally, in connection with Articles I11 and X I of NATO SOFA.
Through the elimination af the reference to military law and the
substitution of the criterion "employed by and serving with" the
force, the number of civilians covered by the NATO SOFA was
considerably reduced insofar a s the United States was concerned,
since the U C M J then covered many persons not necessarily employed by the forces.
The United States delegation, moreover, specifically agreed to
exclude Red Crass, YMCA, and U S 0 personnel from the definition of civilian component. No material available to the writer
indicates whether the position of the American representative
that the definition of "civilians" should apply to all civilian eomponents of the Armed Forces, including those employed by the
Armed Farces as well as those acting under orders, was accepted
*GO
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by the other NATO countries in agreeing on the present NATO
SOFA definition of civilian component.
Within the general purview of the NATO SOFA (and subject
to any different specific provisions of implementing bilateral
agreements), technical representatives and contract technicians,
contractora and contractor employees, retired military personnel,
federal government employees of other than the military establishment, and dependents related to the military or cirilian
sponsor other than a spouse or child depending on him or her f o r
support, can not be deemed members of the civilian component
or dependents under NATO SOFA itself.
Civilian employees must be nationals of a state which is a
party to the North Atlantic Treaty, the United States or otherw i s e , and must not be dtateless or nationals of, nor ordinarily
resident in. the receiving state in which the force IS located.
Neither the text of the NATO SOFA nor the background papers
thereto furnish guidance in interpreting the term "ordinarily
resident," which is susceptible to varying determinations under
the civil lax and common l a w concepts in effect in the different
B A T 0 SOFA countries.

Amordingly, to determine whether an individual is a member
of the civilian component. all available facts and circumstances,
including the place of his hire, must be considered. It 1s important
to note that an individual who has been recruited outside the receiving state and who enters the receiving state a~ a member of
the civilian campanent or for the purpose of becoming such a
member (and the dependents of such a peraon)li will prima facie
qualify as a member of the civilian component. This is not the
case with respect t o persons u h o are physically present and hired
inside a receiving &de, and hence, might be deemed ordinarily
resident in the receiving state by its authorities. However, the
requirement that a perm" be a national of a NATO country, and
that the individual not be stateless, ordinarily resident or a
national of the receiving state does not apply to dependents as
defined in paragraph 1( c ) of Article I of S A T 0 SOFA.
9 8 C i . NATO Status of Forces Agreement. art. 111, para. 6 , which reads
a i fallows "If the r e e e i \ 4 n ~State has requested the removal from > t i territory af a member of a force OT civilian component 01 has made an expu!iion
order against an ex-member of P force or of a civilian component or against
B dependent of B member or ex-member, the authorities a i the rending StatP
aha!! be responsible f o r receiving the person concerned w t h m t h e n o m
territory or otherwme dinpoaine of hlm outaide the receiving State. This
pamgraph shall '~pplyonly to pemon8 who m e not n a t i o n d ~a/ the receiving
Stote and have entered the 7rsnoing State 0 8 mrmbim af a lorer 01 civilian
component 07 f a r tho pwpose o/ becoming suoh mrmbws, and to the dopenden18 o t such ? m o n s " (emphasis added).
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In the case of husbands who ordinarily are resident in and
nationals of the receiving state, recognition as a dependent i s
generally denied by the host country unless it can be shown that
the dependent husband is in fact depending an his sponsor wife
far his #upport.
S A T 0 SOFA host countries have generally accepted the United
States' legal proposition that nonappropriated fund activities are
United States Government instrumentalities, although they are
not financed from general revenue. Employees of these activities,
including clubs and ather sundry establishments, are deemed to
be members of the civilian component of the United States military force and qualify, with their dependents, for the logistic
support available ta such members. The foregoing rule also
applies to Third Country citizen employees of the Armed Forces
and nonapprapriated fund activities, since the definition of civilian
component also covers this class of individuals.
The NATO SOPA concept of the civilian component and of
dependents can, as a general rule, be expanded only in implemeniing bilateral agreements or legally equivalent specific arrangements with the receiving state. Thus, the provisions of the US..
Netherlands exchange af notes'. expands the expression "dependent" of paragraph l ( c ) of Article l of NATO SOFA so as
to include relatives who habitually reside with and are actually
dependent on a member of a C,S. Force or civilian component.
The US.-Turkish Implementing Agreement'? expand8 the definitions in paragraph l ( b ) and (c) of Article I of K A T 0 SOFA so
as to include: pereons "who are in the employ of" the U.S. armed
services including employees of C.S. military organizations, U.S.
Government departments, post exchanges and recreational organizations for military personnel, Red Cross and US0 personnel,
and technical representatives of contractors with the U.S.Forces
who are assigned to U.S. military organizations in Turkey, under
the assumption that all these persons are subject to American
military law.2* This agreement proaides for further expansion
by allowing the United States Government t o discuss inclusion
of other specific categories with the authorities of the Turkish
Government. Theie individuals need not be American citizens
to qualify for membership in the civilian component, but they
must not be stateless. nationals of, or ordinarily resident in
11 Agreement Relating t o the Stationing a i United Staten Armed Forces m
The A-etherlandn, nvpra note 24. para. 1
28 Agreement Relating to Implementation a i 61TO Status a i Forcer Apreernent, s w r a note 2 5 . parae. 1 and 2.
*(See the text beginning at Section 11-B siipra.
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Turkey, and must hold citizenship in a NATO country. If so
qualified, Third Country citizen employees of the above employing
agencies will also be full-fledged members of the American civilian
component in Turkey and entitled to U.S. logistic support under
the Status of Forces agreement. The same agreement takes in,
under the definition of "dependent" in paragraph 1 ( c ) of Article
I af NATO SOFA, all perrons of American citizenship who are
relatives of and. in accordance with U.S. laws and regulations,
are dependent for support upon and actually reside with any
member of a force or the civilian component.

Retired inilata,i p e r s o ~ n e lnot otherwise setving u i t h the C.S.
Forces are not ordinarily accepted by NATO receiving states as
members of the farces within the meaning of paragraph 1 ( a ) of
Article I of NATO SOFA. However, subject to the consent of the
receiving state. certain aspects of implementing arrangements
with a receiving state may permit some favorable treatment."
I n the Knited Kingdom, under an existing arrangement with the
local authorities, t h e use and resale af goods in past exchange
stores and other establishments is restricted to American service
personnel and ather American personnel subject to military law
This would appear to enable certain retired regular military
personnel to qualify for limited logistic suppod, provided it can
be shown that they are subject to American military law during
their reaidence in the United Kingdom. I t would exclude retired
military personnel who are staying in the United Kingdom in a
tourist status or on an extended permit, or retired reserve officers,
except when receiving hospitalization from an armed force.
Where the item of logistic support requested does not require
exemption from local customs and taxes or does not involve undue utilization of facilities provided by the receiving state for
members af the force, the support item may be made available
to the retired military individual overseas, subject to objections
by the receiving state. This would apply in particular to certain
sen,ices in hospitals, and dso, in recreational establishments
such as clubs, theaters. or open messes.
The general rule stated above notwithstanding ithat the concept of members of the civilian component and dependents of the
NATO SOFA can be expanded by bilateral agreements only),
factual circumstances tend to lessen the severity of this rule under
certain conditions. In borderline cases, where the definitions of
eligible personnel or the description of logistic support in intergovernmental agreements do not permit a clear-cut determination
so see note

13 s"p'n.

UCMJ, art. 2 ( 5 )
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whether a certain individual is or is not entitled to logistic BUPport, concepts developed from American laws and regulations,
particularly as reflected in pertinent armed service regulations,
are utilized as a yardstick. Vice versa, technical terms appearing
in intergovernmental agreements may have a broader meaning
for the purpose of these agreements than under American laws
and regulations. Thus, the term "technical representative" may
have a broader meaning for the purpose of establishing entitlement of such individuals under intergovernmental agreements
using that term. There are, furthermore, instances where logistic
Support may be granted t o an individual whose eligibility therefor
is not clear, on a provisional and precarious basis, subject to objections which may be raised by the authorities of the receiving
state concerned. Where no such objections are raised on the part
of a receiving state, although it is aware of the grant of logistic
support to the individual, its silence may be construed as tacit
consent to enlargement of the scope of the civilian component thus
effectuated. It ia to he emphasized, however, that in the absence
of a general agreement or understanding with the authorities of
a receiving state, the mere fact that logistic support has, a s a
matter of fact, been granted to an individual for a length of time
cannot be considered as establishing a general legal standard.
Such actions must remain primarily a matter within the realm of
policy and expediency.
3. The Bonn Forces Convention
This is, a t the time of this writing, the current Status of Forces
agreement with the Federal Republic of Germany.3* Comparative
remarks will be included on the NATO SOPA and Supplementary
Agreement thereto (German Farces Arrangements) which will,
in the near future, replace the above convention as the controlling
Statu8 of Forces agreement. Accession of the Federal Republic
of Germany to the NATO SOFA will become effective upon full
ratification by all signatory states of the Supplementary Agreement thereto.is
a. P~ovisiow of Forces Concention Authorizing the U.S.
Forces t o Operate Logistic Support Facilities
The establishment and operation by the Armed Forces of
post exchange and commissary facilities in Germany are not

tha N A T O Status of Forces Agreement With Respect to Foragn'Forors
Stationed in Germany, U.S. Air Force J A G Buli.. January 1860, I. 3, which
outlines. in the intraductarv oartion. the intricacies of the fortheomme
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expressly referred to in the intergovernmental agreements (Bonn
Conrentmns) with the Federal Republic. However, the forces
are permitted to bring into the Federal territory their property
and property intended for their use or that of their members
without payment of any duties or other Pederal taxes, and without restrictions or prohibition3.s' The conuentmns further permit
assimilation to the forces of non-German enterprises of a noncommercial character upon notification to the German authorities that such organizations are in the service of the forces.i'
This provi~mnwould appear to enable the forces to operate PX's,
ere" m the event the German authorities would not recognize
them as integral parts of the American military establishment,
because of their status as nonappropriated fund activities.
For these reasons, the American Embassy, in notifying the
Federal German authorities pursuant ta paragraph 1 of .4rticle
36 of the Forces Convention, included military nanapprapriated
fund activities, as defined in regulations of the respective United
States Armed Services, subject to the following parenthetical
remark: "As these activities are U S governmental instrumentalities and integral parts of the United States Forces, it is not
considered their asairnilation or notification thereof actually necessary. Accordingly, in this regard, assimilation is effected and
notification given only in technical compliance with Article 36."?'
The currently applicable Ambassadorial note'. provides for the
assimilation of the American Red Croas and the University of
Maryland and their employees. Likewise, the American Express
Company and the Chase Manhattan Bank (Heidelberg Branch)
and them employees are assimilated, subject to the following
limitation, which specifies, in the part here pertinent, that employee~of those banks x i l l be assimilated to members of the
forces to the extent of "the enjoyment of the tax exemptions
granted members of the Forces, so f a r as the employees perform
functions which otherwise would be performed by military fiscal
agents of the United States."s1
Other provisions of the (Bonn) Forces Convention dealing with
logistic support do not expand the scope af entitled individuals,
as established in the definition in paragraph 7 ( b ) of Article 1
3 8 (Bonn) Forcer Caniention. art. 31. para. 2.
8 5 ( B o n n ) Forcer ConventJan. art. 36.
i r Letter From t h e American Embassy in Bonn t o Federal Republic of
Germany. Note Xo. 9,May 13. 1955
1.Ambaiiadonal A-ote No 451, Y a y 8, 1968.
T s.
r.
t.r.r. .
Prnm
... . rhr
.... .4111&
. ... .High Commiriion t o the hliniiter of Finance,
Federal Republie of German y, 8ubiect: "Emplo)ees of Banks/ M a y 26, 1852
"I
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and the concluding subparagraph of the Forces Convention.
Insafar as the n e w German Forces Arrangements combine the
features of NATO SOFA with the basic rules and approach of the
(Bonn) Farces Convention, it mill not be surprising to learn
that authorization t o operate logistic support facilities is not
expressly stipulated in the Supplementary Agreement but is to be
inferred from the provisions of the NATO SOFA, discussed above,
and the provisions of Article 66 of the Supplementary Agreement
which takes the place of Article 34 of the Forces Convention.
m to Categories of
b. Pioetsions of the Forces Convention c
Cil;ilian Personnel Entitled to Logistic S u p p o r t
Paragraph 'i(b) of Article I of the Forces Canvention ilidudes in the definition of members of the forces, any persons who
are in the service of such Armed Forces or attached to them.
Dependent spouses and children of the defined military or civilian
personnel, and close relatives who are supported by such persons
and for whom such persons are entitled ta receive material assistance (meaning logistic support) from the United States are
likewise considered members of the forces. It can easily be ~ e e n
that, under the above provisions, a great variety of civilians are
considered members of the forces in the Federal Republic of
Germany, since they need not be directly employed by, but must
merely be attached to, the forces in order to qualify as their members. Fringe categories of personnel are covered in Article 36 of
the Forces Convention, which provides that non-German commercial enterprises which furnish technical services under contract
to the forces and their employees may be assimilated to the forces
after notification to, or, if they provide other than technical
services, after consultation \dth, the German authorities.
In 1956 the D.S. Forces in Germany assimilated under paragraph ?.(a) of Article 36 of the Farces Convention, among others,
"Miscellaneous agencies under technical contract to furnish
technical consultants and representatives covered by travel orders
iasued by one of the respective United States Armed Services."SB
Pursuant to paragraph 3 of Article 36, which permits assimilation of employees of the above-named organizations (with the
exception of German nationals and persons who are nationals
neither of one of the Three Powers nor of another sending state
and who have been engaged in the Federal territory) to members
of the forces. the aforementioned Ambassadorial letterdnfurther
stated that the employees of all organizations thus assimilated to
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the forces, under paragraphs 1 and 2 l a ) of Article 36 of the
Forces Convention, are assimilated to members af the U.S. Forces
in Germany.
This situation has been maintained by the currently applicable
Ambassadorial note on assimilation," which in addition i o desipnating the Bendix Radio Corporation, the Electronics Division of
the General Electric Company and the Martin Company and their
employees as assimilated, states that "individuals serving the U.S.
Forces, such as Technical Representatives, and attached to them
by the Department of the Army, Air Force or S a v y individual
travel orders are members of the U.S. Forces as defined in
Article 1 of the (Bonn) Forces Convention, wen though, in some
cases, the organizations and enterprises which employ them are
not assimilated.""
The broad language of Article 36 of the Forces Convention, as
well as of the Embassy's letter of May 8, 1968, can certainly be
used to justify the extension of logistic support to certain field
service representatives and their families in Germany, in addition
ta technical representatives and contractor personnel, if so desired.
A special situation exists with respect to h i r e d military
p e r s o m e 1 in that, under agreement with the German authorities,
they are admitted to post exchanges for the purpose of the
purchase of nan-rationed goods.,, Accordingly, such retired military persans are nai being furnished ration cards but are admitted
to P.X.'s on the basis of their ID cards. They are warned by
special notices that they are not members of the farces and t h a t
see note 37 atipra.
( 1 See text aeeompanying note 37 8?'p70, respecting the assimilarion of
employees of the American Exprenr Company and of the Chase Manhattan
Bank (Heidelberg B r a n c h ) . The employees of SIX named assimilated insurante eompsnier are not asnimilated.
4 8 See Hq U S A F E , U S Dept. of Air Force. Reg No 400.4.
para. Pa 11)
1 x 0 ~6,. 1961) (Logistic Support af Retired US Serrice Personnel in the
Federal Republic of Germany), which reads as followr: "The following items
of support are authorized retired U S mihtary p e r ~ a n n e l
snd their
~ c e o m p a n y l n gdependents in Germany (1) Commissary pnvileges, except
the purchase of rationed items ( A F R 145-16 8s amended and awplemenied).
U S A F E Ration Card ( U S A F E Form 193) and Commissary Coffee Ration
Card ( A E Form 2637) will not be issued. The pvrehsre of unrationed ltemS
is permitted but all items purchased aze subject to German eustomr duty.
Payment of there taxes at the local German Curtoms OWee (Zallamt) is the
responsibility of the purchaser and failure to pay renders the individual subject t o German legal action." See also Hq. U S A R E P R . U.S. Dept. of Army.
Circular No. SOD-30 (June 23. 1959) ILogIstie Sugpart of Retired US I l l > tary Personnel), establishing policies gavermng the logistic support provided
f o r retired U.S. military personnel in Germany substantially similar to the
quoted U S A F E regulation.
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their purchases are subject to German customs and taxation.
Failure to report such purchases without delay to the nearest
German Customs Office (Zollamt) renders the purchaser liable
to prosecution under German law.
I t should be noted that Third Country citizen employees need
not be nationals of the United States, the United Kingdom,
France, Belgium, Denmark, Canada, Luxembourg or The Netherlands." Under paragraph I of Article 1 of the Forces Convention,
in order to qualify as members of the forces, Third Country
citizen employees must have been engaged in their present PO&
tions with the forces outside of the German Federal Territory;
otherwise they will become member8 of the forces upon their
engagement only if they are nationals af any of the foregoing
countries. Residence is not a factor.
Dependents are not merely spouses and children of entitled
personnel (irrespective of whether they are depending upon the
sponsor for support as would be required under S A T 0 SOFA),
but also other close relatives who are supported by authorized
personnel and for whom such personnel are entitled to receive
material assistance (lagistic support) from the forces. The
latter phrase means that pertinent American laws and regulations authorize these relatives to receive military logistic support.

It is to be emphasized that the definition of civilian members
of the forces and dependents in the Farces Convention is much
broader than that in NATO SOFA, and accordingly, certain
civilians, and also, certain dependents, who are not authorized
logistic support in NATO SOFA and other overseas countries
may a t the present be entitled t o such support in the Federal
Republic of Germany.
The situation is somewhat different under the forthcoming
German Forces Arrangements. The definitions of "force," "civilian
component," and "dependent" of the NATO SOFA are less extensive and, it may be said, less generous or liberal than those of
Article 1 of the (Bonn) Forces Convention, The Supplementary
Agreement. in Article 2, and additional arrangements, do not
further expand the NATO SOFA definitions, except with respect
to close relatives, dependents left behind by the sponsor departing
from the Federal territory, and leave personnel, and, accordingly,
will significantly diminish the scope of personnel entitled to
privileged status.
6, These are the tic-eailed aending Slate8 under the (Bonn) Forces Canvention, as recognized in the German announcement of effectiveness in the
German Federal Gnzette, Pt. 11, a t p. 830 (1955).

*or)
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With respect to "farce," meaning uniformed military personnel,
the Federal German Government has recognized in paragraph 5
of the Agreed Minute to paragraph 1(a) of Article I of NATO
SOFA that military and civilian members of U.S. Forces stationed
in Berlin, while on leave in the Federal territory, will be considered as members of the forces. Xoreover, in the special agreement between the Federal Republic of Germany and the United
States on rhe status of personnel on leave. the Federal Republic
has further acceptea American military and civilian personnel
srationed in Europe or S o r t h Africa as members of the force
while on leave ili the Federal territory, subject to certain ionditions reapecting jurisdiction. The requirement of the S A T 0
SOFA rhat personnel, in order to belong to the force, must be in
a N w t h .4tlantic Treaty area in connection with official duties,
has, therefore, been eliminated.
Y i t h respect IO the civilian component, civilians must now
accompany the force and be in its employ; being "in the service
of" or "attached to" the force. as formerly provided in paragraph
l ( b ) of A r r i ~ l e 1 of the Forcea Convention, does not suffice.
Civilians, furthermore. must be nationals of a NATO country,
and must not be stateless, German nationals or ordinarily resident in the Federal territory. Pormerly, nationals of non-SAT0
and of the ather NATO countries could become members of the
forces. provided they were engaged for employment outside of
the Federal territory.
A close relative must now be a person who is financially, or
far health reasons, dependent on or supported by a member of
the farces, who shares the quarters af that member and is present
in the Federal territory with the consent af the forces. Additionally, dependents left behind by a sponsor who died or moved
on permanent change of station will be deemed to remain
privileged dependents for a period of 90 days." Any service
personnel enjoying diplomatic status, such as those serving with
military assistance groups, are now definitely excluded from the
scope of farce."'^
Of particular interest is the treatment of affiliated organizations and enterprises in the Supplementary Agreement in comparison with the treatment resulting from the provisions of
paragraph 7 ( b ) of Article 1, and Article 36 of the Forces Convention a8 implemented by the pertinent Ambassadorial notes.
*a Sea German Forcea Arrangements, arts. 1, Z ( b ) .
NATO Status of Forces Agreement, art. I, para. l ( a ) , Agreed
Minutes, para, 2.
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The Agreed Minutes to NATO SOFA'. specify 13 nonappropriated fund activities, e.g., EES, AFEX, Class VI, European and
USAFE Motion Picture Service, AFN, Dependent Schools, Stars
& Stripes, etc., and recognize them as integral parts of the
forces. Other nonappropriated fund organizations, including
authorized clubs and messes, enjoy the same status, subject, however, to the proviso that they must conduct tax and customs-free
procurement through officially designated procurement agencies
of the force, in accordance with agreed procedures. The American
Red Cross and the University of Maryland, to the extent necessary for the fulfillment of their specific purposes, are granted a
limited privileged status, exclusive of the powers enjoyed by the
farce and, therefore, must conduct tax and customs-free procurement through the official procurement agencies of the force."
The assimilation of other non-German, %on-eommereiol organizations can, under the German Forces Arrangements, be a ~ complished only by means of specific administratixw agreement,
provided that these organizations are necessary to meet the military requirements of the forces and operate under the general
direction and supervision of the forces. Under paragraph 1 of
Article 36 of the Farces Convention, the above organizations
could be assimilated by mere notification to the German authorities
stating that they are in the service of the forces.'O Of the nonGerman commercial organizations, the American Express Company and Chase Manhattan Bank are granted tax, customs, and
trade license exemptions, to the extent necess~ryfor the fulfiilment of their purposes; other benefits may be given to them by
administrative agreement. They must, however, exclusively serve
the force or its members and engage in activities which csnnat
be undertaken by German enterprises without prejudice to the
military requirements of the farce. If they perfarm mixed activities, they must make a clear legal or administrative separation
between those activities performed far the force and those performed far the general public. These banks must not conduct
activities which might influence the German market, and, in
particular, they are barred from the German stock market.3o
Other "on-German commercial enterprises may, by special agreement with the German autharitiea, and on the condition8 set forth
above, be given all or part of the exemptions and benefits granted
to the two aforementioned banks.
(7 NATO Status a i Farces Agreement. a r t I, para. l ( a ) , Agreed Pinuten,
para. I ( a ) .
48 See German Supplementary Agreement, art. 71. paran. 2 and 3. and
Agreed Iinvtea thereto.
L S S B German
~
Supplementary Agreement, art. 7 1 ( 4 ) .
fin See German Supplementary Agreement. art. 7 2 U ) .
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This is a distinct difference from the situation under paragraph
2 of Article 36 of the Forces Convention, where these organizations, if they provided needs which could not be satisfied by
German enterprises, could be assimilated to the force by mere
notification to the German authorities, if they performed technical
services under contract with the force, and after consultation
with the German authorities in all other cases. Similar restrictions
control the asaimilatian of employees of the above organizations.
These restrictions apply only to commercial enterprises, corpmations or companies operating, i.e., having corporate presence,
within the Federal Republic of Germany. Technical experts, however, are specifically recognized as members of the civilian component, if they serve the force exclusively in an advisory capacity
in technical matters or far the purpme of setting up, Operating
or maintaining equipment.'4. The Base Rights Agreement tcith the rxited Kingdom o f
Libgas'
a. Provisions Authorizing the Establishment and Operation
of Logistie Svppart Facilities
Article XVII of the Base Rights Agreement authorizes the
establishment by the U.S. Government, in agreed areas, of
agencies, including concessions such as sales commissaries, military service exchanges, messes and social clubs, for the exclusive
use of members of the U.S.Forces and nationals of the United
States having comparable privileges, free of all licenses, fees, excise, sales or other taxes or imposts. By means of a special
Jlemarandum of Understanding. concerning base privileges,:~ it
was further agreed that the phrase "nationals of the United
States having comparable privileges" in Article XVII of the Base
Rights Agreement means: Those persons who have international
diplomatic privileges and also other persons who are granted
diplomatic privileges under special agreements with the Government of the United Kingdom of Libya. This was understood to
include the Chief of the United States Diplomatic Mission in
Libya, the diplomatic officers of his staff, the United States Marine
security guards assigned ta the Embassy, and the American Military Assistance Advisory Group as defined in Article V of the
Military Assistance Agreement," all subject to conditions to be
E l See German Suodrmentari- Agreement. arts. W ( 4 1 and 73
I S see note 19 *
.i&
6 8 Memorandum of Understsnding Caneerning Articie XVII of the Agreement of September 9, 1954, Relating to Military Bases m Llbys, November 3,
1860, T.I.A.S. KO.4520.
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approved by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom of Libya. Under the 8ame conditions permission to use the
facilities mentioned in Article XVII was also granted American
personnel of the United States Operations Mission in Libya paid
directly from funds of the United States Government and, on
the basis of reciprocity, non-diplomatic American personnel assigned to the U S Embassy in Libya.
b. Pmviaiom
t o Categories of Civilurn Personnel Entitled
to Logistie SuppoTt
Whereas the term "nationals of the United States having
comparable privilepes" as used in Article XVII of the Base Rights
Agreement is defined in the Separate Memorandum of Understanding referred to above, the term "members of the United
States forces" used in that article, is defined in Article XXVIII
of the agreement as follows: " 'United States forces' includes
personnel belonging to the armed services of the United States
of America and accompanying civilian personnel who are employed by or serving with such services (including the dependents
of such military and civilian personnel) who are not nationals of,
nor ordinarily resident in Libya; and who are in the territory of
Libya in connection with operations under the present Agreement." The article also provides a definition of the term "military
purposes," which includes operations of contractors of the federal
government and of authorized services organized under the Base
Rights Agreement.
Thus, individuals, such as technical representatives and field
service representatives, appear to be entitled to logistic support in
Libya since they serve with the armed services and are stationed
in Libya in connection with operations under the Base Rights
Agreement. The scope of entitled civilian personnel is, therefore,
broader than under the NATO SOFA. The agreement includes
additional categories of entitled civilian personnel by use of the
term "nationals of the United States having comparable privileges,'' as subsequently interpreted in the separate U.S.-Libyan
Memorandum of Understanding. In this respect the Base Rights
Agreement with Libya offers a goad example of expansion of the
scope of civilian personnel entitled to logistic support by means
of provisions which were primarily intended to grant authority
to establish and operate logistic support facilities.m3
5. Military Assistance Agreement With Libya. June 30, 1967, 8 U.S.T. &
O.I.A. 857, T.I.A.S. No. 3867, 284 U.N.T.S. 177.
65 See the text beginning at Section I1 bupro.
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This study is intended to provide information and guidance of
a general nature. I t only deals, therefore, with such casea, or
sroups of cases, which experience has shown arise so frequently
in overseas countries that Some overall conclusions can be reached
and guidelines provided. There are other questions and situations
involving logistic support which, though they have arisen more
than once and in more than one country, either cannot be considered to be of sufficient general interest, or which are, because
of their peculiar character, not susceptible of a treatment de.
signed to point out general rules. This applies to such problems
a s entitlement to logistic support af dependents remaining in a
receiving state after the death, or departure to another wemeas
station or to the United States, of their sponsor, or a s arise in
connection with the privileged status occasionally granted to
specific groups of civilians in inter-governmental arrangements
covering limited special projects to which these civilians render
assistance. These questions must be left far resolution to the
responsible staff judge advocate on a case to case basis.
The furnishing of logistic support to civilian personnel in overseas area8 is, as the foregoing discussion demonstrates, subject

to many, frequently conflicting, factors which affect the scope
and number of logistic support items granted and of the personnel
entitled thereto. The principle, however, of furnishing such support to civilian personnel, particularly overseas, is a safely established institution and tradition of the United States military establishment and has been successfully carried over into, and defended,
in the negotiation af status of farces agreements.
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COMMENTS
TREASON BY DOMICILED ALIENS.* Treason is a crime
usually associated with offenses by a citizen against his awn
sovereign or government, and is accordingly most often associated with national or domestic law. There is, of course, no
question that a citizen of a country, who levies war, adheres to
enemies or gives them aid and comfort, commits the offense of
treason against his government and may be prosecuted and
punished for his acts.
There is, however, an aspect of treason which involves international law. Aliens who are domiciled within a nation may be
prosecuted for treason under the laws of the majority of the
countries of the world.' The doctrine of responsibility of an alien
for treasonable acts takes an new importance in a world where
modern inventions have enhanced the possibilities far aiding the
enemy, and the strategy af infiltration is urged as B means of
conquest.

I. DOMICILED NEUTRAL ALIENS
The responsibility of an alien to obey the laws of the country
in which he resides is well recognized, the theory being that he
receives ?he protection of the laws of the country of residence,
consequently he owes to that country allegiance as well as an
obligation to obey its laws, and he may be punished for treasonable acts. Protsctia trehit subjectionem et subjeetio proteetionem.
This principle is well established in United States and English
law. In England it was discussed in a n early case; it is set forth
in Blackstone's Commentaries,i and it is included in Sir Michael

Only a few states, amone which is the Soviet Union, fallow the IYIE thst
only B citizen o w e l allegisnee and so can commit treason. Foreigners who
commit acta similar LO treason are Dunishable under the ~roviiiions of the
criminal code. C i . Hazard and Stem,-Ertedar Treoaan, 6 L i Chi. L. Rev. 77.

".
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Calvin's Caae, 6 Jsc. 1, 7 Ca. Rep. 1A (1609)
1 Blackstone, Cornmentarlei *a70.
81878
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Foster's book an "Crown Law."' More recently it is stated to be
accepted law in the case'of R e x u . J o y ~ e . ~
In the United States, Chief Justice Marshall indicated t h a t shch
was the law in this country, saying, "Treason i s a breach of allegiance and can be committed by him only who owes allegiance,
permanent or temporary."'
The first case in the United States to deal extensively with this
matter resulted from the prosecution of Carlisle, a British subject,' Carlisle had settled in Alabama and was resident there a t
the outbreak of the Civil War. The Supreme Court held t h a t he
could have been prosecuted for treasonable acts against the
United States but for the amnesty proclamation.' In the opinion,
Chief Justice Field stated :
The alien, whilst domiciled in the country. O U ~ Pa local and temporary
allegiance, which continuer during the period of his reridenee
This obligation of temporary silegianee by an alien ramdent ~n B friendly
country is everywhere reeomized by publmsta and statesmen. i n the
eaae of Thrashr?. a citizen of the United Stater resident I" Cuba, who
complained of i n j u r m suffered f r o m the government of t h a t island, Mr.
Webster, then Secretary af State, made, in 1851, a repart to the President
in answer t o B resalvtian a i the House of Representatives, in which he
s a i d : ' ' E ~ r yforeigner barn reaiding in a country owes t o t h a t country
allegiance and obedience to its laws so long an he ~ e r n a i n im it, a i a duty
upion him by the mere fact of his reridenee, and t h a t temporary prateetion
uhich he enjoys, s n d 18 B P much bound to obey i t s l a w 8 s native subjects
01 c~tisens.Thin is the univer~s.1understanding in all civilized atatea, and
nowhere a more established doctrine than in this country." And again:
"independently of a residence with intention to continue such residenee;
independently of any domiciliation; independently of the taking af any
oath of allegiance. or of ~enouneing any former allegiance, i t i s well
known that, by the public law, m alien or B stranger born, far so long P
time as he continues uithin the dominions of a foreign government, owes
obedience to the laws of t h a t government, s n d may be punmhed for
treason or other mimes as a native born subject might be, unies8 his
case is varied by 8ome treaty stipulation."'

Through treason is a crime for which there have been few
prosecutions in the United States, and even fewer prosecutions
of aliens, there 8eem8 t a he no question that a domiciled alien may
he guilty of treason and t h a t United States courts have juria* F o s t e r , Crown Lev 185 ISrd ed. 1809). See also 1 Halea, Pleas of the
10 ( 1 7 3 6 ) . and 1 E s r t , Crown Law, ch. 2, 5 4 (1803).
5 6 2 T.L.R. 57 (Crim. App 19451, reported in 40 Am. J . Int'l L. 210 (1946).
'United States V. Wiltberger, 18 U.S. ( 5 Wheat.) 76, 97 l1820)
7 Carlisle Y. United States, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 147 (1873).
* Ibrd.
Q l d . a t 154-55.
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diction to try such persons far this offense.lY The same is true far
Great Britain and the Dominions.
11. DOMICILED ENEMY ALIENS

The C B B ~of the domiciled alien, whose native country becomes
engaged in war with the country of his residence, presents a
different problem, both for the individual and the nation involved. Here conflicting allegiances and loyalties are involved.
The alien may be confronted with threats to his family or property
remaining in his native land if he does not aid the government
of that land. Particularly in modern times it can be expected that
some pressure will be put upon him to upp ply information or
perhaps perfarm acts of sabotage, far subversion and infiltration
have become recognized weapons in modern war. The choice of
the enemy alien is not an easy one, far it has long been held that
he may be prosecuted as a traitor to the land of his residence if
he performs treasonable acts, and if he is ordered to do so by his
native country, and does not, then his friends and relatives may
suffer, or his property in his homeland may be confiscated. Aliens
who reside in and enjoy the protection of a country, who become
alien enemies as a result of war between the country of their
original allegiance and that of the country of their residence, and
temporary allegiance, owe allegiance to the sovereignty af their
residence before the war occurred, and if they remain in the
country, this allegiance continues throughout the time of their
residence and they may be prosecuted and punished therefor for
treasonable acts.”
Prosecutions of enemy aliens have been few, since a sovereign
has the right to deport alien enemies a t the outbreak of war, and
to take necessary security measures regarding those who are
allowed to remain.‘s
The problem of the domiciled enemy alien becomes acute when
the country of his origin conquers and occupies the area within
which he lives. His double allegiance then becomes more than a
theoretical problem. The conquerors are apt to seek him out to
‘OSee Young V. United Stater, 97 U.S.39 ( 1 8 7 8 ) ; Radieh V. Hutehinr, 95
V. United Stater. 32 Ct. C1. 407 (1897). holding that
an alien resident owes temporary allegmnee to the nation (in this ease an
Indian Tribe) af his residence; Hagen and McKinney, Spira and Traitora, 1 2
Iii. L. Rev. 591, 612-14 (1918).
l 1 1 Hales, OP. eit. 8%pm note 4, at 59-60. 92-96: Hagen and MeKmney,
supra note 10.
Rev. Stat. 5 4067 (1875). 8 s amended by the Act of April 16, 1918, eh.
55, 40 Stat. 531, 50 U.S.C. 5 21 (1958).

U.S. 211 (1877): Jania

*oo
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aid them in furnishing information and to help them in governing
the occupied territory. He then has the unenviable choice of
deciding which master he ~ 1 1 1serve. If he fails to render the
requested aid to the conquerors, his lot will undoubtedly be a
hard one. If he renders aid to them against the government of
his residence, he run8 the risk of being considered a traitor. and
prosecution therefor, if the territory is reconquered.
Considered solely from the standpoint of the individual, the
foregoing doctrine seem8 strange and unjust, far he is placed in
a position where he mu31 be unfaithful to one of the two dover.
eigns to whom he owes allegiance. True, he can aroid criminal
responsibility by rendering only obedience t o the occupying power,
and this is all he is required to do. In spite of some rather loose
use of the word "allegiance" in two early United States cases,"
it is universally recognized that occupation of territory does not
constitute a change of either sovereignty or allegiance. The inhabitants are bound to give obedience t o the occupying power but
owe it no allegiance. Their duty of allegiance to the de lure %overeign continues and the protection of a state does not cease because
its iorcea are withdrawn for strategic or other reasons
The principle of the continued duty of allegiance by B domiciled
enemy alien during a period of occupation by the forces of the
nation of his original allegiance appears to hare been first clearly
announced in the case of De Jager T. Attorneu General of Satal."
De Jager was a national of the South African Republic who for
ten years had resided in the British Colony of Natal and wa8
peaceably residing there Bt the time af the outbreak of war. He
continued to lire in that portion of Xatal which was occupied by
the Boer forces and during the period of occupation served with
the Boer forces and aided and assisted them in their operations
against the British. After recapture of this portion of Satal by
18

In the

case of United States

b

Hayward, 26 Fed. Car. 240 (Xa. 16,336)
was B foreign

(C.C.D.
l a r r . 181E1, Justice Story, in holdine that Caitine
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the British, De Jager was brought to trial for treason. It was
held that, as an alien resident, De Jager owed allegiance to the
crown, that the protection of the crown did not cease during the
temporary withdrawal of the British forces, that he was under a
duty to so act that the crown would not be harmed by having
admitted him as a resident, and that he was guilty of treason.
In the opinion in this case the Judge, Lord Lareburn, said:
I t would be Intolerable, and must Inevitably end ID B restriction of the
l n t e r n a t m a l fachtlen "OK univerislly granted. if, as soon as an enemy
made good hin military occupation of B particular district, those who had
till then lived there peaceably as aliens could with impunity take YP arms
for the invaders

A note concerning the above case states:
The rule laid dawn in the reported case t h a t an alien who resides within
British territory awes allegiance to the crown, and t h a t if he lends
assistance to invsders. during the absence af the ntale forces far
rtrategieal or other ressms, he is rightfully convicted of high treason,
seems to have been generally follaaed in sll eases which have arisen,
involving a determination of the question, bath in England and United
States."

No published cases in the United States have been found
dealing directly with the duty of allegiance of an enemy alien to
the nation of his residence when the place of his residence is
occupied by the armed forces of the nation of his origin and
permanent allegiance. However, there is a case which was tried
by B Military Commission and was convened by order of the
Island Commander, a marine general, on Guam after its reconguest by the United States forces in World War K2In this case, a native and national of Japan named Shinohara
came to Guam in 1906 as a young man and settled there. He
married a Chamorro woman on the island and had children. He
and his family were in established residence there, and he was
engaged 8 s a Salesman and a merchant. Shortly after December I, 1941, when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, he was
arrested and placed in detention, where he remained until the
Japanese landed and occupied Guam on December 10, 1941. He
was released by the Japanese. During the period of occupation he
was alleged to have aided the Japanese farces in securing certain
machinery, in conducting an official club far Japanese officers, and
in aiding in the military training af local youths for the Japanese.
Upon the reoccupation of Guam he was arrested by the United
1s

Id. .
a.
i 924
.
.
.
.

' s A ~ n o t ,8 Am.
Intematlanal Law
1 7 United States
file in the Office of

& Eng. Ann. Cas. 77 (19081. See also Hudson, Canes on
1061 (3d ed. 18511.
Shinohara, Jlilltary Commission Casea No. 134819, on
the Judge Advocate General of the Navy.
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States farces, imprisoned. and on July 28, 1945, brought to trial
before a Xilitary Commission. He was charged with treason, the
specifications alleging, "that Samuel T. Shinohara, an inhabitant
and resident of Guam and subject to the Ifilitary Government
thereof, having been, prior, during and subsequent t o the Japanese invasion and occupation of Guam, an inhabitant and resident
of Guam awing allegiance ta the Naval Gwernment of Guam and
the United States of America, did , . . knowingly and treasonably
adhere to Japan, an enemy of the United States, and give aid and
comfort to J ~ p a n . " 'Each
~
specification added the times and acts
separately alleged.
The question of whether Shinohara could be tried far treason
and whether his acts were treasonable was forcefully urged a t
the trial. Strong argument was made that any allegiance he might
o w e to the sovereign of the land of his residence was terminated
or overridden when Guam was occupied by the Japanese. t o whom
he owed permanent allegiance 8 8 a citizen of Japan. The Commission found Shinohara guilty of treason, and some other less
serious offenses, and sentenced him to be h a w e d .
The case was reviewed by the Judge Advocate General of the
Navy" who, in his opinion, said:
There 1s no question t h a t an alien owes a local allegiance to the country
of hir temporary ~ o j o u m so
, t h a t he may he indicted f a r trea?an mther I"
levying n a p sgamrr the local sovereign, or in aiding such sovereign's
enemies. 3 Wharlon, Cnminal Lsa (12th ed. 19321 6ec. 2169 Such
alleemnce 13 the fidellty and obedience which the individual owe% ta the
government vnder uhich he lives I" return f o r the pmtectron he receives.
Authonty f o r the pmbecunon f a r treason of an alien enemy under the
elreurnstances mvolved m the present case IS found in the widely cited
ease of De Sager Y. Attorney General af S a t a l , A.C. ( E n g ) 326, Hudson
Cases Int. Law, p 1061. Cpon the authority of t h a t ease, Hallrbury's
Laas of England (2nd ed.) Val. 9, p. 291 slates that"The eaeenee of the offense of treason lies in the vialation of the
~ l l e g i a n e ewhich IP owed the King and which ia due from d l British
subjects wherever they may be. This alieglsnce is owed not Oniy by
subjects of the Xing, hut sisa by an alien living in this country and
m e i r i n g the protection of its laws. so ion. as he IS resident here, even
if the State to which he helongs IS at war with the Kmg. If an alien haa
hved in thm country under the protection a i the law, and t h e State of
which he is B subject invades the King's t e r n t a r y and the alien assists
the invader, the alien IS guilty of treason."
la I h d

He was also charged with other offensen nor pertinent to this dis-

eYSPion.
1s I h d
Two specifications of treason were ret aside f a r lack a t sufieient
proof and two specifications were affirmed. Conviction of m e ather loss
B ~ ~ ~ Ooffense
Y Q
W B B slro affirmed.
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I n view of the foregoing the military commsrion in this ease had
j v r i s d i e t m over the offenses af treason charged against Shmohara.go

The opinion of the Judge Advocate General was approved by
the Secretary of the Navy, but the latter official commuted the
death sentence to a sentence of fifteen year8 imprisonment, which
was later further reduced.

It should be noted that the basis of the c a m holdinn that a
domiciled alien may be prosecuted for treasonable acts is long
established residence. Members af the armed farces of an enemy
are of course not subject to such a rule, nor are spies, enemy
agents or others who are invalved in hostility against a nation.
The doctrine should not be extended to temporary tourists,
although they are under the protection of the state visited while
they are there. Nor does it appear that the doctrine should be
applied to enemy spies or agents who come into a country immediately prior to an attempted invasion. These individuals may be
punished under the laws of war, and under the provisions of
municipal statutes, but should not be considered capable of treason
against the visited state.
As stated above, the rule laid down in the De Jager and
Shinoham cases seems harsh for the individual, but necessary for
the protection of the many individuals who compose a nation, to
the end that those who are received into its protection may not,
with impunity, plan and encompass its destruction by aiding its
enemies. The alien enemy has, in such a situation, only one safe
choice. If he only renders obedience to the occupying power, as
he is required by international law to do, he commits no offense
against either his original or adopted country
111. TREASONABLE ACTS OUTSIDE T H E JURISDICTION
O F STATE OF DOMICILE

In the case of Rez s. Jovce" the responsibility of the domiciled
alien was extended to acts committed outside the realm. The
question presented in this case was whether an alien who had
lived for many years in England and who had secured a passport
upon representation that he was an English subject, could be
committed in Germany during
prosecuted for treasonable
the war, under the English Treason Statute of 1351.21
20 Ibrd.
1 x 6 2 T.L.R.57 (Crim. App. 1945). reported in 40 Am. S. Int'l L. 210
(1946).
9 3 The acts alleged were siding and ssbmtlng Germany by broadcasting
anti.British and pro-German pmpoganda by radio.
2 1 36 Hen. 8. C. 2.
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Joyce was born in the United States but had moved to Ireland
and later to England a t an early age. The decision was not based
upon any theory of acsuired citizenship, but upon the basis t h a t
he had acquired and held a British passport which had protective
possibilities. The court deemed it unimportant that the passport
afforded Joyce no actual protection during his Stay in Germany
after the beginning of hostilities. In considering whether treason
committed outside the realm could be prosecuted in England, the
case of R e s v . Casement'' was cited for the proposition that the
treason statute was passed for the trial a i treasons committed
out af the King's Ddrninion.

In the conzideratian of the Jorjce case before the House of
Lards. the proposition that the local allegiance of an alien i s canterminous with his residence within the realm'j was rejected.
The Lord Chancellor stated:
It xould. I think, be strangely mconriitent u i t h the rabvit s n d vigoraur
carnmonrense of the common la* t o suppaae that an a l m g u ~ l t m ghm
reridenee ~n this country and temporarily on the high leas bayand
terrrtorial a a l e r g o r at some even dirtant spot now brought within
speedy react. and r t m e a d h e r m e and giring aid to the King's enemies
eavld do so u i t h mipunits 2 ,

The doctrine of an enemy alien's allegiance was carried further
in the ease of Rer C . Sruniann: In that case the defendant, a
German national, n h o had resided in South Africa for some years
p n o r to the outbreak of war in 1939, had married a South African
national and had taken steps towards naturalization, enlisted in
the South African Army and W R S captured by the Germans.
Thereafter, he n o r e a German uniform and interrogated allied
prisoners of war for the German Army. His pleas t h a t the acts
were committed abroad and that as an enemy alien he could not
be tried for treason were rejected and he w"a3 convicted. Thus in
this case, an enemy alien. who served the nation of hjs primary
allegiance outside the realm of the nation of his temporary allegiance, was convicted of treason. This seems to be the furthest
extension of the allegiance owed by a resident alien to the country
of his residence.
* I [1911] 1 K 9. 83.
l ' J o y e e v Director of Public Prosecutions, [1846] 1 All E R. 186 (HL 1
William Joyce *as commanly referred t o during World War I1 a i Lord Haw.
Haw. Under thri d e w , allegranee is eonridered to be correlative with protectmn and ends when the ahen leaves the state S e e 1 Blackstone, Commentarier ,370: 1 Blackstone. Commentsries 281 n. 5 (Chitty ed 1 8 4 7 ) ; Csrllnie
V. United Stater, b u p m note 7 : 59 H a w L Rev 612 119461
2" [I8461 1 All E.R. at 190-91
2. [I8481 3 So. A i r L . R . 1238, reporfed ~n 44 Am J int'l L 423 , 1 9 5 0 ) .
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In the United States there is no question that, under the treason
statute,li those owing allegiance t o the United States may be
prosecuted for extraterritorial treasonable acts. The statute itself
makes treason an offense whether committed "in the United
States, or elsewhere." In the ease of L'nited States v . Chandler"
the defendant's contention that the constitutional definition of
treason did not cover adherence to the enemy by one residing in
enemy territory was rejected. The court said:

...

[ A l n alien domiciled in B foreign country as the defendant Chandler
admittedly was during the periods alleged I" the indictment W B Q havnd
to obey all the law8 of the German Reieh 81 long 8 s he remained I" it,
not mmediately relating t o atizenrhip, dvring hin sojourn in it. All
strangers are under the pmtection a i B sovereign state while they are
w n h m its Lerrltory, and oue a loeal temporary allegisnee in return far
That protection.
A t the same time a. citizen of the United States owes
to his government full, complete, and true allegiance. He may renounce
and abandon i t s t any time. This is a natural and an inhepent right.
When he goes shroad an a wait o r for travel, he must, while abroad,
obey the laws of the foreign country, where he is temporarily. In this
sense and to this extent only he owes B sori of allegiance to avch govern.
m m t , but to no extent and in no sense does this impair or quslify his
dieglance or obligations to his OB," country OF t o his own government.80

.

There appear to have been no United States decisions holding
that the temporary allegiance owed by an alien resident continues
after he departs from the country. The general tenor of the decisions in the United States indicates that an alien resident'e
allegiance is Coterminous with residence.31 In the case of United
States v. Villato,n*B Spanish subject came to Philadelphia, took an
oath under the Pennsylvania law, but was held not to have acquired United States citizenship. Afterwards, he went ta the
West Indies and entered upon a French vessel, which during the
undeclared war with France, captured an American brig. Villato
was made prize master and subsequently was captured by the
United States. The Supreme Court did not discuss his duty of
allegiance as a resident alien, but dismissed his commitment on
the basis that he was not a citizen and so could not be held for
high
I t seems likely that in the United States i t would be held
that an alien, and particularly an alien enemy who had returned
*I18 U.S.C 8 2381 11968).
1 8 I2 F S u p p . 230 ( D Maaa. 18411, also reported tn 42 Am. J. Int'i L. 223
(1948): o f d , 171 F.2d 821 ( 1 s t Cir. 1848), O W / . denied. 336 U S . 918 119491,
vshennnp dsnird, 336 U S 947 (1949).
8 0 72 F S u p p . a t 234-35.
S I Carliale V. United States, 8upm note 7 ; 69 Harv. L. Rev. 612 11946);
Charge to Grand Jury, 30 Fed. Car. 997 (No.18,256) 1C.C.D. Mars. 1861).
8 ' 2 U.S. 12 Dall.) 370 (1797).
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to the country of his origin, ceases to have the protection of the
country of his temporary residence, and, by leaving the country, terminates any temporary allegiance he owed. This view
seema more consistent with justice because the individual might
otherwise, as an enemy alien in his own country, be placed in an
absolutely untenable position. I t is true that he may take advantage of his stay in the host country by illegally using inform-ation obtained there, but the prime practical reason for holding
that an alien resident may commit treason is that he may have
a great opportunity to spy, commit sabotage, or otherwise subvert
a nation's laws while under its protection and hospitality. Once
he has departed the country, and no longer enjays its protection,
and also no longer has the preferred opportunity to contra\,ene
its laws and attack its institutions while masking as a peaceable
resident, it would appear that he should no longer be held to owe
allegiance.
The decision in the case of Rex 8 . Joyes?' has been characterized
as an indication of a modern tendency to view treason as a universal crime. The theory of universality of jurisdiction, which
assumes that each nation has jurisdiction over ail crimes against
either itself or other states committed by all persons no matter
where they are committed, has little acceptance in either the
United States or Great Britain.:$ The tendency of some states to
extend their jurisdiction over aliens far crimes committed abroad
has been noted.aa
IV. CONCLUSION

Jurisdiction of a nation to try a domiciled alien for treasonable
acts done in the host country ia established in international law."
This jurisdiction continues during a period of occupation by
enemy forces, and residents, even alien enemy residents, are not
relieved of their obligation of allegiance during such an oceupa8 d See note 21 x u p m and accampanvng text.
? 1 See. however, the remarks of Chief Justice Taneg in Holmen V. Jenmaon,
39 U S . (14 P e r ) 640, 568-69 (1840).
8 8 1 Hyde, International Law. Chiefly BP Interpreted and Applied by the
United States 6 241 !2d ed 19461
8 , The i m d e i t a t Christopher Stephano indiesres the United Stater attitude when o n e of its own natianair 1% detained by a foreign atate. Chrmtoi h e r Sreuhano, a natrva Amencan citizen, v a s held by Greek authorities

L
B

citizen. 2 Hackworth, Digeat at Internstlonal Law 84 (1841)
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tion. In such a case, coercion by the enemy forces, certainly if
it extends to a personal fear of death, should be a defense." In
the case of an alien enemy, the conflict of loyalties between the
country of origin and the country of residence, should, even in
the absence of actual coercion, be considered in mitigation, a8 it
was by the Secretary of the Navy in the Shinohara case.

In spite of the decisions in the Jogce and Nelrmann cases, it is
doubtful that it is a principle of international law that the aileginnce of an alien, or alien enemy, continues after he has departed
the country and no longer seeks or has its protection. The extension of allegiance on the basis of protection of a passport,
when it was not shown that the passport afforded any protection,
seems to be a tenuous basis and prejudicial to the right of individuals. The protection of individual rights in such a case would
appear to outweigh any possible danger to a state. Changing
conditions and the importance of infiltration and psychological
strategy in modern world conflicts may, however, produce a
different result.

ROBERTD. POWERS, JR.*

A FURTHER HISTORY O F SHORT DESERTIOS.* A
learned authority on American military law, in discussing the
history of "short" desertion, has advanced the thesis that it is a
modern common law gloss on the law of desertion.' Short desertion consists of quitting a unit or organization or place of duty
with intent to avoid hazardous duty or to shirk important service.
If B short time scale 1s used, the thesis has some substance; if a
wider time scale is used, it is more open to doubt. The following
questions may be posed. Is the intention to remain away permanently the true criterion of desertion or is it merely a yardstick
developed to distinguish desertion from absence without leave?
Which offense was the first to dwelop, desertion 01 absence witho u t leave? Did the original test of desertion incorporate any element of intention! Is short desertion consistent with the original
test? Are common law glosses to be frowned upon as abuses of
Parliamentary or Congressional authority? The pregent knowledge of the historical development of military law does not permit categorical answer to these questions, but some light can be
thrown on them.

I. EMERGENCE OF DESERTION AS AN OFFENSE
The offenses of desertion and absence without leave were not
native to British military law." The early Articles of War do
not refer to these offenses and their place was taken by a series
af offenses whose central theme was that the absence af a soldier
from the place a t which he was required was punishable.
The Articles of 1385,' for example, prescribe the fallowing
offenses:
V. T h a t n o one take quarters, other wise than by the assignment of
the canatable and marenchall and herbergerr; and t h a t a f t e r the
quartern are assigned and delivered, let no m e be so hardy a i to
remove himself, or quit hi8 quarters, on m y account whatsoever,
* T h e opinions and eonclnnians prenented herein are t h a w of the author and
do not neceasaiiiy represent the view8 of The Judge Advocate General's
School or any other governmental agency or of the Australian Department of
Air.
Avina, A Hwtory of Short Dcsrrtion, Mil. L. Rev.. July 1961, p 143. This
article IS intended to he P reply to the aforementioned article.
ZAvins refers to the trial of deaerteis by the English civil courts early in
the 17th century under an ancient statute (see Avinr, w p i a note 1, a t 1441,
but the legality of this approach was apparently open to doubt. See 3 Macsulay. History of England 3 W 6 (7th ed. 1830).
a 2 Graae, Military Antiqvitien 60 (1788). A liat of the known English
Articles a i War and their location is cantsmed in 4 J. Army Historical
Reaesreh Soc'y 166 (1925).
,400 W l i B
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under pain af forfeiture of harre and armour, a n d his body t o be
I" a r r a i t . and a t the Kinp's w111
VI. T h a t eveis m e be obedient ta his captain, and perfarm watch and
a s r d , f a r a r e and all ather thinga belonging to his duty, under
penalty of losing his horse and a r m ~ u r ,and hm body being I"
a i r e i t t o the marerehall. till he shall have made hm peace with h v
lord OT master, according to the award of the court.
XVII. T h a t no o m bo 30 hardy B Q co raise a banner OT penon of St.
George or m y other, t o draw together the people aut of the a r m y ,
t o go t o Bns Place whatwxrer, under pain. t h a t thore who thus
make thernrelves captains shall be d r a m and hanged and those
u h o follow them beheaded. and all their goads and heritages
forfeited t o the king

The Articles of 1621j contain an embryonic farm of absence
without leave but it is merels one of several associated offenses:
14 Khasoever shall go aut of his quarter f r o m his Colaurs, or Garrison,
further than B cannon shot. withour his Caotsin's leave. shall be
punished with death.
15 Whosoever thall forsake his Calours shall without mercy be punished
wlth d e a i r
16. Whosoeier ihall neglect his watch 01 a n y ather service commanded

placed by hir officer. unless he be called thence OT relieved by his
officer, shall receive pvnlshment of death without mercy.
20. Whosoever shall absent himself out af tho Corps de Garde without
his officer's l e s w shall be punished with death
26. Na captain. Iieuterant. or e n n g n , shall depart f r o m his G a r n r o n
or quarter %ifhow sufficient leave on pain of deatha

In the Articles of War of 1642; the approach was similar:
VI

...

h'a Captain shall presume a t his o l n hand without u a r r a n t of
the Lard General, t o cashier 01 give a pass ta any anrailed Soldier
o r Officer a h a harh appeared a t the place af the general
rendezovr
VII.
b o S a l d m shall leave h x Capfam nor ~ e r v a n tforsake his
master, r h e t h e r he abide in the Army or n o t , but upon licenie
granted and ~n an orderly way
X
In marching no man ahall stay behind* without leave No m a n
shall straggle from hi3 troop OT Campans.
X I I I . N o man enrolled professing himself or pretending to be B soldier
%hallabide ~n the Aimy, unless he enter ~n some Company, OT shall
he t h a t hath entered depart without license upan l a i n of death
and If any man shall stay ODL of his qvartsr or go without shot af
cannon being entrenched. but one night, without i e w e of his
sugenor officer he shall be punished.

...

..

...

..

..

...

1

lbid.

1

J Arms H i s t o r ~ a lResearch Soe'i. 3 119261.
lbid
9 J. A r m y Historical Research Soc'y 117 11930)
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XIV. Every man when the Alarum

i s given, shall repair speedily to his
Coiaurr; no man shali forsake or Aee from his Colours.
.s

..

In the Articles issued between 1660 and 1700,8 desertion
emerges for the first time as an offense, The following articles
may be noted:
22. When any march i s t o be made, every man who is sworn shall foilow
hia colours, and w h o i o w e i shall without leave stay behind, OT d e p s r t
above a mils from the camp or o u t of the A r m s without license shall
die for it.
23. All Offieerr and Soldiers t h a t ahaii desert either in the field, upon the
March, in quartem, or in Gsrriaon, shall die for i t ; and ail aaldiera
ahall be reputed and suffer 8 s deserters who shall be found a miie
from their garriaon or camp without leave from the Officer eammanding in chief.
24. No Officer or soldier shall leave his Coioura and 11et himself into any
other regiment, troop, or company, without a d m h a r p e from the
Commander-in.Chief of the regiment, troop or company in which he
laat served, upon pain of being reputed a deserter, and suffering
death f o r It, and in c a w any officer ahail receive. or entertam any
No" C a m m w i a n Officeror soldier who ahail have BO d e a d e d or left
his Caiours without a drrehsrge, such Officer ahail be immediately
cashiered.
81. No Officer ahsii lie a u t ail night from the Camp, Quarters OP Garriaon
without his ~ u p e m Officer's
r
iesve, upon pain of being pmiahed for
it as a COurt-maFtiai shall think fit.
.?

..

The emergence of desertion in these articles was consolidated
by the first Mutiny Act of 1689." Mutiny, sedition and desertion
became the gravest military offenses. Absence without leave in
its modern form as a lemer and alternative offense to desertion
emerged between 1700 and 1765. In Section VI of the Articles
for 1165, the offenses of desertion and absence without leave are
framed in a recognizable form.'l
The Oxford Dictionary'' provides an jnteresting commentary on
the development of desertion. I t defines the verb "desert" a s
having three meanings: (11 to abandon, forsake, relinquish or
to depart from; (21 to forsake (a person, cause, etc., having
moral or legal claims upon one) especially of a soldier or sailor,
to run away from (the service, his colours, etc.) ; (3) to forsake
one's duty, one's post, or one's party, especially of a soldier, etc.,
to run away from the service without permission. The dictionary
Ibid.
Waiton, The Hiatory af the British Standing Army (1660-1700).at 808
(1884).
1 0 Ibtd.
11 Winthrap, Military Law and Precedent8 928 (2d ed. 'eprint 1820).
' g l d . a t 934.
Shorter Oxford Dictionaiy 488 ( r e p n n t 1860).
AGO 17818
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gives the date of ongin of the second meaning as 1647 and the
date of the third meaning as 1689, ,the year of the first Mutiny
Act.
11. DESERTIOK AND IKTENTION

I t is difficult t a appreciate the part played by Intention in the
offense of desertion without mme knowledge of the influences
which operated on British military law during the formative
years of this offense. Simmons" and Winthrop," during the last
~
the present century,
century, and Glenn and S ~ h i l l e r , ' during
drew attention to the continental influences on British military
l a ~ vduring the 17th century.
The two main streams of influence were Swedish and Dutch.
Winthrop remarks on the influence of the .4rticles of War of
Gustav'us Adolphus of Sweden issued in 1621. But the greater
influence on the derelopment of desertion was Dutch. The best
known Dutch exponent of militaw law was Ayala, who held a
position equivalent to that of Judge Advocate General with the
Imperial Forces in the Low Countries a t the close of the 16th
century. Ayala published B scholarly book an the laws of war
based principally on Roman military law in 1682,'.
The major influence on the development of desertion was,
therefore. Roman l a w The word "desertion" is of Latin origin.
According t a Ayda, "A deserter, in legal intendment, i s one who
is recaptured after a long period of unautharised absence.""
There can be no doubt of the influence of this statement to this
day. In the British court-martial appeal of R. z . Mc.honey,'D the
Lord Chief Justice, Lard Goddard, in delivering the judgment
of the court, stated:
If a man

18 abrml from October 0 to October 31, I should 'ay that there
a m d e t m e far B e o u r f - m m ~ dto hold thsf he did not intend t o return.
W h y he did not intend to m ~ i nhas t o be exdained by him. N o
explanation hems given. there * a s ample eiwdenee here on which the
c o u r t - m m ~ dcould hold that the appellant was absent from his unit
from October 9 till his arrent on Apnl 13, and therefore there * a s ample
evidence that he has been absent far such B long time that. In the absence
of any explanation by him. be intended t o desert Her llajesty'r ForeeslQ

IS

mons, Courts.Xartla1 2 (7th ed. 1875).
nrhrop. o p c i t . supra note 11, at 19.
nn & Schiller, The Army and the L a a 41 (1043).
Ayela, The Laws of T a r lCarnegie Institure trans1 19121.
20

13s

40 Crim. App. R. 172, 3 All E. R. 700 11066).
I d . at llE, 3 AI1 E R. a t EO1
A00 4,878
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Roman law recognized absence without leave as a lesser offense.
The broad difference between the two offenses was that the
absentee was a truant or a wanderer, and the deserter was a
fugitive." One significant point is made by Ayala in outlining the
attitude of Roman law to truants. "And inquiry is made into the
circumstances of his truancy-why
the man went away and
whither and what he did there, and pardon may be given where
the r e a m was his health or his affection for his relatives by
blood or marriage or where he was in pursuit of a fugitive slave
or there was some other such explanation."'? There i s no evidence
to suggest that the Roman courts ever similarly considered the
motives or intentions of a deserter.
This discrimination explains one odd feature of the 17th century Articles. Some of the embryonic articles on absence without
leave incorporate an element of intention. The Swedish Articles
of 1621?' include the following article:
48. He that, when warnmg 15 given f a r the settling of the watch by mvnd
of drumme, flfe, or trumpet, ahail wilfully absent himndf without
same l a u f v l LXCYII: shall be punisht with the wooden horse, and be
put to bread and wafer, or other pennanee, aa the matter IS of
impOitanCe.~'

Similarly, Article 1 of the English Articles, issued between
1660 and 1700,**provided:
All offieera and soldiers (not having inst impediment) shsll diligently
frequent Divine sernee and sermon in such piaeer as shall be appointed
f a r thE Regiment, troop or company to which they belong. and nueh a i
either wilfully OT negligently sbsent themselves from divine s e n l e e or
sermon, or else being preicnt da behave themselves indecently or
irreventiy during the same, lf they be officers they shall be severely
reprimanded at B court martlal; but If private soldiers they shall f o r
every w e h Rriit offence forfeit each man twelve pence to be deducted out
of their next n a y : and f o r the second offence shall forfeit twelve pence
and be laid in irons f o r twelve hours: and f a r every like offence afterwards shall suffer and pay I" like mannerJa

I t cannot be said that English military law did not recognize
intention as a legal concept, and its omision from the statement
of the offense of desertion must be regarded as deliberate. Indeed, the Articles of 1660-1700 Specifically excluded intention
and anyone found more than a mile from his quarters was automatically treated as a deserter.
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The probable explanation for this w m that, with the divided
loyalties of the 17th century, the Roman approach to desertion
was too lenient. When a whole regiment deserted, a s occurred
immediately before the first Mutiny Act, there was no place for
absence without leave.

If this was the original approach to desertion, it waa not long
before courts-martial commenced to look at intention and ameliorate the rigorous approach of the Mutiny Act and Articles of
War. An account of a court-martial held in 1708 to try eleven
cases of desertion and two cases of murder indicates that while
intention was relevant. the present criterion of an intention to
remain away permanently had not then emerged.*' The three
most significant eases dealt with by the court were:
Wdiiarn Cole. John Brown, Christopher Proctor, and James Mills af
Major ....Company in Major-General H o w d Regt, aeevaed of deserting
from the ahip the Company waj/ on Board at Shields in March laat; they
say for themselves they went ashore only to get iiome refreshment without any design to desert, and the sergeant saying he took them a t a
viiiage B i m d l distance from Shields in an Aiehouae, where there were
a t the time several other aoldmrs, and t h a t they d>d not offer to make
m y reaiatanee or to go .way, the court is vnanimoualy of Opinion t h a t
the arid p m m m are not guulity of desertion. and t h a t they be acquitted
accordingly.
John Muddey of Captain R u t h v d a Company in the Royal Regt of
Foot, amused of deserting from the camp a t Terbmck, the 3rd inatant.
The P I I L I B ~ C Iowns he went from his poit without i e w e , with intent only
to Yimt an aequsintmee of Major-General Murray's Regt., but wall
stopped in the way, and hill ofieer sfirming t h a t he i s P weak and d l y

mnn, and t h a t this i i his firit fault, the Eowt recommend him as
object of Hia Grace's mercy.

B

fit

Thomna Edwards of Captain Heaketh'a Company in Coionei Godfrcy'a
Regt secured of desefiing from Shields in March i b t ; he o m s he went to
Newesatie to see some of his eountvmen, and the sergeant who was sent
b f e k h him, awing. the magilitmte who secured the prisoner told him
he o w e d he was B soldier, with the Rent and company to which he
beiongad, and t h a t t h i i is his first fault. The court is unanimously of
opinion t h a t the priaoner Thamqi Edwards i s guilty of the breach af the
2ard Article of War. but do humbly reeommend him
a fit object of Hie
G r a d 8 morey.*a

.I

I t is clear that absence without leave had developed as a lesser
offense by 1765 and may have developed earlier. A passage quoted
in Clode may be a clue to this development." It was the practice
late in the 17th century to submit the sentences of courts-martial
4 J , A m y Hiatorieal Renenrch Soe'y 161-165 11925).
Ibid.
" 2 Ciode. M i l i t r n Forcer of the Crown 4 1 (1869).
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to the King for his
During the absence of King William
111 (William of Orange) in Holland, sentences were referred to
Queen Mary whose womanly instincts must have led her t o query
whether so many death sentences were necessary. Col. Gibson in
reply stated:
My opinion is t h a t the last example ought to have been auffieient for the
deterring and keeping others in their d u t y ; but God knows it h a s taken
but little effect. for we have last several men nnee; however, a t the last
c o u r t m a r t i a l I did recommend i t to the members t h a t they would consider
the late example, and not run to the extremity of the law. I strove to
persuade them t h a t t h e running out of an open quarter was not 90 111 as
out of a garrison, and t h a t not so ill as running a w r y before the enemy,
and t h a t the Act of Parliament (which is our rule) says "Death or such
other punishment as the court martial shall think fit." and seeing t h e
prisoner had not been above three months a aaldier (and deserted befom
the Regt came hither) B corporal punishment, severely inflicted, might
take place. All this would not help; all of them were for death. This was
and is my 0pinion.8'

111. SHORT DESERTION

It may be argued that if the early approach to desertion was
based on Roman law, the test was a long period of absence and
this necessarily excluded short desertion. However, Roman law
recognized more than one form of desertion. In cases of desertion
to the enemy, it is doubtful whether it was necessary to prove a
long period of absence;"* similarly, in cases of desertion from the
watch.'B
The point was made earlier that desertion absorbed a number
of articles requiring a mldier to be a t the right place a t the right
time. I t is probable that desertion was used as a broad offense.
There is clear evidence of its use to cover desertion to the forces
of another country, again from the court martial held in 1108:"
Samuel Cluae, of Captain Usher's Company in Major General Webb's R e d
nsevred of deserting from the e m p a t Meldert l i a t year. Captain Usher,
above said, swear8 the prisoner was miaaing from the eompany a t Meldert
C m p last y e a r ; t h a t 8 s the R a t on i t s return from England marched
through Brugea, he WBB in the Danish Guards: t h a t the Danish Officer
told him t h a t when he listed the prisoner laat wmter m Germany, he
diaowned hia ever having been in m y other s e n m , t h a t he deserted
fonneriy and was forgiven. Sergeant William Arakew of Captain Usher's
Company sweam the p ~ i s o n e rwent from t h e e o m p ~ n yl a s t year without
leave, t h a t he heard no more of him till the Regt came back from

"1

8-

W.Itm, ap. ctt. aupra note 9, a t 549.
2 Clode. op. cit. mpra note 29, st 41-42.
Aysla. op. dt. mwa note 11, a t 218.

m Id. a t 231.
8.4

J. Army HistOiicd Research Soe'y 161-166 (1925)
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Endand. that he deserted f r o m the Camp s t St. Tran in 1703 and W B P
forgiven Corporal John Mountain of the same company s w a n the same
thing. The prisoner &aye far himaelf he a e n t f o r a atraw, and was taken
p m o n e r , that when the Regt came back through Brugea, he told the
Danish Officer r h o had listed h:m that ha formerly served in It. and
denirad t o return t o it. The ealrt is unanimoudy of opinion that the
pnioner Samuel Clvie is guilty a i the breach af the 24th Article of War
and sentenced him t o suffer death f o r the ~ame.3:

A 17th century contemporary soldier who had quitted his unit
with intent ta shirk important service would have been most surprised if it had been put forward in his defense a t his trial t h a t
he had not really deserted. Certainly the members of the Scottish
Regiment whose mutiny led to the first Mutiny Act would have
been most surprised. The Scottish Regiment was under orders
to march to Harwich so t h a t they would be ready to cross to the
Continent.sd Although the Regiment acted in concert and not as
individuals, a f a i r de8criptian of their conduct would be t h a t they
quitted His Majesty's service with intent to shirk important
Bervice. The terms of the Mutiny Act would be hard t o understand i f the mutiny of the Scottish Regiment were not regarded
as being also a collective desertion.

IT. COMMOS LAW GLOSSES
On the one hand, it may be argued that Ansell's adoption of
short desertion during World War I was an attempt to expand
the scope of desertion through B common law development; on the
other hand, it may also be argued that it was not an expansion
but a return t o the earlier concept of desertion.
There is a tendency in some American thinking on military law
to regard the divining of Congressional intentions 88 reflected In
t h e Uniform Code of 19508. and earlier codes as being of paramount importance, and to frown .on common law developments.
Military law, unlike civil law, has not been supported by a recognized common l a w The importance of the unwritten militan' law
has long been recognized by the authors of military text-books
and notably by Winthrop; yet none were prepared to dignify it by
calling it a common law and it is still known by its rather disreputable name, "the custom of the Service." The British CourtsMartial Appeals Court does not yet seem prepared to take the
56 I b t d .
3 .naeaviay,
o p DZt
note 2 , at 38-46.
i 7 A e t a i May 5, 1950, 5 1, ch. 165, 64 Stat 108 (eRectwe May 31, 1951).
Reenacted in 1966 as 10 U.S.C. $5 801-540. Act of August 10. 1956, 5 1, eh.
1041, 70A Stat 1, 36-79 (effective Jan. 1, 1557)
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step. In R. 8 . DurkinS3counsel for the Crown advanced the argument that there was a general power to dissolve courts-martial
under the "common law of the services.'' The court accepted the
argument that there was such a power but refrained from agreeing expressly that there was a common law of the services.
Some areas of military law are particularly well suited to a
common law approach; in particular, the general article and disobedience of a lawful command. To anyone who is familiar with
the historical development of the general article and of the immunity of the services from civil processes for the recovery of
debts, the deciaion of the United States Court of Xilitary Appeals in United States v . KivkseyaPis a common law decision of
the highest merit, and displays a sureness of judgment which is
not always present in legiSiatures.4Y
Probably no one has been more influential in preventing the
development of a military common law than Sir William Blackstone. In his Commentaries written in 1766 he echoed and developed the sentiments of the late 17th century, embodied in the
first Mutiny Act, and stated: "For martial law, which is built
upon no settled principles, but is entirely arbitrary in its decisions, as Sir Matthew Hale observes, is, in truth and reality no
law, but something indulged rather than allowed as a law. The
necessity of order and discipline in an army is the only thing
which can give it countenance: and therefore it ought not to be
permitted in time of peace, when the Queen's courts are open f o r
a11 persons to receive j u t i c e according to the laws af the land.""
Standing armies in time of peace a r e now a military necessity and
a separate system of military law has evolved. Given these things,
it is doubtful whether Blackstone would have accepted the proposition that the settled principles of military law are predominantly
a matter for a n omniscient legislature. Far Blackstone, the English common law was "the best birthright and noblest inheritance
of mankind.""
Desertion has been defined by statute in America, Canada and
England since World War 11. I t may be pertinent to reflect
whether a statutory definition would have been necessary if military lawyers in World War I and I1 had appreciated the possi8'37

Crim. App. R. 127, 3 All E. R. 685 (1953).

' S 6 USCMA 516, 20 CJIR 272 (1955).

For D cumparstwe legirlntlve spproaeh to the problem of debts, see
Report of Select Comm. on Army Act and A n Force Act, House of Commons,
st 14 (1954).
(1 1 Blsckstone. Commentaries 412 (13th ed. 1800).
O'Sullivsn, The Inheritance of the Common Law 3 (1950).
10
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hilities of military legal history. A common law can best operate
when it ia enshrined in law reports and is founded on legal
history.

V.

CONCLUSION

There is nome evidence to support the foilow'-g conclusions.
Desertion emerged, as a military offense, prior to absence without
leave. The intention of a deserter was not oripinally relevant.
When it did become relevant, i t was not limited initially to the
intention to remain away permanently. Short desertion is consistent with the earlier concept of deaertion and may not he a
modern common law gloss.

D. B.

NICHOLS'

* Wing Commander, Legal Branch, Royal A~8tralian Alr Force: B A.,
LL.B , Uniwrnty of Melbourne, 1947.
*co 11878
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ARTICLE 123(a) : A B I D CHECK O F F E N S E FOR THE
MILITARY.* After years of unsuccessful attempts,' the Uniform
Code of Military JusticeZwas finally amended in the 87th Congress
last year to provide specific statutory authority for the prosecution
of bad check offenses.' This legislation, which had been reeommended far passage every year since the enactment of the Code,.
with little or no subsequent congressional action, was whisked
through the legislative process with comparative ease in the past
session of Congress.'
Although the lack of this statutory authority has been widely
criticized: it still remains to be seen whether the new bad check
offense is the complete solution which its supporters claim it to be.
I t is submitted that there are still areas which are in need of
interpretation and that such interpretation will, of necessity, be
supplied through decisions of the United States Court of Military
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The purpose of this comment is to examine briefly the legislative
background of the new statute, the scope of the offense, and some
of the problems which will be encountered under the new legislation. Where pertinent, a brief analysis of the recent amendments
and changes? to the Manual for Courts-Martiale implementing this
statute will also be included.

I. LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND
Early in 1963, le8s than a year a f t e r the Code became operative,
various committees Lr were set up t o consider and recommend
changes in the Code. All af these committees recommended t h a t a
new punitive article should be passed incorporating provisions
similar to the District of Columbia bad check statute.LL Every
year since then these recommendations have been repeated."
The reason set forth in behalf of such an amendment was t h a t
the 8ervices were experiencing difficulty in prosecuting bad cheek
offenses because of a lack of guideposts as to proper specifications,
proof, and instructions.l8 This system was said to result in
"divergent standards of proof" among the several services."
Accordingly, in 1955, a bill sponsored by the Department of
Defense, containing the proposed new bad check legislation a8 well
as 16 other recommended changes to the Code, was first introduced
into Congress.'i This group of proposed amendments, later known
as the Omnibus Bill," was introduced in every session of Congress
thereafter, but never met with SUCCISS. In 1969, the Secretary of
the Army appointed a n ad hoc committee to study the Uniform

ARTICLE 123(a)
Code of Military Justice and its effectiveness in maintaining good
order and discipline in the Army. After an exhaustive study of
numerous problems, the repart of t h a t committee also recommended the adoption of bad check legislation identical to t h a t
proposed in the Omnibus Amendments.'. In supporting the new
statute, this committee pointed to the technical difficulties of pleading under the existing system and the lack of a presumption relative to the intent to defraud."
Because of differences between the services over the various
proposals contained in the Ad Hoc Committee Report, the services
agreed to concentrate on three legislative proposals." One af these
proposals was the bill which, upon enactment, became Article
123 (a) of the Code. The bill was introduced in the 87th Congress in
June 1961 and, despite the customary legidatire bottlenecks, was
speedily acted upon and passed by both houses of the Congress.*O
Little or no debate was encountered on the Aoor of Congress.zLThe
committee reparts*l were brief and not very illuminating.
The explanation of the bill, a s contained in the Senate Report,%,
pointed out the absence of specific statutory authority under the
Code f o r prosecution of bad check offenses and the resulting
difficulties of prosecution under Articles 121, 133, and 134, a8
interpreted by decisions of the Court of Military Appeals. Particular attention was directed to the element of intent to defraud
or deceive under the new legislation and the effect of the presumption created by the statute. As in all previous bills, it was
emphasized t h a t the new statute is identical to that currently in
existence in the District of Columbia, Missouri, and New York."
11. SCOPE O F THE NEW STATUTE

Article 1 2 3 ( a ) of the Code prohibits the making, drawing,
uttering or delivering of a check, draft, or order, for any purpose,
1 - U . S. Dep't of Army, Report of The Committee on The Uniform Code
of Xllitary Justice, Good Order and Discipline in the Army 178 (1960)
(heremafter referred to SI the Ad Hoc Committee Report).
Ibid.
"JAGJ 1861/8281 (June 12, 1851). rn U. S Dep't of Army, Pamphlet
No. 27-101-74, pp. 5-6 (1961) (Judge Advocate Legal S e r r l e i ) .
1 0 see note 5 r
, U--p,".
9'107 Cang. Ilee. 1 1 3 1 6 1 7 , D546 (dady ed. Jvls 10, 1 9 6 1 ) : 107 Cang.
Rle. 19195, 0879 (dally ed. September 20, 1961).
'2s. Rep. No. 5 5 9 , H.R. Rep. No. 583, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. (18511. The
Senate Report is set out in 1961 C. S. Code Cans & Ad Xes3 5001.
S. Rep. No. 659, supra note 22
11 D.C. Code D 22-1410
(1951); Vernon's Ann. Mo. Stat. $ 8 661.460,
561.470, 561.480 (1953): N.Y.Pens1 Lau $ 1282-a (1944).
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with knowledge that there are insufficient funds for the payment
thereof and with intent to defraud or deceive the payee thereof.*$
Thus, it wili be seen that there are four important elements of
proof involved in a prosecution far the offense. Initially, there
muat be proof of the isauance of the instrument in question and its
subsequent dishonor. Secondly, there must be proof that the instrument issued is one of the instruments enumerated in the
statute. Thirdly, there must be proof of the maker's knowledge of
insufficient funds. Finally, there must be proof that the maker
issued the instrument for the procurement of any article or thing
of value, with intent to defraud, or, for any reason, with intent
to deceive.
Certain difficulties face the prosecutor in proving all of these
elements.

A . PROOF OF ISSUANCE, DISHONOR A N D
T Y P E OF IIVSTRUMENT
In the normal situation, it should not be too difficult to prove
that a particular instrument has been drawn and subsequently
dishonored. Testimony of the appropriate bank official and the
payee will be sufficient in a majority of the casea.** The new provisions incorporated into the Manual will make this task more
aimpiified. Paragraph 143a(2) has been amended to make admissible duly authenticated copies of banking entries, including
13 The text of the statute is BP fdiowup: "Any perron avbjeet to thin ehapter w h e
" ( 1 ) f o r the procurement of any article or thing of Value, with
intent to defraud; or
" ( 2 ) for the payment of m y p a d du% obligation, or fop any ather
purpose, with intent to deceive; makes, drawa. utters, or delivers m y
cheek, d m f t , or order for the payment of money upon m y bank or
other depositary, knowing a t the time t h a t the maker or drawer h a s not
01 will not have iuflcient f u n d i in, or eredit with, the bank or other
depository for the pagment of t h a t cheek. draft, or order in full upon
i t s presentment, ahall be punished e.~ a court-mama1 may direct. The
making. drawing, uttering, or delivering by 8 maker or drawer of a
cheek, draft. or order, payment of which is refuaed by the drawee beeauae of inliufleitnt funds of the maker or drawer in t h s drawee's
posaessian or eontroi, is prima facie evidence of hia intent to d e f r a u d
;f,;;n.%.,iz;:;d:r
ind;;;iey;;yswt;;

~d~.oe~d~;o;Ae3$;

holder the amount due within five days after reeeivmg notlee, orally or
in writing, t h a t the cheek, draft, or order was not paid on preamtment.
In thia section, the ward 'eredit' means an arrangement or under.
standing, expresi or implied, with the bank or ather depository f o r the
oavment of t h a t cheek. draft. or order. , , .I'
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written "translations" of mechanical or electronic entries.*' Paragraph 1 4 3 b ( 3 ) has been amended to permit a simplified method
of authenticating banking entries.%&
An important aid in proving dishonor has been added in paragraph 144e of the Manual. This section allows the admission of a
bank's notation on a returned check, if properly authenticated, as
evidence that the payment of the instrument was refused for the
reasons indicated on the notation, under the business entry exeeption to the hearsay rule.'D
I t is also important to note that under the amended version of
paragraph 143a(2) of the Manual, it is possible to show that there
are no entries or records of a banking transaction, either through
the testimony of a bank official to that effect or by a duly authenticated statement by the responsible person to that effect. Such
proof may be received as evidence that such B transaction did not
take place.8o
A particular problem in this area i3 the question of what is a
"check, draft, or order" within the meaning of this statute. F a r
example, there is a divergence of opinion as to whether a postdated check falls within the prohibition of this statute. The more
recent cases take the view that they do not
I t wiii be seen t h a t section 1292-s [New York Penal Law] does not recite
postdated cheeks among the prohibited items. , , Section 321 of the
Negotiable Instruments Law defines a "cheek" to be s bill of exchange
drawn on a bank payable on demand. , , [Tlhe instrument in queition
was not a check within the meaning of metion 321, and to issue i t under
the eonditiona described in the act doen not. therefore, constitute P crime
[under this statute]. , Fraud cannot be predicated upon nonperformance a i B future promise, and P postdated check i s B mere promine to
discharge P piesent obligation a t a future date.33

.

.

. .

37 Exec. Order No. 11009, 27 Fed. Reg. 2686 (19621, also set out in U. 8.
Dep't of Army, Pamphlet No. 27-101-96. pp. 9-10 (1961) (Judge A d v w a C
Legal service1
38 I d . s t pp. 11-12.
2s I d . n t pp. 13-14.
80 I d . a t pp. 9-10,
82 State Y. Brwkahire,
328 S.W.2d 262 (Mo. App. 1969); People V.
Mazeloff, 229 App. Div. 461, 242 N.Y.S. 623 (1930); Azzarello Y. Richard.,
89 N.Y.S.2d 697 (Syracuse Munie. Ct. 1960). Contm, State Y. Taylor, 336
Mo. 460. 75 S.W.2d 318 (1834).
623, 624-26 (App. Div. 1930). I n
B?aakshw% mpra not. 31, the Miaaavri Court of Appeal8 held that, in the
ease of B paitdated cheek, i t was nweei8sn b show t h a t the drawer had a
fraudulent intent "with reference to the promise or aasurmee a i future
action
and not with reference b the failure b keep the promi8e."
329 S.W.2d a t 366. This legal distinction is not clear, cipcci~llyin view e<
the posture of the evidence in the case, which indieated t h a t a t no time
after the check was given wem there SuWcient f u n d i i n the defendant's
account ta cover the check. F u r t h e m e r e , no evidence was offered by the
defendant in hi8 behalf.

...
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One of the recent amendments to the Manual'a purports to cover
this situation:
The cheek, draft. or order, Khether made or negotiated far the pmcuro.
ment of an artids or thing of value or f a r the pzyment of a part due
obligation 01 for some other purpose, need not be intended OT represented
sa payable immediately. For example, the makine af a postdated cheek,
delwersd at the time a i entering into an installment purchase contract
and intended a%payment f o r a f u t u r e m t a i i m e n f . would, if made with
the r e 1 u i l f e inlent and knowledge, be B ilolation of this article.

Yet, in both New York and Missouri, courts interpreting statutes
identical to Article 123 ( a ) have held that such an instrument does
not fall within the purview of the statute.B4
Whether the Court of Military Appeals will give effect to such
an argument, instead of supporting the language of the Manual, is
queationable. In United States u. Curnmins,i' the Court, considering the effect of a postdated cheek in a prosecution under Article
121 far false pretenses, held that if the offense was otherwise
established, the fact that the cheek used was postdated did not
constitute grounds for reversal. This position has recently been
reaffirmed by the Court in United States v . Cullu,3Din which it was
held that a false statement af a present intention to repay a loan
is a Btatement of an existing fact necessary to support a prosecution for false pretensm under Article 121.
e ~
the effect of a conditional cheek.
Another line of c a ~ concerns
The New Yark courts have apparently equated this situation to
that of a postdated check, although speaking in terms of lack of
fraudulent intent.

In People 9. Kepitofsky,i. the defendant testified that there was
an express understanding between him and the payee that the
check was not to be depoaited far ten days. The complainant, however, deposited the check after five days and it was dishonored.
There was corroborating evidence of the conditional nature of
the check. The court dismissed the charge for lack of proof of
fraudulent intent.
In People 2'. Nibur,"' the defendant delivered a check in the
amount of $175 to the payee in settlement of a pre-existing debt
XCM, 1951, para. moa, Exec. Order No. 11009. 21 Fed. Reg. 2585
(1962). Piso set out >n U. S. Dep't of Army, Pamphlet No. 27-1i11-96,
p, 13 (1962) (Judge Advocate Legal Service).
8 . see "ate 31 eupre.
S a 9 USCMA 663, 26 CMR 449 (1958). Judge Ferguaon dissented
l b 1 2 USCMA 104, 31 CMR 2 9 0 (1962).
8, 144 Mlsc. 543, 263 N.Y.S. 381 ( N . Y . City Magi.. Ct. 1932).
1'238 App. Div. 233, 264 N.Y.S. 148 (1335).

ARTICLE 123(a)
of $280, The defendant testified that it was agreed that the check
would be held by the payee until he was notified by the defendant
that there were sufficient funds to cover the check. The payee
denied this arrangement, but the court, in reversing the conviction,
stressed (1) the fact that the defendant's version of the story was
corroborated and ( 2 ) the independent evidence of defendant's
efforts to collect certain debts due him from other p e r ~ o mfor the
purpose of covering the check involved.
the New Yark Court of Appeals re.
Finally, in People 9.
versed a conviction for issuing worthless checks and grand larceny
in the second degree where competent evidence was introduced
indicating that the payee, with knowledge that there were insufficient funds, agreed to hold the defendant's check far 30 days.

In all of these cases the emphasis has been on the conditional
nature of the transaction, which has resulted in a lack of proof of
the fraudulent intent necessary to sustain a conviction. However.
this result can also be expressed in terms of failure of proof that
the instrument in question was a "check, draft, or order" within
the meaning of the statute.

B . PROOF OF KNOWLEDGE OF Ih'SUFFIClENCY
A more difficult problem concerns proof of the maker's knowledge of insufficiency of his account. The statute requires that the
maker know, a t the time the instrument is drawn. that he has
not, or will not have a t the time of presentment, sufficient funds
on deposit for the payment of the instrument.'n However, as with
the element of intent to defraud or deceive, the statute creates a
presumption relative to this element. This presumption provides
that the nan-payment of the instrument because of insufficient
funds is prima facie evidence of the drawer's knowledge of insufficient funds, unless the instrument is redeemed within five
days after notice of dishonor."
I s 2 8 9 N.Y.413, 46 N.E.2d 498 (1943). ravarains 34 N.Y.S.2d 147 (APP.
Div. 1'342).
'"he
pertinent language of the statute i s : "Any perron avbxct to this
chapter who , , makes, dmws, utters, or delivers m y check. draft, or
order
hnowing at the time that the maker or drawer haa not or w i l l
not have sufficient funds in, or credit with, the bank or other depository
for the payment of that check, draft. or order in full upon {is p7e8snlrnent.
shall be punished BLI a court-martial may direct" (emphasis added).
41 See Exec. Order No. 11009, 27 Fed. Reg. 2686 (19621, as a d out in
U. S. Dep't Of Army, Pamphlet No. 27-101-96, pp. 19-20 (1962) (Judge
Advocate Legal Service), for the Manual amendment implernentmg thl8
eoneept.

...
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I t i s clear that this presumption i s not conclusive and can be
overcome by evidence to the contrary.'? However, the amount and
type of evidence to the contrary may vary from case to case,
depending upon a court's interpretation.
Thus, in People v . Hosta,', it was held that the presumption of
knowledge of insufficiency had been successfully rebutted where
the defendant introduced evidence of his attempts to deposit
money to cover the check involved.
Likewise, under both the Missouri and New York statutes, it
has been held that a conviction for this offense cannot stand
where evidence has been introduced to show that, a t different times
between the time of delivery of the check and the time of its
presentment, there were sufficient funds in the account to cover
payment.'i
Other cases have indicated that the defendant, in order to rebut
the presumption, may introduce evidence of sufficient funds at the
time the check w u drawn, of lack of knowledge that his account
was overdrawn, or of the fact that he had sufficient credit a t the
bank to warrant the bana fide belief that the check would be
honored by way of overdraft.'s
I t has also been held that evidence of disclosure by the drawer
to the payee of insufficiency of funds a t the time the instrument
is made rebuts the criminal intent required and turns the transaction into an extension of credit."
These decisions point up one of the areas in which the language
of the statue is not entirely clear. I t i s not specifically stated

_____

< 1 People Y. Will, 289 N.Y. 413, 45 N.E.2d. 498 (1943). revoninp 34
N.Y.S.2d 147 (App. Div. 1942); People Y. Nibur, 238 App. Div. 233, 264
N.Y.S. 148 (1933).
6 a 2 6 0 N.Y.S. 97 ( A p p . D w 1932). See text accompanying note 58 i n t m
for P mole detailed atatemint of the facts I" thio ease.
( 4 State V. Humphrey, 74 S.W.2d 86 (Ma. App. 1934) ; People V. Weiar,
283 N.Y. 531, 189 N.E.686 (1933). T e ~ e T n i n g 266 N.Y.S. 959 (App. Dlv.
1832). In People V. Ledwell, 14 N.Y S.2d 371 (Chmango County Ct. 1838).
the eaurt distmguiahed Wetea, supra, on the facta, but did hold that It was
not noeeraary under the statute t o allege m the ndictment that the defendant did not, s t any time after dellvery of an instrument. have Su(Reient
funda for the payment thereof.
'jEllioft V. Caheen Bras., 153 So. 513 (Ala. 1834); Annot., 95 A.L.R.
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whether knowledge of insufficiency must exist a t the time of the
drawing of the check or other instrument or a t the time of its
presentation for payment. Paragraph 202a of the Manual, in
discussing this element,*. seems to imply that accused must possess,
at the time the instrument is drawn, the knowledge t h a t there are,
or will be, insufficient funds for payment of the instrument in full
upon its presentment. If the instrument is drawn an a non-existent
bank, knowledge is, of course, presumed. In a t least one case
commenting upon this problem, it was stated that the test of
sufficiency was to be made as of the time of the cheek's presentation for Qaument.'" Accordingly, under this theory, even though
the maker might have sufficient funds a t the time of the drawing
or delivery of the check, if the funds are subsequently depleted
so that they a r e insufficient when the instrument is presented for
payment, then the drawer may be properly convicted under the
statute.'s I t a m e a r s that the drafters of the Manual amendments intendedthat the same result be reached under the Manual
amendments.
The civilian courts have, for the most part, restricted the
operation and effect of the presumption of knowledge of insufficiency, and, in so doing, have restricted the application of
the statute as a whole. While such an interpretation seems to
violate the legislative intent and certainly would violate the
intent of the services which reeommended the passage of this
legislation, the language of the statute does not seem to prohibit
such an interpretation. This deficiency becomes even more ap.
parent in examining the fourth element of the new offense.
C. PROOF OF INTENT TO DECEIVE OR DEFRAUD

In proving the element of fraudulent intent,''O the prosecutor
may again rely on the statutory presumption to get his case to
the jury. However, it is clear that the prosecution should not rely
on the presumption alone to establish fraudulent intent, should
the defendant be able to present evidence which, if believed by the
court-martial, would rebut the presumption or inference of
fraudulent intent.
'7 See Exec. Order No. 11009, 27 Fed. Reg. 2585 (1962). in U. S. Dep't
of Army, Pamphlet No. 27-101-96, pp. 19-20 (1962) (Judge Advocate Legal
Service).
* & S t a t eY. Tailor, 335 Ma. 450, 13 S.W.2d 378 (1980 (dictum).
"Ibid. See Annor., 95 A.L.R 486, 493.94 (1936).
Io
The language of the i t s t u t e refers to the ''Intent to defraud" 07 "mtent
to deeewe." References in the text to "fraudulent intent" are dealgned to
cover both of these more apeciflc terms.
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The cases have repeated innumerable times the proposition that
a fraudulent intent 1s an essential element of the crime,,' that it
must be alleged in the indictment or information,'? that the
prosecution has the burden of establishing the fraudulent intent,'j
and that the mere issuance of a check without sufficient funds
will not support a conwetion under this type of statute without
proof of an intent t o deceive or defraud.i*

In considering the purpose and effect of the statutory presump
tian, the Missouri Court of Appeals has stated:
This statue has obviated the duty of the State to directly prove the
intent and knowledge. The State having ahawn that the defendant did
not pay the check within five days after notice of dishonor, has met the
Is
burden of proving the required intent and knowledge.

.

However, although the reported decisions have given homage
ta the proposition that the presumption is not rebutted unlem
it appears
there has been "substantial evidence to the
that something less than "substantial evidence" has been required.
Certain types of evidence seemingly rebut the presumption as a
matter of law.

In People u . Humphries," it was held that the presumption had
been rebutted, apparently as a matter of law, where there was
evidence that defendant's check was not honored solely because
a stop payment order had been placed on another check he had
deposited to cover the amount involved.

of the'statute.
I 6 State V. Kaufman, 308 S.W.2d 333, 389
(Mo.App 1867).
s i People V. Will, aupra note 51, at 414, 46 X.E.2d at 499; In l e Magna,
258 N.Y. 82. 84, 179 N.E. 266, 267 (1832); Patta \,. Pardee, 220 N Y . 431,
433, 116 N.E.78. 79 (1917).
1.234 N.Y.S. 688 (Apg Div 1929).
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In People

9.Hmto,'a

the defendant admitted that there were
insufficient funds when he delivered the check. However, he
offered evidence that the same afternoon he unsuccessfully attempted to deposit a cashier's check in his account to cover the
one he had written. A bank cashier verified this story. There
was also evidence that the defendant then deposited the cashier's
check in another bank and that he offered to exchange the check
held by the payee for one drawn on the second bank. The payee
refused this offer. On the basis of these facts, a conviction under
the statute was reversed and the information was dismissed, on
the grounds that the presumpton of fraudulent intent has been
successfully rebutted.J8 I t was also held that testimony of an
official of the second bank, offered to corroborate the defendant's
statements, was erroneously excluded.*"
Proof that the notice of dishonor referred to in the statute was
given is not an essential element of the crime." Failure to give
such a notice would only prevent the prosecution from availing
itself of the presumption created by the atatute.B2
Where the defendant attempts to show lack of fraudulent intent by proof that his bank had honored previous overdrafts, the
courts have been reluctant to say that such evidence alone is 8n
indication of a n arrangement or an understanding with the bank
for the payment of any and a11 checks.69 Proof of a formal arrangement of this type, however, will be a defense."
Finally, there is the question of the effect of redemption by the
defendant Generally, it is held that redemption within the fiveday period is not a defense to the ~ffense.'~It merely serve8 to
abrogate the presumption created by the statute."
The strict treatment accorded this element of the offense and
the proof thereof may present some real problems to the military.

As it has been pointed out," this statute provides no punishment
for making and uttering a worthless cheek without a n intent t o
"260 N.Y.S.97 ( A p p . Div. 1932).
I d at 100.
601btd.
State V. Kaufman, a06 S.W.2d 333, 338 (Ma. App. 1967).
Ibid. Thia case aim indicated that even wheri notice af dxhonor is
given, it need not be m writing.
State Y . Kaufman, m p v e note 61, at 339.
"Annot.. 95 A.L.R. 486, 491 (1935).
State V. Kaufman, supra note 61, a t 336.
I ' I b i d . See Gunther V. State, 42 Okln. Crim. 129, 276 Pec 237 (1929).
( 7 Simon, A Suivey o i Worthiraa Check Obenaea, Mil. L. Rev., October
1961, p 29, 62.
*co
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deceive and thereafter wrongfully and dishonorably failing to
maintain a sufficient balance, an offense previously punished under
Article 134 of the Code and known as the "minor check" offense."
Nevertheless, a form specification and punishment for such an
offense is included under Article 134 in the recent amendments to
the Manual.'s By way of explanation, it is stated that this specification may be used to allege, in appropriate cases, a lesser included
offense of one of the offenses covered in Article 1 2 3 ( a ) . I t is
stated that this offense is "characterized by mere dishonorable
failure to maintain funds alleged as a simple disorder under
article 134, as distinguished from an offense involving criminal
intent to defraud or deceive."" Presumably there exist many
situation8 in which no fraudulent intent is evident, but in which
there is clearly a dishonorable failure to maintain sufficient funds.
The legislative history of the new law offers no assistance in
this regard. It emphasizes the need for proof of a fraudulent
intent as a prerequisite for conviction:, The following language
from the Senate Report is pertinent:
Mere error on the p a r t of the drswre bank or the drawer t h a t doen not
m o u n t to bod faith 01 O ~ D B Bindiba.renae will not fall wvlthin the proicriptian of the new article.

...

The committee was informed t h a t tho authority of this bill wiii not be
used .(
anIinstrument to enforce collection of vnpard ehecke, hut t h a t
it will be uiad ~ o l c l yf o r the pmaecuhon of agmdcra whoa. miromduot
/alia wilhzn thr tmmrl of the a*ticlr.
.?

..

Thus. albeit unwittingly, the legislative history seems to read
out of the proscription of the statute any conduct formerly prosecuted a s a minor check offense and resds back into the statute the
(8

Under t h e pre-Artlcl8 12a(a) practice, two types of .porthiear cheek

offenses w e x being prosecuted under the general article. Article 134. The
firat, making and uttering a worthleia eheek rvith intent to deceive and
thereaft$? wrongfully and dishonorably failing to maintain II sufleient
b i l m e e , was punishable by dishonorable discharge, total forfeitures, and
confinement a t hard labor for six months. The second offenre. making
and uttering a worthless eheek without intent to deceive and themafter
wrongfully and dishonorably failing to maintain B sufficient balance. wysi
puniahsbie by confinement and partial forfeitures for four months. Thew
two offensea became known I S the "major" and " m m ~ r " cheek offenses.
see Simon, ."pra note 37, a t p. 4s.
'QSee Exec. Order No. 11009. 27 Fed. Reg. 2686 (lSSZ), set out in U. S.
Dep't of Army, Pamphlet No. 27-101-96, p. 26 11962) (Judge Advocate
Legal Service), This apeeifieatm 18 d m o l t identied to t h e Bpeeifleation
utilized previously f a r pmsecutmg the "minor check" offense.
"Letter from Seeritary, Dep't of Air Force, to Director, Bureau of
Budget. m U. S. Dep't of Army, Pamphlet No. 2'7-101-92, p. 7 (1962)
(Judge Advocate Legal Service).
.IS. Rep. No. 669, 8'7th Cong., 1 s t Seas, (1961).
.* Ibid (emphasis added)
156
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importance of an accused‘s post-issuance conduct in establishing
fraudulent intent, bad faith or grow indifference. The Senate
Report had earlier indicated that one of the primaly difficulties
under the old system of prosecuting bad check offenses was the
requirement for proof of dishonorable post-issuance conduct!
Nevertheless, this type of evidence may still be necessary in order
to clearly establish the accused‘s fraudulent intent, or wrongful
or dishonorable conduct, as the case may be
111. CONCLUSION

The difficulties of prosecuting worthless check offenses under
the pre-Article 123 (a) procedure were numerous, but it is still
questionable whether Article 123(a) has supplied all of the
remedies necessary. I t appears that there are two difficult problems still involved in prosecuting worthless check offenses under
Article 123(a). First, use of the statutory presumption and the
simplified methods of evidentiary proof supplied by the recent
Manual amendments will tend to lull the prosecution into a false
sense of security in proving the elements of the offense. And,
secondly, the construction to be placed on such terms as “check,
draft, or order,” “knowledge of insufficiency,” and “fraudulent
intent” is still unknown.“ Unless military prosecutors take both
of these factors into account when proceeding under this statute,
the results may not be in accord with what the drafters intended.

RICHARDG. ANDERSON‘

9 8 It is true that the amendment8 to the Manual have attempted to mpply
some of the answers to them questions, but when state courts, interpreting
identical statutes, have reached eoncluslona contrary to thoae reached in the
Manusi, i t ~eemssomewhat hazardous to rely completely on the Manual
interpretstisn.
*Captain, JAGU, U. S. Army: Member of Staff and Faculty, The Judge
Advocate General’s School, U. S. Army, Charlotteavdie. Virsinia: Editor,
MdtLary Law Revi#iu; LL.B.. 1969, Washmpton and Lee Unluaraity; Member
of the Barr of Maryland, Virginia, and tho U. S. Court of Military Appeals.
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Immigration Law and Practice. By Jack Wasserman. Philadelphia: Joint Committee on Continuing Legal Education of the
American Law Institute and the American B a r Association, 1961.
Pp. xxi, 180. $1.00.
Helpful handbooks far the uninitiated practitioner in specialized
fields of law, where the assumption of the reader's basic familiarity
with the procedural and substantive framework cannot be made,
a r e very difficult ta produce. Their authors labor under severe
hardships in achieving that balance which results in optimum
utility. The handbook must provide comprehensive, easily understood coverage without either being purile br engulfed in a morass
of detail. I t must reflect current statute law (sometimes not yet
judicially interpreted) without completely sacrificing discussion
of the body of law, statutory and decisional, upon which recent
changes are based. Above all, handbook authors must write
clearly-with
a simplicity and a lucidity designed to introduce
the conundrums of their specialty and to suggest methods of
handling them-while making maximum use of the limited space
available to them.
A handbook which succeeds in its purpose Is a signal addition
to the working tools of the practitioner. Its author has performed
an invaluable service to the bar in providing a slim volume whose
use almost inevitably leads to more informed legal service to the
public from a practitioner whose research facilities and available
time may be limited. The compass of the law as we know i t and
apply it today is too broad to entertain reasonably the expectation
that the ordinary practitioner will be familiar with the precedents
and procedures of specialized areas into which he is seldom called
upon to venture. A well drawn handbook provides answers to the
practitioner's commonplace problems and the basis f a r further
research into his difficult ones.
Although many aspects of general and specialized practice had
been the subjects of handbooks, immigration law had never received such treatment.> A volume, sponsored by the Joint Cammittee on Continuing Legal Education of the American Law
Institute and the American Bar Association, of great value to the
neophyte immigration practitioner, has now become available.
1 Until 1959, immigration ia'u had never been the subject of an exhaustwe
treatise. This void was exedlently fllied by Gordon & Roaenfield, Immigration Law and P m e d u r e 11959) [hereinafter cited 8 8 Gordon & Rosenfield].
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Mr. Jack Wasserman, a leading attorney ~n the field, has w e pared an extremely useful, up-to-date and knowledgeable handbook, Immigration Law and Pmetiee.
The contents af this handbook somewhat belie its title, in that
the author uses the term "immigation law'' in B broad, comprehensive way rather than in its ordinary, stricter sense. That
which i s commonly known as "immigration law" encompasses
three distinct legal areas: the law of immigration, the law
of nationalits and the law of naturalization. There are, admittedly, many related problems-usually, however, thought of in
their separate contexts-such
as the rights and disabilities of
aliens, the federal taxation of aliens and the effect of their
presence in the United States upon their obligation to undergo
U.S. military training. Dlr. Rasserman's handbook covers both
the primary and the related areas.
Certkin definitional distinctions should be drawn among the
subject matters covered by Mr. Wasserman's umbrella of "immigration law" before any attempt i s made to evaluate the usefulness and quality of his coverage of them. It is an oversimplification, but a nonetheless correct postulate, that all of the subject matters arising in this broad ares partake of a State's territorial sovereignty. As the supreme power within its territorial
boundaries, a State may exercise the right to control the admission of aliens to its territory, to control their activities while
within its territory and to prescribe the standards which aliens
must meet in order to remain within its territory. Strictly speaking, the body of rules which are the operational manifestations
of the exercise of these rights by a State constitute the law of
immigation. The right of a State to define which persons will
originally (that is, a t birth) acquire its nationality is another
aspect of territorial sovereignty, the rule8 of which make up the
law of nationality. Finally, the exercise of the sovereign right
to determine who may derivatively acquire the nationality of a
State, and under what terms and conditions that nationality may
be obtained and retained, constitute the law of naturalization.
Any rights granted to and disabilities or obligations imposed
upon aliena are functiana of the right af a State to control the
activities of aliens within its territorial boundaries.
Mr. Wasserman eoncern~ himself primarily with the law of
immigration. And, in that area, he succeeds very substantially
in achieving the requisite balance of thoroughness. clarity and
detail. He begins his tour d e force of the immgration laws with
a well written discussion of the roles played by the various State
160
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and Justice Department agencies in the enforcement of those
l a w (Chapter I I ) . ? This discussion and a cursory history of the
legislative development of the immigration laws are all the be.
ginner i s given to set the Stage far the highly complex administrative and statutory pattern which fallows.
Questions of all kinds may inhere in an immigration law
problem+uestians
of administrative or constitutional law: of
the interests of national security: of federal jurisdiction or practice: of domestic relations 1aw.s: or of criminal law, be it federal,
state or of a foreign country. Many of these areas may, in themselves, be unfamiliar to the practitioner, That is all the more
reason, this writer believes, that something more by way of introductory material is needed to assist the reader into the specialized milieu. Mr. Wasserman might have, with great profit,
devoted a few pages to establishing the connection of questions
inherent in individual immigration problems with their over-all
context.
Although his treatment of the individual phases of immigration law is quite good, Mr. Wasserman fails to give the reader
an over-all view of their internal structure to assist in studying
them. The immigration laws' require an alien' seeking to enter
the United States for any purpose to obtain permission to enter
before departing for o u r borders. Every alien seeking entry i s
classified either as an "immigrant" or a "nonimmigrant." All
aliens seeking entry a r e assumed to be "immigrants" (that is,
generally speaking, persons seeking to enter the United States
far permanent residence). I t is incumbent upon the alien seeking entry to establish entitlement to categorization as a "nonimmigrant" (that is, a person seeking entry for a temporary stay).
All aliens seeking entry into the United States for permanent
residence ("immigrants") are divided into two classes: quota
immigrants and nonquota immigrants. Quota immigrants are
aliens admitted within the limitations of the numerical quota
granted by statue to their country of origin for each fiscal year.
Nonquota immigrants are alievs emigrating from countries
which are free of numerical limitations or aliens who individually are within categories of persons who, for public policy or
* F a r a mora extenrive treatment see Gardon B Raaenfield $9 1.6.17,
1.28-.29.
3 The primary ~ o u i e eof United States immigration law i i the Immigra.
tian and Nationality Act. 66 Stat 166 (1952). as amendcd, 8 U.S.C. 69
1101-362 (1958) [hereinafter cited 8s I&N Act]
4 An alien I S defined a i ' m y person not B citizen or national of t h e
United Stater." I&N Act 8 101(a) ( 3 ) . 66 Stat. 166 (19521, 8 U S . C . 6
1 1 0 1 ( S ) ( 3 ) (1958).
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other reasons, are not charged to the quota of their country of
origin.

In the most useful and carefully written chapter' in this handbook, hlr. Wasserman deals with the admission requirements as
they relate to both nonimmigranta and immigrants, quota and
nonquota. He discusses the limitations upon eligibility for a vi8a
to enter the United States as well as the severs1 statutory
grounds upon which an individual applicant may be disqualified.
Here is laid bare in a concise and admirably footnoted fashion
the complexities of the numerical quota system and the preferences operative within it as well as the nuances of the disqualification standards-mental,
physical, economic, criminal, moral,
educational and s u b v e r s i v e u p o n which a visa may be denied.
Samples of the several farms required by the State Department
of aliens applying for admission are included. They are indispensable guides for the tyro.
Later treatment is given to the procedures by which entitle.
ment to nonquota status is secured (Chapter I X ) . Several special classes of nonquota immigrants receive attention in a chagter entitled, "Special Classes of Aliens" (Chapter X I ) . Mr.
Wasserman's treatment of these individual categories is brief,
but cogent.
After obtaining an entry visa and traveling to the borders of the
United States, an alien must again satisfy the authorities of his
admissibility. Mr. Wasserman succinctly states that ''a visa is
not a guarantee of admission to the United States." The facets
of the reexamination inquiry are known as "the exclusion process" (Chapter V).

Aliens who have been admitted to the United States mny, of
course, be required to leave. The process by which their departure is obtained is deportation. Mr. Wasserman devotes three
chapters to various aspects of deportation-one to the standards
applicable and the grounds upon which it may be accomplished
(Chapter VI) ; one to the administrative process itself (Chapter
VII) and one to various available methods of obtaining temporary or permanent relief from deportation (Chapter V I I I ) .
The judicial review of administrative determinations in immigration cases i s dealt with in a truncated, but current, fashion by
Mr. Wasserman (Chapter X ) . In an effort to bring order to an
increasingly chaotic pattern of judicial renew, Congress enacted
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corrective legislation a t its last session.' I t created "a single,
separate, statutory form of judicial review of administrative
orders f a r the deportation and exclusion of alien8 from the
United States." . The review procedure preserves certain traditional habeas corpus remedies while adapting the procedure for
the review of orders made by other Governmental agencies.
I t would hare been more desirable had M r . Wasserman devoted more than 5 of the 21 pages allotted i o judicial review to a
discussion of the relevant legal problems. He might, for instance,
have offered the reader more than a single paragraph concerning
the right of persons, bath within and without the United States,
claiming United States nationality to bring a declaratal~. judgment action t o test administrative deprivations of their rights
and privileges as nationals. The statutory prorisioni raises a
variety of important procedural and constitutional problems.' Unfortunately, the author chose instead to devote 16 pages to the
pleadings he utilized in the lMezei'' and Rubenstem'L cases. The
pleadings are of some interest as farms. But they undeniably
take B disproportionate amount of the available space which is
a t such a premium in a handbook.
Six brief chapters of varying utility constitute the final 34
page8 of the handbook. The alien registration and reporting requirements are dealt with summarily in Chapter XIL" The rehearsal contained in Chapter XI\' of the monetary penalties, civil
and criminal, to which aliens, United States citizens, and transportation lines may be subjected, is a helpful compilation, But
the discussion of the taxation of aliens (Chapter XV) and of
their rights and disabilities in the United States (Chapter XVI)
is woefully incomplete. Both chapters should have been omitted,
as should 4lr. Wasserman's six-page venture into the law of
nationality and the law of naturalization (Chapter XYII).
Particularly disappointing to rhe military lawyer is >fr. Wasserman's chapter on "Military Training and the Alien" (Chapter
a 7 5 Stat. 651 119611. 8U.S C. 8 11OSa isupp. 111. 18611.

.

U S . Code Cong. & Ad Kewn, 87th Cong., 1st S e m 4332 11961).
I&N Act $ 3 6 0 , 66 Stat. 273 (1852). 8 U . S C . 5 1603 (18581
See Gardon & Rosenfield $ 8.30 (19581 f a r an mteresnng treatment of
the problem. The apparent procedural necessity to be physically present in
the United States t o maintain such a suit, stated ~n 5 8 Sob at 890-2, has
been eliminated by the Supreme Court Rvsk V. Cart. 7 L. Ed, 2d 808 (1962).
The ultimate mnstitutional question in the case-whether a native borr C.S.
national may be denationshied far rernammg abroad t o a w i d being draftedwas ret down f o r reargument next term.
10 Shavghnersy v United Staten IZ mi. Melei, 345 U S 206 11963).
"Rcbmrtein v Brownell. 206 F.2d 448 ID C. Cir. 1853)
'ZParaerapha 13 and 14, A r m y Regs. P a . 608-3 (Jan 2 8 . 19601, e w e r
theae matters mare concisely.
a
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X I I I ) . Subject to certain exemptions, e v e r y male alien in the
United States between 18 and 26 must register for military service. This requirement and its concomitant effects have given
rise to a battery of legal problems. An alien, nonimmigrant student of draft age, for example, is sometimes confronted with the
choice. after one year of residence in the United States, of either
being drafted or claiming draft exemption. A successful draft
exemption claimant is forever barred from L'nited States eitizenship:'
But the self-same student who chooses to serve in the
United States armed forces for two years may be little better off,
from a practical standpoint, as he has no guarantee that he will
be allowed to remain in the United States upon completion of his
period of service. Never having been admitted t o the United
States f a r permanent residence, the student may find himself
subject to deportation proceedings upon his release from service.
The special naturalization benefits available to aliens who have
either served honorably in the armed forces far a period of three
years" (not just the Army as Mr. Wasserman states at 159), or
during World Wars 1 and 11, or the Korean War,9breceive passing
mention. These provisions are, strictly speaking, part of the law
of naturalization rather than that of immigration. If treated
a t all, they were deserving of more than a restatement of the
statutory language. In an area where he might have rendered a
very substantial service, Mr. Wasserman chose to tarry for barely
two pages. Clearly outside his area of real interest in this handbook, this subject awaits an interested scholar.
Does Mr. Wasserman succeed in overcoming the "severe hardships" confronting the author of a handbook? In fairness. this
writer must state that he achieves only middling success. The
author is much like that well-known little girl who "when she was
good, was very very good; but when she was bad, she was horrid." In his attempt to be overly comprehensive, the author ineluded a number of incomplete (and really unnecessary) chapters
IBN Act 315, 66 Stat. 242 (19521, 8 US.C. 6 1426 11968). A elaim.
ant m m t both agply f a r exemptmn and, in fact, be relieved f r o m service i n
the armed fareer before the bar TO eirirenrhip attaches. In the Matter of
Rego, 289 F 2 d 174 !3d Cir 19611. v e v w m w 185 F Supp. 16 (D.X.J. 19601
Military 8erv1ce performed, after 8 change af heart. failawing B ruceerrful
exemption elaim seemingly raises the bar to citizenship. Cannon v United
Ststel, 288 F.2d 269 (2d C m 1961). Bici ~ e i 288
,
FZd 269, 272 (dissent)
> * I % RAct 5 326, 66 Sfat 249 ( 1 9 E 2 ) . 6 U S C. I 1439 (1858). The service
required by the statute need not be ~ e i v i c eon active duty S e r v i e ~ i n the
U S A R Ready Reserve IS nuffielent. United Stares v Aronoi'lri, 289 F.2d 559
( 7 t h Cir. 1961) ! 2 sears of active duty rerwee. 2 pears of U S A R service).
" l & N Act I 329, 66 Stat. 260 ( 1 9 5 2 ) . a i amended, 8 U . E C . S 1460
(SUPP. 111, 1961).
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on ancillary matters. In his endeavor to be up-to-date, the author
incorporates the statutory changes which became law last September. Sadly, it appears, he did so very hurriedly. And the
upshot is the sacrifice of the great clarity required of him.
But Is this handbook worthy of purchase? It most emphatically
is. Although the reader does not uniformly get his due, when he
does, he gets it with dividends. For the practitioner whose research facilities are minimal--a category in which the military
legal assistance officer too often finds himself, this handbook is
indispensable. The chapter dealing with admission requirements
and that on source materials far further research alone justify
the addition of this volume io working legal libraries.. Mr.
Wasserman is to be applauded f o r his substantial effort i o make
a complex area of the law understandable. This writer can only
hope that he will not wait too long before he revises and expands
his unique handbook.
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